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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF JET DECAY RATE ON
JET-INDUCED PRESSURES ON A FLAT PLATE: TABULATED DATA
By
John M. Kuhlman, Don S._Ousterhout, and Ronald W. Warcup
SUMMARY
This report consists of tabulated data values for all results
presented in graphical form in NASA CR-2979, and together with
that report comprises the final report for grant NGL-47-003-039.
Data are presented for a small scale experimental model study of
a single round jet exiting perpendicular to a flat plate into a
uniform subsonic crossflow. The data are grouped into . four main
sections. Section l presents the static, or no-crossflow, nozzle
calibration data. Section 2 lists the individual plate surface
static pressure measurements,_ as well as the integrated loads, for
each jet nozzle configuration and velocity ratio. Section 3 lists
the jet centerline location data and the appropriate power law curve
fit equation, and section 4 lists the jet dynamic pressure decay data.
INTRODUCTION
An experimental study has been undertaken, to determine
the effects of jet decay rate upon the pressure distribution
induced by the jet on an adjacent flat plate. This simplified
geometry of a single circular jet issuing at right angles to a
flat rectangular plate into a uniform subsonic crossflow has
been utilized as a simplified model of the interaction of the
exiting engine efflux with a fuselage or wing of a jet VTOL
aircraft. Such an interaction between propulsive and aerodynamic
loads is particularly important during transition from hover to
forward flight, and has been found to be.strongly configuration
dependent (refs. 1,2, and 3).
The current data have been summarized previously in refer-
ences 4 and 5, but in those reports only graphical comparisons
of the data were made. The present report presents all data
from references 4 and 5 in tabular form. The experimental con-
figuration studied was the previously mentioned simplified
model of a jet VTOL aircraft engine exhaust. Decay rates of the
jet have been varied through use of axisymmetric centerbodies,
or plugs, placed along the jet centerline in the jet nozzle and
plenum. These centerbodies, having either a flat or a hemispher-
ical tip, caused nonuniform jet exit plane dynamic pressure-
profiles, and increased the jet decay rate over that of a uniform
jet having no plug. Details of the experimental apparatus and
procedure have been given in references 4 and 5.
SYMBOLS
Data are presented in nondimensional coefficient form or in
both SI and U.S. customary units where appropriate. Measurements
and calculations have been made in U.S. customary units.	 b
Aeff	 effective jet exit area, m 2 (ft2)
Deff	 effective jet diameter, m (ft)
D 	 nominal jet diameter, m (ft)
K	 constant in equation (3-1)
AL	 jet-induced lift loss, N (lb)
m	 jet mass flow rate, kg/sec (slug/sec)
M	 jet-induced pitch moment, N--:m (7b-ft)
n	 exponent in equation (2-1)
Pe
	jet exit static pressure, N/ni t (lb/ft2)
q	 dynamic pressure, N/m2(lb/ft2)
2
yam.. y. _ 	 . 	 -....,•w+... ^.^.	 _	 ...	 _p	 -^-.	 __	 rr
q crossflow dynamic pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2)
Q Jjet volume flow rate M3/ sec (ft 3/sec, or CFM)




R V	 /V	 jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio, also ideal
efEi
gas constant, J/acg--K (ft lb/slug R)
t s arc length measured along jet trajectory, m (ft)
T jet thrust, N	 (lb)
T  jet exit temperature,	 K (R)
Veff
i
effective jet exit velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
V00 crossflow velocity, m/sec 	 (ft/sec)
x streamwise plate coordinate, origin a center of jet
orifice, m	 (ft)
y transverse plate coordinate, origin at center of jet
orifice, m	 (ft)
z coordinate perpendicular to plate, origin at center
of jet orifice on plate surface, m (ft)
Y specific heat ratio
P. crossflow density,	 kg/m 3 (slug/ft 3 )
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Data for static or no crossflow nozzle calibration are pre-
sented in section 1, while the tables of jet-induced plate surface
° static pressures and total jet-induced lift loss and pitching
moment are presented in section 2.	 Section 3 displays all jet
centerline trajectory data. 	 Section 4 lists the jet centerline'
3
w^
aynamic pressure aecay aata. Tnese aata nave Deen obtainea ror
the following jet-centerbody configurations: no centerbody,
7
flat ended centerbody flush with the nozzl(^ exit, flat centerbody
submerged 0.375 D  below the nozzle exit, flat centerbody sub-
I	 merged 0.875 D  below the nozzle exit, flat centerbody submerged
1.375 Dn• below the nozzle exit, round ended centerbody flush
with the nozzle exit, round centerbody submerged 0.5 D  below
the nozzle exit, and round centerbody submerged 1.0 D  below the
nozzle exit. At the beginning of each section.of the current
report, a brief description of the data presented is given, as
well as a table which lists how the data are organized in that
section. No detailed discussion of these results is given in
the current report, since it is intended merely as a data tabu-








SECTION I: STATIC NOZZLE CALIBRATION DATA
Nozzles used in the current work and in references 4 and 5
have been calibrated in the static, or no crossflow case only,
using the following procedure, first developed by Ziegler and
Wooler in reference 6:
1. Record barometric pressure, nozzle exit pressure and
exit temperature, and jet flow rate.
2. Traverse 0.25 in. above nozzle exit plane across jet and
record q versus r.
3. Integrate product of r times q graphically to calcu-
late jet thrust.





where (pe ,Te ) are exit plane pressure and temperature, T- is
the measured jet thrust, m is the jet mass flow rate, and
Y equals the specific heat ratio.






eff _ pe Aeff
and	 Deff	 4 Aeff	 (1-4)
7T
The calculated effective exit plane 't-jelocity, Veff' has
been used to calculate the nondimensional velocity ratio, R,
for the crossflow data using
5
R = V eff / 42q:/p,.	 (1-5)
V
where the subscript - refers to crossflow free-stream condi-
tions. This generally leads to no more than a 5 percent
difference between R values in the current work and values
calculated as the square root of the ratio of the dynamic
pressures. Since the estimated accuracy of the computed R
values in the current work is no better than 5 percent, largely
due to the measurement of the jet thrust, T, the current R
values may be considered equivalent to R values calculated in
the more traditional manner. One exception to this is for the
flat-ended.centerbody flush case, where it is estimated that inac-
curacies in measurement of T, and hence in R, are at least 10
percent. This is due to the size of the pitot static probe used
[0.159-cm (1/16--in.) diameter probe body], which is of the same order
as the width of the annular jet exit region, 0.318 cm (1/8 in.).
Thus, it is believed that q values are reduced due to a block-
age effect of 'the probe, as well as being averaged spatially
in the shear layers at the edges of the jet.
Nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profiles are shown in
figures 1 to 8, and calibration data are tabulated in table 1.
The local dynamic pressure in figures 1 to 8 is actually propor-
tional to the vertical distance between the total pressure curve
and the static pressure curve. Both curves were recorded at a
distance of 0.635 cm (1/4 inch) above the nozzle exit plane, by
first recording the static pressure distribution, and then moving
the pitot static probe upwards 0.635 cm (1/4 inch) and recording
the total pressure curve.
6
Table 1. Tabulated Static Nozzle Calibration Data.
Nozzle Te Pe T m q vc+ff. be
Configuration m3/.^,ec (CFM) K (R) kPa Obf /ft 2 ) N (lb f ) kg/sec (lb /sec) kPa	 (lb /ft2 )f m/.-;(,c (ft/sec) m (ft)m
No pluq 0.0779 (165) 292 (525) 102.1 (2132) 1.2.7 (2.86) 0.0936 (0.2063) 11.6 (242.9) 1.40.2 (460.0) 0.0264 (0.086'i)
Round plug flush 0.0375 (79.5) 292 (526) 100.7 (2103) 6.14 (1.38) 0.0452 (0.0996) 11.4 (238.3) 1,10.1 (459.6) 0.0185 (0.0607)
Round plug
0.5 D	 down 0.0632 (134) 293 (527) 102.4 (2139) 11.2 (2.51) 0.0761 (0.1678) 13.6 (284.8) 152.1 (499.0) 0.0228 (0.0749)
n
Round plug
1.0 D	 down 0.0778 (164.8) 299 (538) 102.1 (21.3:) 13.3 (2.99) 0.0936 (0.2063) 12.57 (262.6) 147.5 (484.0) 0.0260 (0.0852)
n




0.0318 (67.4) 295 (531) 100.0 (2088) 4.89 (1.099) 0.0383 (0.0844) 9.90 (206.7) 131.4 (431.0) 0.0177 (0.0582)
Square plug
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Figure 2. Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;








Figure 3. Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;









Figure 4 . Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;
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Figure 5. Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;
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Figure 6. Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;
flat tipped plug
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Figure 7. Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;






Figure	 Static nozzle exit plane dynamic pressure profile;
flat tipped plug down 1.375 Dn. 	 15
4SECTION 2: PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS AND INTEGFcATED LOAD DATA
In this section the experimentally measured plate surface
pressures and integrated loads are presented in tabular form.
All pressures have been non-dimensionalized by the crossflow
dynamic pressure, q., and have been calculated as the differ-
ence between the static pressures with the jet flow on and off.
The integrated lift loss and pitching moment data have been
calculated by integration of the pressure data. These have been
calculated assuming the pressure to be constant on each panel.
centered around the individual pressure ports. In figure 9 the
port locations on the plate are shown, and table 2 lists the
radial locations of each port.
At the top of each pressure distribution table, pertinent
data defining each nozzle configuration have been listed, includ-
ing
 the jet-to--crossflow velo , lty ratio, R, the plug submergence
deoth and centerbody diameter, in nominal jet diameters, the ef-
ective jet diameter, Deff' in inches, the plug diameter, in
inches, the jet volume flow rate, 0, in m 3 /sec and CFM, the
crossflow velocity, V. , in m/sec and ft/sec, and the jet thrust,
T, in N and lb. Also included are the dates each data run was
made.
The data for each configuration may be found in the following
taL' ^s
Table (part a. for pressures,
Configuration























Table (part a. for pressures,
Configuration R b. for loads)
Round P1ug
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Figure 9. Plate pressure port distribution. 
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Table 2. Flat plate pressure port
locations. Ji
Pressure Radial Distance


































o NO PLUG 
P • 9.11 
,JF1 FLOW PATE 
JET HP"FCTIVF 
POPT 
Tab:!e 2-la. Pressure coefficient data for no plug configuration, R 9.ll 
PI/IiC flEPTH • ,III"" 
• 4.672 CMM 165.0~ CFM ) 
VFLOCI7y • t4~.2 ~/S (46~,~ PIS 
RFFECTTVf JET nlnM~TER = 1.~4 rE~TfR~OUY UIAMfT~R = 
pprE STRFA~ V~LOCITY c t~.4 ~/~ C S".~ t/~) 




~5 61'. 7S Ill'. H15 12QJ 135 ISQJ Ibll 11QJ 
2 0.0000 ~.~0~QJ _0.QJ985 _0.2779 -0.6219 _A.9R]2 _1,1799 -I .275A .1,,35~ -1.0054 _A.8QJ87 -0.6160 -~.5531 _~,53S9 ~~.54H1 
3 -~.0737 -0.0615 -lIIe1672 -0.2178 -QJ.~tI3 -QJ,83~R -1.QJ01114 -'.QJ~21 q\'..9J9~ -p.8456 a~.61J~ w0.5?eS ·QJ.4~~1 -QJ,4~31 ·~.4326 
5 -0.1622 -0.1715 -~,1~91 -0,2591 ·0,J5~Q -QJ,4414 -QJ,515 Q -0,5618 _QJ.S4~R -0.422 8 -a.)24~ -e,2231 -w.1911 -QJ.1194 -~;lR19 
6 _0.1647 _P..1745 .0,tQI7 -0.22)7 _0,3n91 .QJ,4PQJ1 _A.442~ -~.4~72 _~.39J3 -~.3~1~ _0.2458 -~.1770 -~.~?78 _v.,1~2b _~,1499 
7 -e,1426 -0,1549 ·~.t9tq -0,2114 -0.26QJ6 -M,]171 -~.39J5 -QJ.3q0~ -~.363R -0.2753 -M.1917 -0.159P -~.1111 -~.1254 -~,1~82. 
9 _0,1 45QJ -0.1549 _~,1~96 .~.t917 .~,2409 _~.2655 .~.J26q -~.3417 _e.J245 -e.2360 -~.t54Q -~~13e3 -n.1057 _~.J~R2 -M.M959 
9 .~,1131 -0,1475 -0,1426 -~,1672 -0.21J9 -~.2~0q ·0.21~4 -0.2R27 ·~.2S07 -P,.2~40 -0,1311 ·0.t~P.R -0.0QSq -0,~R36 -~.0qRj 
10 0,000QJ 0.~A00 0 i AQJ00 ~,0~A~ 0,0000 .~.?2J1 -0.2~32 -0.7630 w0.2 4MQ ~A.IR44 -0.121R -0.o197 .0.~664 _A,AR3~ _0.~b3~ 
II 0.000~ ~.0n00 QJ.0000 0.0000 0.0QJ~0 -~.117~ -M.2'~1 -0.23 A4 -M,21 AR -V.ll2l -M.l1Sn -O.0~16 .-0,0~6~ -0.0 RR 5 -~,0~15 
12 A.VA00 A.00~~ 0,~A00 0.~00n 0,00R0 M.V000 _0.I Q6fi -0,ZIRA _0.IR44 _'.152 4 _QJ.0QR3 -0.0~64 -M.~41R _0.0bI5 -U,M51 b 
14 0.~QJ00 0.0~00 0.~QJ0~ a.0000 0,0n0~ H.PA~A 0,QJ0~0 -0 4 t91q _0.1513 .P,12P4 -~.~664 ~.~A~~ -8.0~9R _p.~lh9 -0,~442 





	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for no plug configuration, R
NON .DIPF.NSIONAL M M /Tn L L/T
1
POP7 APFA N .M 1114-FT N 1,H
1 f.S194 0.000348 0,000257 O.PPtA35 •0.101972
-0.022912 •0.00809A
2 2.3297 0.0aP4R6 0.00a35R n.M 447 .P,.146R34 . 0.0330OR •0.011537
3 4.2977 0.000726 0,000536 0.002162 •P..7.3R577 -P.PS3632 •0,018746
. 4 8.1179 N.000868 0.0nF1640 N.P02544 .0.364467 . P,0 R 1 9 32 .0.02863.8
5 12.9800 0.000794 0.0O0596 0.002364 •9,..493712 • 0.110986 •0.038793
6 1R.R840 0.000409 0.000301 0.001217 «0,.622041 -0.139835
-0.048876
7 25.8290 •0.000107 -0.040079 • 0.000319 •0.751503 • 0.168938 •0.059049
P 33.8175 .0.0430871 •0.000642 •0.002593 -P.RR2210 • 0.198323 -0.069319
9 42.8471 •43.001012 • 0.0611336 • 0.005394 •1.007883 -0.226572 •0.079193
10 52.91R3 .0.00P.39P •0.000286 .0;001155 •1.101816 .0.247686 .0.086574
11 62,1073 0.N0P9R7 N 000729. 0 002939. `1.177864 • 0,264784 •P.N92S49 _ r
r
12 78.3142 0,004192 0.003092 0.012400 .j.,7916R .0.2R7!f57 .0.1005¢9
13 101.1776 0.007636 0.005632 0.022734 -1.39010,0
- 41 .31.24 95 •0.109226
14 1210520 0.01i17R 0.008245 0.033290 •1.4'64216 `0.329156 •0.115049 y
15 143.7796 0.014902 0.010991 0.044366 •1.535350 .0.345147 .0.120630
16 167.8575 0.015290 43.431127 8 0.•045523 •1.537704 • 0.345676 •0.120823
t
17 193.7086 0.015598 0.011505 .0.046441 •1.539438 .0.346066
-N,120960
1 8 221,5719 0.015707 0.P1:15R6 0.046765
-1.540010 • 0.346194 •0,1210(65
1 9 239.8771 0.015®80 0.011713 0.0477.79 .t.54005R .0.346385 .4i.1?1071
'	 20 247.4017 0.015991 0,4711795 0.047611 •1.5410m •0,346507 •0.121114
21 255.0421 0.016090 0.011R6R ».047905 •1.541,871 . 0.346613 .0.121151
22 262,7983 0.016090 0.011069 0.047905
-1.541871 *0.346613 •0.121151
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Table 2-2a. Pressure coefficient data for no plug configuration, R = 7.81. 
"LUr. J)f:PTII • • ~HW 
• 4.672 C~M ( 16'.~~ C'~' 
V'tn~tTY • 140,2 ~/8 (4~~.q "~ 
Pf'lCTIVP JtT DIAMFTFB £ 1.04 CE~TF~RnllY DIA~FTEn • ~,M~ 
FPFF 8TP'AM V~~orITY a tA.M MIS ( 'S.Q f/8) 
Jill 
"Yo, P.:'FPCT1VF THlllHIT .12.727 tI (2.116tl'l I,B) 
IJON .. 'llIA!: N S lIHIAJ, llF IJ 1"111;' 5SUPUI 
ANGl,f (p~:r.pr.nq 
45 ~p. 7~ q~ 11'15 1'2'" 135 1M' 170 
, ~.P25] 0,p.~AA -A.12Ii -A.2973 -0.6 R12 _1.1~~5 _1.4Q~R QI.~P61 .1.54116 .(.2~11 .1."'~2~ .~.RR1B ~M.7~4~ -1'1.7\311 -1').7A8) 
3 .~,04f1R -A.A651 -A.1572 -0.JI,6 -p..62t6 ·~.q5~Q -1.241~ -1,36",1 -1.30 11 3 -1.0 R42 -M.R~47 -0.7427 ·0.b2~R -~.5R9t -M.59,9 
9 _A.l)55 -0.,391 .~.1~9~ _A.1771 -0.2277 _A.2RAI _0.3469 -0.3614 .'.354, .e.]~0M -0.2M42 -0.1500 -M.15J6 _~.l~MH -1'l.14~9 
I~ ~,0~~A 0.n0~0 ~.~0~~ 0.0000 0.0000 -P.2566 -0,29 A2 -n.3216 -0.3144 -~.2~B4 -~.1~61 -0.115~ -~.lA3' -0.ii2 9 -~.1391 
15 ~.0A00 0.0000 0.0~p.0 0.0000 ~.ft00p. 0.0000 0.0~PO -0.1961 .0.1662 _e.t 464 -0.1~12 -H.0416 -0.0361 _~.~41~ -0.0bij7 
16 ~.0000 0.~0A0 0.0000 0.0000 n.~n00 0.00AO 0.MftA0 0.""00 0.0'0A e.0000 0.0n0n 0.0A~~ "'.onen 0.~nAn ·0.~~51 
21 0.0.00 0.0000 0.p.000 p..000A ~.0000 0.0000 0.~R~0 n.~OP0 0.0P0, '.00'8 0.0H.~ 0.0~eft 0.~AeR 0."'0~0 .~.0161 
2' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0A0R A.rnnO 0.nnnn 0.0P00 0.000P P.OAM0 0.~AMM 0.00~0 0.00.A· 0.0000 ·~.0416· 
Table 2-2b.
	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for no plug configuration, R = 7.81.
NON-DIMENSIONAL, M N/Th L L/TPOPI APEA N -N LB-FT N Uk
1 1.5194 0,000627 0.000463 0,001067 -F,.1'76763 -0,0,39736
-0.013889
2 2.3297 0;000912 0,000673 0.002715
-P.253945 -O.P57087 -0.019953
3 4.2977 0.0011490 0.001009 0.004436 -0.414092 -N.9930RR
-0.032537
4 8.1179 0.002033 0,001499 0.006052 -0..631209 -0.141R96 -0.049597
5 12.99001 0.002407 0.001776 14.007167
-P,.8548PP -0.192161 -0.067166
6 18.8840 0.002660 0,001962 0.007919 -1.091935 -0,243219 -0.0854112
7 25.8298 0.002628 0.001939 0.007925
-1.303949, -0.203126 -0.1p2456
8 33,8175 0,002691 0,001985 0100RO12 -1,526162 -0,3 4 3NR1 -0,119916
9 42,8471 0.002621 0.001934 0.007POS -1.746698 i-0.392658 - 0.137245
SP 52.9185 0,005910 0.004360 O.OJ 7597. -1,9t3300 -0.430110 -0.150335
11 62.1073 0.000940 0.006594 0.02661R -2,049123 -0.460643 -0.161008
12 78.3142 0.015529 0.011454 0,046234 .2.2296RR
-0.501294 -0.173195
13 101.1776 0.023827 0.017575 0.07PO40 -2.441398 -0.548826 '0.391830
14 12.1.5570 0.032528
-2.59171500023992C)-0.590370 -0.202855
1 S 143.7796 0.041152 0,030354 .0.122520 -2,718321 .0.6110.79 -0,213589
1 6 167.8575 0.041888 0.030807 0.124712 12.727.791 -0.612081 `0.213940
17 193,7RR6 0.042742 0.031527 0.127254 -2.727584 -0,61316t -0.214317
1 8 221.5719 0.043423 0.032020 •0.129281 -2.731138 -0.613 9, 64 -0:214598
19 239.8771 0.043921 0,032396 0,130762 -2.733607 .0,614515 •0.214790
20 247.4017 0.044176 0.032584 0.131524 -2.734845 -N.61S793 '0.214888
21 255,0421 0.044341 0.032706 0.132014 -2.735612 .0.614070 -0.214949
22 262.7993 0.044536 0.032850 0.132595 -2.736530 -0.615176 .00215021
s
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	 PI,09 UFPTH a ,009	 FFFFCTIVF JFT DIAMFTF'A x 1.04 CEN7F;A9011Y 111AMF;TFH a 0.00
JET FLOW AATF a 4.672 CMM ( 161.00 CFM )
	 FPFF STHFAI' VELOCITY x 21.5 M!4 ( 70.7 FIS )
JET FFFFCTIVF VELOCITY a 140.2 MIS ( 460.0 F"!4 )
	 JET FFFFCTIVF. THHDST x12.727 N (2.861 0 1,B )
NON-DIMENS10NAi,IZED PPESS(1PF'S
ANGLE (DEGAF.F..S)
PORT	 0	 10	 20	 30	 45	 6P	 75	 9P.	 105	 120	 135
	 150	 160	 170	 180
1 0.1430 0.1204 0.1066 -0.293% 0.7508 -1.4498 2.0029 -2.2311 -2.0441 -1.6968 -1. 5 125 -1.3582 -1.1 7 91 -1.F•547 -1.0246
2 0.9564 e.0188 -0.0752 .0,2559 .0.6572 -1.173Q .1.5677 
. 1.7470 .1.6943 -1.4335 1.2040 .1.0673 -0.9756 .0.8754 .0.9479
3 0.0000 .0
.0251 -0 .11 79 - 0 .2734 -0.5932 " 0 .9669 1.36105 -1.4436 -t.4435 t.2366 -1. 0221 -0.9415 - 0 .7487 -0.6498 -0.6973
4 -0.0 4 53 -e.11 9 1 -0.1580 -0.2546 -0.4440 -0.6622 -0.8704 -1.0009 -1.0196 -9,.9704 -0.6634 -0.5531 -0.4929 -0.4h7H 
-0.4fiv3
5 -0,1317 -0,1354 .0.1756 .0.2546 .0 .3750 0.5129 .0.6434 -0.7475 ^-.1 9 01.9,.6572 -0.5004 -0.4277 -0.3675 .0.3737 -0.3587
6 n 0.122 9
 -P.1 4 17 -0.1505 -0.1994 -0.2922 0.4302 -0.5205 -0.5932 -0. 622.1 -0.5543 -0. 4 114 -0.3311 -0.2972 -P-2947 -0.2960
7 -0.1166 0.1279 -0.1430 .8.1919 -0.250R -0.3424 -0.4440 -0,4979 -0.5205 -9.4703 -0.3512 -0.265 9
 -0.2370 -0,2646 -0.2671
8 .0.1166 -0.1229 .0 .11 9 1 .0.15RO •0.2107 .0.2059 .0.3612 -0.4t26 .0.449P -P..4t14 .0.3099 .0.2132 -0.2082 -0.2257 -0.2350
9 -0.1028 -0.0978 -0.11 4 1 -0.1354 -0.1956 -0.2481 -0.3123 -0.3637 -0.3963 -0.3549 -0.2621 -0.1956 -0.1681 -P.19 6 9 -0.14926
10 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 .0.2220 -0.2621 -0.30 4 0 .0,3374 .9.3148 -0.2358 -0.1706 -0.1392 -0.15 9 3 -0.1856
11 O.P00N 0.0000 0.0000 .060000 0,0000 -0,18 4 4 -0,2370 -0.2584 -0.3048 -0.2915 -0.2145 -0.1480 -0.1279 -0.1430 -0.1661
12 0.0000 0.P000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.00011 .0.2057 -0.2245 -0.252t -9.2450 -0.1 9 19 -0.1229 -0.1194 .0.1390 -11.1467
13 0600NP 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 L N .0000 -0.1655 -0.1944 -0.2132 -9.2207 -P.176R -0.1129 -0.0Q78 -0.102 9
 -0.1304
14 0,9.000 P.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.166 9
 .0,1919 9.2007 -0.1643 .0.0478 -0.0993 .0.0979 -0,1337
15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 060000 0.01100 0.00001 00000 161.1467 -0.1590 -P.1756 -0.1392 -0,0853 -0.0715 -0.0941 -0.1229
16 0,90PP 0.0000 0..0000 0,0000 01.0000 0.9..000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 9,e0N0 0,0000 0 0000 0 0900 0 NN00 -0 1166
17 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000
18 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
19 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
22 0.e0P0 0.0 gP0 0.0000
23 0.00100 0 1 0000 0.0000
r	 9
Table 2-3b.
	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for no plug configuration, R = 6.51.
NON-OTMFNSIONAL M M/Tn L L/T
PORT AREA N -M Ls-FT N LR
1 1.5t94 01.001191 0.00047P 0.003545 -7.27549,4 -0.061911 -0.021640
2 2.3297 0.001749 0.0012 4 0 0.00570R -9..396504 -0.9.89134 -0..031155
3 4.2977 0.007940 0.00216A 0.008752 -0.646586 -0.145352 -0.050805
4a 8.1179 0.004673 0.003447 0,013914 -T.907040 -0.221887 -0.077556
5 12.9800 0.006446 0.004755 0.019192 -t.326425 -0.29R1A01 •0.104222
6 18.8R40 0.00R464 0,006243 0.025198
-1.661716 -0,373554 -0.130566
7 25.829A 0.010677 0.007R75 0.031787 .1.995755 -0.449646
-0.1*56814
8 33.817S 0.013267 0.009786 0.039498 •203235417 -0.522342
-0.142573
t	 9 42.8471 0,016050 0,011839 0.047785 .2.645552
- 0 .594720 -0.207871
10 52.91A5 0.023079 0.016986 0.06PS51 -2.904256 -0.652877 •0.228194
11 62.1073 0.029498 0.021.75A 0.087824 -3.114582 • 0.700159 -08244725
12 78.3142 0.042520 0031363 0.126592 .3.402719 '-0.764931
-0.267365
13 101.1776 0.0601540 0.944660 0,189,267 -3,754222 .0.843949 -0.294984
14 121.5520 0.078013 0.057544 0.232272 -3.998760 -1+.898921
-00314190
15 143.7706 0.096312 0.071040 0.286746 •4.230724 -0.951067 -0.332.425
t6 167.8575 0,098214 0.072443 0. 792409 -4.242246 -0.953657 -0.333330
17 193.78A6 0.100231 0.073930 N.798412 -4.253587 -0.956206
-0.334221 c1. A
19, 221.5719 0.102463 0.075577 0.305060 .4,265399 -0.958P41
-0.335142+
1 9 239.8771 0.1913918 0.076650- 0.309390 -4.272467 -0 n 9664!.'l -(4.335704
20 247.4017 0.104501 0.0770P q 0.311126 -4,275293 -0.961086 -0,335927 t`+
21 255.0421 0.105086 0.077511 0.312867 -4.779085
- 07'.961713 -0.33b146
22 262.7903 0.105689 0.077956 0.314667 -4.2RO918 -00962350
-0.33636P








Table 2-4a. Pressure coefficient data for no plug configuration, R = 5.21. 
6-29-76 
PLIlG DEPTH • • ~M' 
• 4,672 CMM t6S.~~ CFM 1 
VF.LOCITY • 140.4 MIS (46~.R FIS 
EFfECTtVF JfT OIAMFtER = 1.~4 Cl~lrR~OnY DTAMrTf R = 
fPEE STP'A~ V~lCCITY = 'b. Q MIS r 811.4 ~/5) 
JET ffrFCtlVF THRUST :12.747 N (,.R&56 LH) 
10 ]0 
NON-otMFNRJONALJ7FO PR~SSUR'S 
.II rlGI,r, (Of GRHS) 
45 6~ 75 9~ 1115 12A 1]5 1 111' 
".(111 
IHIl 
2 ~.tJ]q 0.1A]9 0.0179 -0,1720 _0.5RA] .'.'556 _1.611]9 -2.0296 .2.A36) .,.7131 -1.4169 ~1.2757 _1.,,118 _t.~b71 -1~=~~7 
3 0.~665 9."454 -A."2"] -A.1745 -~.5"64 _0.9129 -1.3471 -1.643) -1.699) -1.460" -1.1945 -1.~'9" -".9129 -0.~87H -~,8124 
5 _0.0316 -0.0454 _0.0714 -".1380 _".2597 _A.47.69 _0.5948 ~0.7336 _0.Rr.34 _e.1466 -".5745 -0.46e9 .".44J9 8".4423 -1l.43511 
6 -0.Al9A -0.0414 -0.0649 -0,1096 ·A.?,,45 -0.3287 -0.4536 -0.5418 -0.5991 -e.5113 -0.4593 -0.3400 -0.3343 -0.31~" -0.3522 
7 _0,p414 -0.0406 M".0633 -0.0993 _A.1639 -A.2~t6 o~.3465 -A.4371 _0.4R2~ .e.4723 -0.3554 -e.2631 -~.2572 _~.31\h -~.2978 
9 _0.0333 .0.~4t4 -~.0511 -A.~755 _~.1]55 .A.tQ7, _0.2715 -0.3499 _0.3895 -0.3 RI4 -~.2954 -0.2~13 -~.lq2) _0.25~H -~.251b 
14 0.0~~~ ~.~A0~ 0.~~~~ ".~0A0 0.A~0A A.0PAA ~.~~0n .0.\~96 -~.12qn _0.,'9 8 .0.1~39 -~.0~5' -~.0ll~ .~.~H52 .~.!242 
i5 0.0000 0."0"0 A.0000 0."AA0 A.00A~ ~.~PA~ ~.0~0A -A.A99~ .0."99~ -~.112M -0.PS52 ~0.04e6 .~.01b2 .0.~hij2 -M.l,e9 
16 A.~~00 0.0000 A.0~00 0.0A0A A.0A0M 0.PPA~ 0.0~0A A.A000 ".~fi0P 0.00PA 0.0MMO 0.00e0 0.0nc~ A.AAP0 -~.1144 
17 0,0000 0.000A 0.0Ae~ 0.0A00 A."000 •• 0~~A 0.0A08 ~."M00 0.~r00 0.0~00 ".0000 0.0~0A 0.0AeM P.000P -0.1055 
18 0.000~ 0.0000 0.0A00 0.00A0 P.0A0A A.P0AA 0.A0eA 0.08AA 0.00~P 0.A000 0.MA0~ e.Aoe~ 0.~~F0 0.P~00 -~.09i1· 
Table 2-4b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for no plug configuration, R = 5.2l. 
rJON-IlI~F.NSI0NAL t-I t-I/Tn I, Iolt 
POJl1 IIREII tI .M I,H.FT ~I ll\ 
t.~17" ~.(11"24"b ~ ,"Ill R 1 9 (.l.~~17l21 -"."117979 .0. HIQ"q 11 ·"'.1-111:1:7.81 
2 2.376~ ~,'H'I37"A ""","'2735 "'. ,'" 1''14 .r..fi99HII -"',1'i715H .". "'t;1114) 
:) 4,29(1111 11 ,11M; 'i I fi ~. (II~4 R,"; ",1l193!'i? -\ ,I ?-I9 II ·~,2!o2RRc;1 -~1.I'lRf:l247 
4 1I.1",4Q 11.1'1 I! 1 ,,9 (11,\'11'111 194 "'"",2<)9fi -1,66 91 65 -"'.315363 -1l,13"'9H~ 
5 17,9")91 (.'1.1'1,6461 ('I,nI214) I'I,(II4RII97 -2,IRlf,V,9 
- c,I • 4 '1 tI " 2 " -~l. 171142 
6 IR,R5!6 1'1.1'12252" "'.1'11 Mil I) "',(1166 9"5 -2.6fi",'''1 .1'1. '5 9R 2(116 -(II.2(1R754 
7 25.71HIJ 1'l.""2 920A ".(1121544 "",(IIR6749 -J.111
'
5fi -1',699523 ·"',:241111-1 
II 33,763\ n.0'36\1111 "',(II?669, "',11'17411\ -1,5,n.16 _\'1,7 9 337' -(11.276R6fl 
9 42,1782 0.1'143595 (.'1,03'-1 'Sf; (II,1794R\'I -3.925"4] -'1,RII235cl 
-", h'l7C1 1 "_ 
HOI 52.RB5 ".1154230 (11,(114"'00'" "'.I!;IV-fiR -4.252,)94 -"',90;59I1J -1l,H36"'b 
II 62.\'1('174 ","'6nlfi ",(11467(117 (II, I R f:I~\'5 4 -4.5116755 -1,VI311 Q "''1,353544 
17 7R, PIP3 (11'."7 9646 . (II,1l5!l747 I'I.2J60;0;4 _",R4~1199 .',?R9IH -(II,3R"'~171 
1.1 
"" ," 149 ".UlIH4 1'1,>174117'5 (11,31'11797 -'1,730145n -1,17fi7,,4 -",41",63~ 
t 4 121,356ft "'.11 954 3 (II." RR 17!1 C'l.3'i!'i\ol!l] _!'I.4115 fi9 , -'.2Ut R] .. ('1,4 Jill 3 39 
15 ,4],5475 fIl~ 137 C'l2 II A,!C'l1~77 (II.4f1l6982 -5,7121 9 ", -t .2R4Hl\ol -C'l,44IlHI'1l Co 
-Vi.4494f:1Q b:J ::1 I" 167.!SA77 "'.tJ99 l5 IIl.1',3216 V,.4jSfiIR ~!I,729R"3 -1,2A8"'flll J.;-jl-l 
·0 
193,4 77 1 ,,',1 4 1"44 _5,74729' _1,2 91Q9 1 -0.45(11R61 0'·..., 17 "",1C'l5SfIl Q n,47 4R 52 ()~ ;::,1 P> 
t A 22,.2\57 "'.146,47 ".1',7 7Q '1 (11,414067 -5.7"3578 -1,2 Q5652 -0.452IlQ ,.,/:""1 
19 239,4 9 14 (II~14R327 1'1,'10194('16 "'.44",'142 .'5.77430 A -1,2'18"';5 -",452 98\ C:i'1:l :>/l> 
t-JQ 
2f1l 247,(IIC'l4(11 ",.14 9253 (11.1 I III (II 89 1'1.443794 -5.77111.97 -1,2 9 9(1174 -",451333 ~l?:1 
21 254,632! 0.t5C'lI'lR4 ('I,lI(117W} ",44576'" -5,7112 761 _1~2'19965 _\'1,45)644 1-<: tE 
27 262.375R (11.15'''51 (11,1 tI" 15 C'l,44R"3J -S.7R73I>.A -1.3(1109R1 -1'l,454,'1{,1,1 
23 270.23 5 1 "-.Hit QQ4 (II, t I 21 1 I 1'1,451434 -5,791 677 -1.JI<I196(1 -"'.454343 
N 
-.....] 




	 PLUG DEPTH = .VVV	 FFFFCTTVF JET MIAMETF-P = t.@4 C0!TFPF0DY U1A(1ETt.R s V.00
JET FLOW RATE x 4,672 CMM ( 165.00 CFM )	 FRFE STPFAN Vy[CCITY = 35.9 M/S ( 117. Q F/S )
JET F.FFECTTVF VFLOCTTY a 1
.40.4 M/S ( 460.9 F/S )	 JFT FFFECTIVE TNRrIST =12.747 N (2.8656 191 )
NON-r)TMFNSTONAL7ZED PPFSSURF.S
ANGLE. (r)FGPF.F'S)
POPT	 0	 10	 70	 30	 45	 60	 75	 90	 1415	 120	 135	 1591	 16(A	 170	 1917
1	 0.3189 0.2892 0.1708 -91,0167 -0.4215 -1.0986 -1.97 9 7 -2.5564 
-2.8716 - 2.5198 
-1.9560 -1.7930 -1.7379 -1.673b -1.5675
2 0.2462 0.2249 91.1378 0.0072 -0.32 8 9 -0.9785 -1.37 4 2 -1.9344 -2.1729 -2.03V6 -1.6353 -1.4551 .-1.49149 -t.3177 -1.32VV
-0.18R4 VI .16 Q9 0.1053 0.0072 - 0 .7665 - 4 .6275 -1.06V7 - 1.4605 -1.77 Q 3 -1.67411 -1.3814 -1.2080 -1.1361 -1.0977 -1.1257
4 0.9989 0,0926 0.0583 0.0000 -0.1546 0.3551 -0.5RR6 -0.8127 -0. 99 RR -1.0309 - 0.9615 -0.7540 
-0.740 -N.7690 -14.7.177
5 0.0637 0,06119 0.0379 0.0000 -0.A Q 22 -91.2719 -0.3975 -0,5181 -0.6514 -V.6Q97 -0.6067 -V.5032 -01.5309 -0.5936 
-t).5R32
b 0.0510 0.0457 0.02 4 8 0.0045 0,0551 -0.151 8 -0.2670 -0.3677 -0.4535 -0.4 9 74 -0.4504 -0.3637 -14.39400.5141 -t1.5NV,5
7 0.0393 0.0352 0.0244 0.0099 -0.0143 -O.IP39 . 0.10 9 7 -0.26H3 .0.3356 -9.3763 -0.1533 -0.2756 -0.2959 +0.4165 -0.4292
B 0.9394 0 . 0 32 01 0.0235 0.0126 0.0244 . 0.0.811 -0.1459 -0.2006 -0.759R - 9.2923 
-0.2670 -0.2(178 - 0 .2737 - 0 .3325 -17.3763
9 91.0303 0.0298 0.0253 0.0126 -0.0181 -0.05 9 6 -0.1071 -0.1581 -0.1992 - V..2313 
-0.2195 -0.1590 -0. ,1613 -0.2828 -t1.3N94
1P 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 .O.V416 -41.00 4 0
 -0.1287 -0.16NR . V.i R 43 .t1.19i1 -0.1265 -0.1774 .0.2494 
-01.29.18
11 0.0000 0.0000 0.9000 040000 0 9 010 00 -0.0316 
-0.0700 -0.1034 +0.1328 -0,152 7 -0.1455 -O.OQ94 -91.0935 -N.19RH -1+.2575
12 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0542 -0,0754 -0.1V57 -0.1247 -0,1161 -t6.M759 -1.0619 -0.1 6 14 8 -0.2263
13 0.07000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0(1410 0.V0091 -0.0361 
-0.0605 
-0.094V -7.0967 -0.0935 -0.0520 -0.0407 -0.1197 -0.1979
14 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 01.091(10 0.000(1 -0.0520 -0.0651 -0.0745 -0.0714 -0.o39P -0.0762 0.14 1 12 -0.17:•Q
15 0.0000 P.0(100 0.0000 0,0000 0.N00N 0.V000 0.0000 -0.0375 +0.0515 -0,.91678 -0,0610 -0.0352 -0.0154 .N.VR91 -0.1662
16 0.0000 0.00100 0a0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.000(1 0.0000 0.0000 0.OVMV. V..0 (A m 0 0. 0000 0.0000 0.00Vv N.VN410 -0.1554
17 0.0000 01.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0(100 0.VVNC1 0,00PM 91.0(9141 0.6) ! 00 V,0(7(,N 0,00100 0,0090 0.N0VP 0.0000 -0,1455
t 	 0,0000 0,N0 y1 p
 OI.0000 0.0000 0.0(100 0.P(40N 0.0(100 N.NC161P 0.OV00 0.0t`p.0 0.0OV-0 {6.000.0 0.00EP 0,0091' -0.1337
19_ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 01,0000 0,09100 0.0(10(1 0.01480 0.11000, 01,04'00
	 (,.910(40 0,00(•0 0,00V.0 0,00QR,, 0,V000 01.1170
20 0,':100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(00 0.0VDtA 0.000 C1 0.000( (4twnV V..0MP0 0.0000 0.0000 0.00901 0.0000 
-V.11R9
21 0,0000 0,0N0P1 0.00( x 0 0.0000 (*.0000 0.VPO(` 0.0000 0.0PN0 0,00NV 0.000(4 61.06100 47,0000 0.0 OP. V 0.0000 -41.1152
22 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0(100 N.VPNO 0.0(4010 0,0000 41,91(4+91 (.0000 0 4 00010 0.0000 06,0 0VR (IVM0V - t1.1165
23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 91.0000 0.0 V.  PO 0.M00V V.6161V0 0.41;400 0,0000 0.00V.(A 0.N0NV -0.1170
f
bTable 2-5b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment for no plug configuration, R = 3.91.
NON-DTMEN5TONAL M M/Tn L L/T
PORT APFA N	 -M 1,H-VT N LA
1 1.5170 0.006270 0.004574 0.019623 -7.894+7.71 -0.200133 -0.069F40
2 7.3260 0.009495 0.007004 0.028202 -1,263414 -0.284020 .0.099113
3 4.790q 0.016961 0,0y251c1 0.050374
-1092827 -0.4479R9 0.156332
4 8.1049 0.029776 0.021963 0.0RR437 -2.949969 -41.640673 -0.229573
5 12.Q5g1 8.044749 0.033007 0.137009 -3.514731 - O.R.48095 -0.2RIQ9R
6 19.8536 0.061RS2 0.045622 0.IR3706 -4.2497P5 -0.955334 -0.333379
7 25.7RR3 0.0A0756 0.059566 0.239R51 -4.832962 -1.096450 -0.379134
8 33.7631 0.100551 0.074167 0.798645 -5.349525 -1.20234 A -0.419579
9 42.7792 0,121164 0.089370 0,359966 -5.903611 -1.304652 -0.455779
10 57..9335 0.141835 0.104617 0.471760 -6.229926 -1.400465 -0,488715
tt 62.0074 0.158653 0.117023 v.471212 -6.544754 -1.471261 -0.513420
12 78.IRR3 0,186006 0.137257 0.552690 -6.969232 -1.566683 -0.546710
13 101.0149 0.219436 0.161856 0.651741 -7.430696 -1.670420 -0.582920
t 4 121.3566 0.746390 0.181730 0.73176n -7.739373 -1,739812 .0,607135
t5 143.547% 0.274115 0.202187 0.814142 -8.07.3215 -1. 80361 9 -0.629402 ^
1 6 167.SR77 0.291139 0.7.0736R 0,835004 .0.765764 -I,R13194 -0,632740
t
17 193.4771 0.2RR765 0.212993 0.957657 -9.10R656 -1.827826 -0.63h)05 i
r1 R 221.2157 0.296811 0.218g2q 0.AR1552 -9.150901 -1. 8 72327 -0.639419
19 239.4914 0.301760 0.222578 0.896249 -8.175255 -t.937797 -0.b41329
20 247.0040 0.303857 09224175 0.902400 -8.185420 -I.R400R2 -0.642127 C^
21 214.6321 0,305954 0.225672 0.QOR708 .9,195429 -1.842332 -0.642912'
27 262.3750 0.309141 0.227295 0.915702 -9.2057PR -1.044643 -0.643718
23 270,7351 0.310402 0.229957 0.921917 -8.216181 -I.R46997 -0.644540
N
l0
,.	 l	 a	 stiff
U)	 Table 2-6a_ Pressure coefficient data for no plug configuration, R = 2.61.O	 NO PL71G
	 6-29-76
R a 7.61
	 pl,liG IIFPT14	 .o0v
	 FFFFCIIVF JFT 17IMA FTER
 
= 1.04 ('Et!'[FPCt U1 t Y OTA M FT'F.11 = V.0V
JE T FLOW PA7F s	 4,677 CMM ( 165.00 CFM )	 FPFF STPEArl VI•;l,o(' I T Y a	 53.9 t1 /S ( 176,6 E/S )
r1FT PFFFCTIVF VELOCITY z 140.4 M/5 ( 460.R F/S )
	 JE7 F:F'FECTTVF THMIST =12.717 N	 (7.0656 LH )
NON-11TMFNSTONAT,I7.F17 PPESSIIPFS
ANGLE ((7F(;RFF'.S)
POPT	 0	 t0	 70	 30	 45	 61,
	
75	 9v	 105	 120	 1?5	 1501	 167	 170	 180
1 0,3659 (4.3457 0.2447 o.17R7 
-0. 0705 -0.4009 - 1.0547 -1.7839 -2.3Vt t 7 -2.5734 -2.67699 -1.5776 -1.276&& - S.tO Hi - 1.&1539
2 0.3220 P.30143 0.261 4
 P.17R0 .P.oI15 0.324(1 -0.7075 -1.1993 -1. 6 632 . 1. 8 906 -1.7269 -1.3t+26 -1,(76.3 -0.8379 -0.7975
3 E1.77R6	 0.2704	 0.2300 0.1657 0.0173 -0.2n41 -0.5032 -0.9361 -1.2011 -1.436 7
 -1.41 6 7 -1.11 9 7 -0.H5'1R -ra.6979 &1.6463
4 N.1 g 61	 0.1RAM 0.1655 0.12 9 6 0.0436 -O.P,751 -0.7794 -0.39 9 2 - (4.5 9 3R -P.7P3 q -0.(964 -O.P717 -0.6428 ..0.49R4 -11.4747
5 0.1475 0.142R 0.1276 0.10 tS3 0.0472 - 0 . 0 295 - O.t796 - 0.2387 -'.3 6 45 -V.5090 -0.65t3 -(.6465 - 0 .4781 -0.3RRR - 0.3774
6 0.1175 00131 0.1021 P.0R54 P.o430 - (4.Pn6R -O.OR04 -00591 -0.2521 -0.35 9 7 0.4661 -V,.4 R 31 -0.3516 -0.2935 -0.29(7
7 0.0936 0,0908 0,0824 0.0679 0.0400 0.0000 -0.0546 -0.1135 0.1 RR6 P.26 P O -0,3497 -0.3648 -0.2684 .0.7.1N9 -0.2174 .
R 0.9,771 P.0773 P.P709 0,0583 0.(436 6 0.P y56 -0.0416 - 0,0876 -0.1 4 4 P -0.7077 -0.266&1 -e.2744 -0.1 9 41 -0.1444 -0.1517
9 0.0671
	 0.0649 0.0597 0.0517 0.0307
	 0.0P,R2 -0.07 R9 -0.06 9 3 -0.1173 -9.1655 -41.2,141 -0.7125 -V.151t .0.t(n 41 -0.1049
10 0.0000 060000 0.00071 0.0000 0.000(4 0.9..P7 A
 -0.0233 - 0.(556 -0.0 9 7.8 -17.178R -0.1643 -(.1661 - 0 .111 q 0.0691 -0.(771
11	 0.P000 0.00PP 01.0000 01,0000 0,0000 0 .P,V60 -0.0153 0.0460 .0.0 7 55.v,.t t (41	 0.1304 -V..1782 -0.0RS7 .0 f'457. -0.047H
12 0.0,000 P.0(10Q1 0.0000 0.09100 0.0000 O.P000 -0.009R - 0.0346 -0.0583 -V.0R34 -0.1 0 08 -0.0974 -0.0653 
-4 1 . 0 767 - 67.(1376
13 0.9PP(4 o.0(400 P.0000 0.0000 0.00910 0.0000 - 0.0064 
-0.07 6 5 -0.0499 -P.P697 
-o.0 7 H3 -(,0747 -0.0512 -0.014`+ -01.0159
1 4 o.000V 0.0mvio 0.0009 (4,0 01 091
 0.0000 0.VP00 01.00("0 - 0.0243 .0.0402 -0,.0544 -o.0635 0.0591 -0.0352 •0.PC'4N 
-0.(4002
15 (4,PPOP 0.0000 0.0000 P.(4 (40(4 0.0000 V1.0P0P 0.P0P y -0.0177 -0.67295 -(!.0436 -0,0490 -0.91432 - 0.0263 -(' 1 .( 0 18 -0,0034
16 O.P.9"00 0.0000 0.91 000 0.0000 0 1 000( 0.9000 0.0000 0.0000 CP 000C' x.00067 (4.0000 (.001 010 0 1 (1(1 V. 	 0.0P610 0.00(10





	 O.PNPP	 0.0000	 0.06& 06!	 N.VVt+Gt	 y. CA, 61P(d
	 47.VG!PO
	 (^.(+('(A 0	 Q.On y R	 G:.(t(1(at1
	 0.P6t P,01	 P.61C1Ve	 (4.070001	 0.61000
19 0.0900 0.00010 0.09100 0.0000 0.0000 0.VV0O 0.Pt49.0 o.(4t?(a0 0.F100o V.00V0 0.0000 0.CJOV t 0 0.00VP 0. y 0P0 0. 00f?
20 0.0000 0.0(4PP 0,00(40 P., 000(4 P, 00610 0.voon (4,0000 (4.0000 0,000V 0..00(4V VI,0000 0.00P.V P,0("IP. P.v000 0.P0V(4
21 0.710, 00 P.,0000 o.0(400, 0,0000 0.0000 0.00!(10 0.00vo 0.00091 0."0V V.00PP 0.0000 0.0000 0,00'(0 0.vovC
.
 H.Oy(6'
22 0.9000 0.Ooov P.P00P 0.0000 0.0000 0.0,@00 0,(4(800 0.41PPV 0.Vt 9 0V 0.000(4 (4.POP(4
 (,00(0 o.o(y.C• 0.0000 (1.ONVP




Table 2-6b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment for no plug configuration, R = 2.61.
NON-DTMFNSIONAL M M/	 t1 L L/T
POP7 APF.A N -M 1,R-FT N L14
1 1.5170 0.0143916 0.010557 91.4°4249t
-1.503636
-0.318017 -0.117957
2 2.3260 0,071532 0.015RR7 0.063051 -7.997196 -41.471450 -0.164520
3 4.2QOR 0.038196 (1.07R173 0.113444 -3.197MAR - 0 .717581 -4).250417
4 8,1049 91.068515 0.050536 0.203494 .4.407274 -0.9 0 41746 -0.345737
5 12.9591 0.105423 0.0177760 0.313114 -5.461272 -1.777694 -0.478474
6 1R.P536 0.146173 0.107R17 0.434144
-6.350453 -1.427582 -0.49817H
7 25.7RR3 0,109011 0.139414 0.561377
-7.111133 -1.59R593 -0.557851
0 33.7631 0.232307 0.171349 0.689968
-7,747932 -1.741735 -0.6417847
9 42.7782 0.275716 0.203364 0.P1RR98
-8.280531 -1.963486 -0.65v,294
10 52.8335 0.300471 0.227528 0.916183 -8.067529 -1.992296
-01.695744
it 62.0074 0.334044 0.246391 0.992136 -9,273SA9 -2.0R4703 -0.727491
12 79.1883 P..37174R 0.274202 1.104121 .9.9234RR •2.200320 -41,770629
13 101.0149 0.416462 0.307182 1.236923 -1044261x2 -2.343788 -0.817943
14 121.3566 0.449467 0.331527 1.334949
-147.832953 -2.415248 .O.A49R19
15 143,5475 0..479029 0.353332 1.422751 -11.167734 -7.5t0507 -41.876087
16 167.5A77 0.479029 0.353332 1.4727-5t -11.157734 -2.510507 -41.976087
17 03.4771 0.479029 0.153332 1.472751 -11.167734 -2.510507 -0.P76042
1 R 771.2157 0.479029 0.353332 1.427751 -11.167734 -2.510507 -0.976082
1 9 239.4Q14 0.479029 0.353332 1.472751
-11.167734 -2.51054!7 -0.P76F187
20 747,0040 0.479029 0.353332 1.422751 -1t.167734 -2,510507
-0.876082
21 25496321 0.479029 0.353332 1.472751
-11.167734 -2.510507 -0.876082
22 262.3758 0.479029 0.353332 1.422751 .11.167734 -2.510507 -0.8764182




Table 2-7a. Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug flush configuration, R = 9.08. 
ROliN!) EN!) PLUG 
R • 9.09 
JET FLOW RA1F. 2.25'- CMM 
JET EFFECTIVE VELOCITY = 14A.l 
PORT 10 
6-HI-?" 
PI,flG OF:PTH J: .",~,. 
79.53 CF"M) 
EF"Ff.CTTVE ,1FT OT"MfTfn = ~,71 Cf.NTflHIOllY DTM1F'HIl :I "'.75 
FRH STIlFAI~ V~.r,or.I1Y = 15.4 H/~ ( 5"'.6 flS) 
MIS (4~9.~ FIS ,JET Ef'HCTTVF. TfiHflST .. 6.131'1 ~I (1.3779 I.B) 
"'ON-nl"'FN5TONJ\T,lZF'P rpF'SSUIlF'S 
ANGLP: CflFGI!F.F.S) 
45 bP 75 9~ t05 120 135 16(' 171' 
J -~.llt7 -~.1266 -~.'~J6 -".2Q A", -O.516~ -~.740~ -0. 99 57 -1.11 99 -1.09 75 -v,R71h -I',519n -H.3'H3 -H.2S5P -0.21'1\ -~.2MH6 
4 _1-'.1540 -v.1664 -0,2210 _o.?5A2 _0.4470 _1'.5413 _0."Q7R -0.7574 _0.7125 _V.5662 -A,]615 _~~19B6 -M.IS~~ _0,11 9 2 _A,lo9J 
9 _I',~993 -e.l~68 _0.1142 _0.1291 _0,1614 _0.J937 _O.2IA5 -0,2533 _0.,5 A, _r,240Q -°.1614 _M.0795 -~.A~9fi _O,v4 41 _M,u447 
to o,OPO~ ".oo~o 0.OO~0 0.0"'00 0,0000 -0,173 R -0.1 9 R6 -0,21~5 ·0.2109 -P,19t2 -0.1415 -0.077p -0,0521 -0,0472 -0.1'472 
II 0,0000 0.0000 A.~HHA ~.~~AO O.00~M -~.15!~ _~.17JR .0.1962 _~.IRij7 -R,1 763 -~,t36~ .~.M571 -0,0472 _~.~]72 -H.U~41 
J2 O.~~01'1 O.~~AO ~.~~~O ~,O~A~ 0.0~~0 A,HqA~ -0,14,5 -n,17RR -~.1~64 -~.t564 -0,1117 -0.MS21 M,M0V~ -o.v32J -A.M29~ 
Table 2-7b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug flush configuration, R = 9.08.
NON -t1IMFN5IONAG M M/71) !, t,lT
PORT ANFA N .M 1,R-F'T N L(1
1 3,0951 0.0010169 0.900124 0,001419 -R.P96563 -0.97.1'1017 -0.015753
2 4.74SR a,e002t7 0.0(x0160 0,(5(x1912 -9,138977 •N oP 4 12(i7 +0.117'1649
3 9.7547 0.000296 0.0150211 0.002574 - P,.Z75696 -9.o59Y16
-N.Va6HN6
4 16.5366 PI.OPIA149 0.011t411v 0.9111313 -0.346336 -0.V77R56 -0.056502
5 26.4409
-0.000037 -(x.000027
-01.0ttP324 -0.462672 '0.1( 1 4NP9 -9.075401
6 19.4675
-0.000391 -0.0002919 -0.003470 -0.500375 -0.1361469 -0.0946H3
7 52.6165 -0.000797 -0,0005 8 1 -0.0t56946 -9..69751 t -0.156 0 0(5 -11.113793
P 69.9479 .0.001284 -01.000947 -0.011175 .0.912010 -0.192540 -0.132472




11 126.5153 0.001110 0.000819 0.0119791
-1.069921 -11.240518 -0.174548
12 139.5296 0.003R45 0,002836 00033922 -1.154672 -0.259570 -0.198375
13 206,tO33 0,007154 0.005720 0.069413
-1,256423 -0.287444 -0.2.0074
14 247.6969 0.011622 A.00R572 0.10253R -J.32S747 -0.29802R
-(3.716284
15 792'RR34 0,015209 0.011274 0.134952 .1.3RH357 -0.312103 -0.226498
1 6 341.933) VI.W490 e.Ott476 0.136667 -1.349693 -0.312383 -0.226707
17 394.7561 0.0tS490 0.011426 0.136667 -1.399693 -0.312383 -0.276702
IR 451.3520 0.8tS490 0.011426 0.136667 -t.3R9693
-0.312 1 03 .00276707
19 4RR.6404 0.01'5490 0.011426 0.136667 -t.3R4693 -0.317.303 -0.22002
20 503.96R!s 0.015490 0.01 .1426 0.136667 -1.399603 -0.3173R3
-0.726707
21 519.5323 0,015490 0.01142h 0.136667 -t.3R9603 -0.317303 -0,7767G72
22 535.3320 0.015490 00011426 0.136667 -1.380603 -0.317383 -0.2767¢2











Table 2-8a. Pressure' coefficjcnt dilti1 for ymmd ('nace] plug flush configuration, R = 6.81. 
ROllN!) fNO PI,He; 
P • fi.RI 
JF1 PLOW PAll". ],2~' CMM 
JH HHC:TJVF vn,nCJTY • '''IIt.t 
';-1(11'·76 
Pf,lIr. OFl"rlI II .IW'~ ~F'PFr'JJVI' .lFT JlI/lr"~,HH :: VI.'" CH:n:flr\/lP¥ IllA"'Fn,fI :: "'."!J 
7 ,~ • 5 1 (' F'I~ ) f Ill'F f,TI1~ fill VU,(lr t-rV IS 7.(.1." l'/f> r ,,., ,"i ~ IR 1 
MIS (4~9.(, F/~ .In f'HFc1'I VI' 'TJlIllllll • fJ.l H! N (I,177'i I.U) 
NOfl-11 t~IF NSIMlfll,I7.FII rpFf.i~\JRF.S 
"NC;l,~ (f'lFr.IIFF.Il) 
J'ORT JA 45 h' 15 qA t~5 1 b~' 11~ 
'7 -0.A51" -A.P4~A _A.(II726 _(II.(IIQ9] -0.1312 _Vl.IR7g _A.2470 -Vl.}P56 _A.J77Q _~.7q3n -n,2121 .M.l1j~ -Vl.n~84 _Vl.'~3H _~.~4HH 





























Table 2-8b. Lift loss and pitchinq moment <]nta for round plug flush configuration, R = 6.81.
NO?4
-1111'fHfi1nNA1, M M/'1(+ L L/r
APFA N -u 1,01-FT
3 911 0.0000;2.1 (A.00(A46V 0,001549']
-¢.IF14313 -4).V41447
-0.0300'19
4.7459 01000903 (1.000666 0.0079711 -0.267521 -O.VS9015 -0.042AP
8.7547 0.001503 N,0ti11n1 0.013761 -P.420R61 -0.V9461V
-0.V69660
15.5366 01'0P7289 N.Nr+16AA f7. 07019!5 - V.6221447 - N .t40t' ih -11.101617
2604409 0.002995 0.0(+22119 0.0764177 -0.RO6064 -0.1 8 1901 -0.111502
3R.4675 0.P03774 0.0(12784 0.033797 -V.9ROR34 -0.270491 -0.160014
52 n 6165 0.p04527 0.001339 0.034939 -1.141689 -44.256657
-0.186257
6R.8R78 0.005434 0.003991 0.047766
-1.7.92647 -0.2 Q 0598
-0.210H92
8792814 0.00636R 0.1104697 0.056184 -1.433861
-11.322333 -0.233923
107.7974 A,0918R03 0.006403 0.077668
-1.544637 -0.347235
-0,251094
176.5153 0.010797 0,007964 0.095762
-1.6305Ph -0.366556
-0.26bV16
159.5296 0.014546 0.01n779 0.179334 -t074j7Aj . 0.3 9 1553 -0.2R4 157
206.1033 0.019646 0.0114491 0.173377
-1.R66PP,3 -0.419657
-0.304553
247.6069 A.n739R6 0.017697 0.211621 -1.946987 .0.437bP3
-0.117634
792.R R 36 01.028675 0.021151 0.252994
-2.021571 -t1.45443R -0.329793 Q
341.9331 0.02R675 0.021151 0.252094 -7.021521 .0,454438
-0.329793
r^394 n 7561 0.029675 09021151 0.252994 -7.1+21521
-0.45443 R -0.399793 ^+
4 51.352P 0.t42A675 0.021151 0.257`794 .7.0 ?.1571 . 4+.454138 •0.329793
P
c	 4„^
4 8 01.6404 0.024675 41.071151 0.252994 '2.021521 - 0.454438 -0.379793 i
S03.96R5 0.028675 0.071191 0.252QQ4
-2.021571 .0,454439
-0.329793
51 9 .5323 0.078675 0.021151 0.252094 -7.071521 -(1.4544301
-0.329793
535.3370 0.028675 91 .071151 0.252994
-2.021571 -0.45443P .0.329793
551.3675 0).028675 0,021151 0.2157994
-7.07..157.1 -0.454438 -0.329793
,k
Table 2-9a_ Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug flush configuration, R = 4.54.w
POI]ND END PLUG
	 6-30.76
P a 4.54	 PLUG DEPTH a .0919,	 EFFECTTVE JET DIAHFTFP v 0.73 CFflTFPROnY DTAMFTEH q 0.75JET FLOW 'PATE a 2.752 CMM ( 79 . 53 CFM )	 FPFETRFAV V1i OCT. TY a 30 9 M cS	 L	 .,	 /,, ( 101.3
	 F/S )
JET EFFF.C T I V F V FLOCTTY a 140.1
	
M /S ( 459 . 6 F/S )	 OFT FFFFCTTV!< THP115 1 = 6.13 0 N	 (1.3779 1,1: )
NON.DIMFNSTONAT-17, H) PPF5911PFS
ANGT,F (11F^1aF;F.S)
PORT	 0	 10	 20	 30	 45	 60	 75	 9v	 105	 170	 135	 15(1	 16V	 170	 1H(1
1 P.2045 P.O A 3 0.12 5 9 0.0142 - 0.2249 - 0.63117 - 1.175 9 - 1.7403 -2.052 
- 7.7 1 7 4 - 1.4 7 21 • 0.9 4 47 -0.0065 -10.7323 -41.7767
2 0.1560 0.1 4 25 0.0 9 2 9 0.0130 -0.1940 .0.4907 9.R46 q
 -1.2775 .1.6034 .1.6536 -I.1H99 .8.7453 -N.SRHh .0.5359 -0.5326
3 0.11 g9 91.1134 0.O7iv 0.00100 
- 0.1549 -0.3736 - 0.65 9 9 - 0. 8 416 -1.2125 - 1.2645 - 0.9629 -0.6972 -0.452 q - 0.3 8 96 0.3797
4 0.0657 0.0539 0.0341 0.0000 -0.0A g 2 0.2125 -0.3581 -0.514.2 -0.6505 -0.6939 -t4.SA11 -0.3414 - 0.2SV,3 -o.20SH -0.1921
5 0,03901 0.0341 0.0248 0.0000 -0.0564 -0.1302 -0.2317 -0.3979 -0;4(`77 -e.444A -0.3879 -e.239A - 0.151 A -0.1351 - 0.1739
6 0.0316 0.02RS 9.0204 0.0000 -0.940 9 . V.P g 36 -0.1617 -0.2243 - 0.2751. 
-V.2AH7 -0.2745 -0.1647 -0.((9'13 -0.0H74 =o.OAhh
7 0.01797 0.0198 61.0161 0.0000 -0.0749 -0.0700 -0.10A4 -0.1524 -0.2026 -P.2743 -0.7051 -0.1762 -0.0694 -0.0558 .o.v6HS
A 0.0265 0.0273 P.P173 0.00064 -0.0211 -0.050A -0.oS74 -0,t157 -0.1413 -P.16R5 -0.1567 -0.0 8 60 -0.0477 -0.(+465 -0.0576
9 0.0223 0.0204 0.0124 01.0000 -0.0149 -0.9353 -0.0694 -0.0442 -0.112A -P..1752 - 1227 -0.0793 -0.032 A .91 .0347 -0.414kq
10 000009 x1
.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -o.P735 -0.0471 -N.P725 -V.? AA 6 -9,.105 q
 -o.1o47 -0.0526 -0.(+167 -0.0229 -0.037H
11 0.0000 0.909.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.(+000 -0.?1 g A .0.0465 -0.0601 -vs .0725.V...t17A7 o.oAo5 -V.0533 -0.0124 .0.0142 -0.0797
12 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 000000 0.00P0 -0.0266 -0.0477 -0.61548 
-V.o675 
-0.41663 '0.051 4 -0.012 4 -0.V124 -0.0204
13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 V.V09? .0.0242 -0.0316 0.0458 -9..0576 -0.0502 -0.0765 -0.01V5 0.0000 -O.Vlh7
14 0.0000 0,0000 O.Ooloo 0. 000(1 0 .0(100 P.P?00 0.000(1 -0.07.79 - 0.0359 -0.0409 -0.0427 - O.v?766 -o. o9H1 0.9 '.1110 - 0.02,35
15 0.0,000 0.0000 0.00001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0900 0.0000 -0.0t67 -0.0310 .0,0328 -0.0335 -0.0723 0.01 ,vv 0.(mo9 -(+.0155
16 0.0000 0 1 0000 0.0!100 090000 0.9(100 0.P00N 0.P909 0.9000 0.0000 9,.0900 0.005.10 0..0(10!1 0.09vo 0.1"(1(49 - 0.1.1173
17 0.?,000 0 , 000v 0 . 00,00 0.0000 0.(1009 (4 .V0P0 ? . 0900 9 . 0vom P . oVOP v o ov.0 o (Avt4 0 . 0aF(4 V.01 VP (1.VVvV - 9.0155
1H 0.00 (10 0,x( 000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 (1.0x1091 0.P0109 0 . 0000 0.00010 0.9000 0.011V0 (+. 0000 0 . 09Pv 0.0vvm (1 . 4)tI0v - 61.vIv5
S g 0.0v00 0.onoo 0.0000 01.0000 0.000(1 0.0?00 0.0000 0.09
. 00 (1.000V V.99v0 0.00911 o.00 1 0.0 0.0.100 P.(`++99 -0.0112
20 0.V 000 0.000v 91
.0900 0.06100 0.0(10(1 O. P, P. PO 0,000o 0.0v VIP o.ovov v.OooP (4.01)00 0.0oV0 0.0(1v9 0.01100 -O.POh8
21 0.0000 0.Po00 0.0000 0,0000 0.009(! O. V. 09 P.00P0 0.0vP0 o.0o0P 0.0000 0.0000 4'.00(79 0.0(~4:0 0.f'V 1 vv- -0.0173
27 0.0000 0.0v.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.090'0 0.00(40 P.. 000(1 0.0PPC' 0.OVV0 v.(woo o.(A0o0 0.(4009 0.(10(,0 0.?('NV -0.611 V5
23 0.0voo 0.9009 0.00610 0 . 0000 (1.09001 0 . v(4o(4 0 . 09v(1 01 . 0000 0.0000 v.o('P(' 0.wwo 0 . 00(19 0.(19('C (I . 0000 -(1.v155
^y
Table 2-9h. j,i rt: .1 D!jn (lnd jJ i LdJ i 11(1 morn!!)) t; dilLl frJr round ()lH1Qcl plug flush configuration, R 4.54. 
~ON"n''''F.1I510NI\I, 
'" 
HITn IJ LIT 
rOP1 AHA N 'O/J t,R.f'T N 1.1' 
).M~t ".~Wlf"'R ".O"nI9 "."7f.~47. ·".'BRI77 .~.q,9R49\>1 -~.ln141" 
, 4.'745R 01.01"'4"'7 "'.""32"''1 ~.~39Cl'lR _P..I;IJfi47 -"'.IJ794A -"'.tl~"'l1 
1 1l.7547 ~'''''747'i 1'1.0.,,'551] 11_",,,5947 .. v..942 A'-h ·"'.711947 -1'I.IS3RI4 
., tfi.53fif. ~.~I1QQ7 (.I.~,'11I14'l 11. H'1j1!5~ .1.7n991-l ."'.2"1711 11 -A, 2117!!fi . 
~ ,6.H,,9 0I'''lfi770 "',,,,'"J.n.) 0.147 fl 5" -1.!lAt, 9 'i1l ·~' • .J"t-74R -",.1~8119R 
ft ]iI.467!'i "'.t'l2I"iR!'i CI.""'5 Q " (.I.1'l9'''3) _1,R2(, IlA l .11,4 Hl"'ll] ·,'.2 QII0H· 
7 5'."tfi'i ~.0I'-6661 1'1.",,9,,(,,\ 01.21"1214 -2.Wl! 911l· -(,.15,,7A2 -",,])\494 
II 61l.IlR7fl OI.0I31 1l 74 1'I.'~7351(l1 O.2ADI3 -2.7"67119 .t~,496"'Rh 
f 
- "', J l>llI·' l·?"-
Q 117.2R14 Il.~]7C17.9 "'.I'l:;l7JI] Cl.l'66'n -2.3r,Q79", .(1.5JIA4R I "".31l497Q 
til 1,,7.7974 "'.MtQ43 ".0:HI917 I'I.J7V,Vl4R -2.495621-1 -1-1.5" I Ill!'i .",4017139 
II 126.5153 ",."'4561l1 ",.01]]691 "'.41'13026 -2.'5QSJ"6 -t~ .51134 3R-·, -".42)411 
12 159.52'Hi ".M'~47 ~.~Ja7O;<i ".4fi3f.~11 .. 2.7,Q599 -'~.blJf>!4 -1l.4"5)~~ 
Jl ~1'16olll33 ~.~61'11~J ",.",un::! " • '5 .H'I :It''i -2.A71 77f. -11.645575 .~'. 4 Ii 85V.!J; 
1 " 217.60169 ,,·.f!6f.75"1 (11.('119 23 R QI.!,)IIA9S6 -2.(1"'''264 -". /if\f.1! 1 Ii ·"",tll)92t'1 00 
,5 292.111136 ",.o72"A? ('1."53610 I'I.f.4f7. 4R -3.1'143"73 .H.6A42tA -1'1.496549 I::st~ 
16 Hl.9])) t'I.f!731'iR 01.",0;4(113'5 ~.6"f>3J(}j 
-].1l4""" ·\l./iA51~1'2 -11.4971111 8~ 
t '7 394 • 7561 ~.C1l'73\l'5" 1'l.0';447'1 "'.60;1<;92 _3."'5111516 .~1./iRr;75/i -,'1.497"65 !;;:I> l:'"f 
I A- t.~1.35Ul ",.Ql74]1.('1 1'I.(II'14Apl ",.t.55(,(l9 -3.t'l5]9fil ·~,.6I':b31-1f\ -",498\l&4 8.)~ ~> 
,9 4AIl.f>41l" ",.",74"6" CJI."''55~)7 " t'I.60;A7S" -3.1'1'14666 _"l. 6116" 119 w,'.498342 t-'~ t-!~ 
1.'" "'(.13,96115 "'.I'I747'H A.G'I"I!'il1Q 0.6'590;]6 -]."'5S~·94 -01.6 Sf) 785 -~\. 41)8412 ~aJj 
21 51 9 .5J:ll ",.",749116 ".A!",53 I '" ",./i" 1 '1117. • .1.1'1562'" .(II.6R7~34 .~.49859' 
2' 5J503],,, 0.(1175132 ".1'1'55417 l'I.fifi,1I1;3 -J.r.SfiAR4 -"'./iR71117 -1-104987114 





Table 2-l0a. Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug flush configuration, R = 2.27. 
ROUNO P'NO PLUG 
R .. 2.'27 
JfT FLOW RATF.. 2.252 eM" ( 
JET FF'FCTJV, VELOCITY • t.~.t 
PORT 
b-HI-76 
PLIIC, OEPTH II: ."'''v. 
79.53 cn .. ) F'FFFCTtVF .JET nl/1MFTFIl = "'.71 Cf.t!Tf'FlI\OIlY lllAllFTfR = 1'1.7'> FPFF ~TIlFAV v~rnCITY ~ hl.7 M/~ (,n7.~ f/S) 
I'/S (459.7 US .In n'fF.CTIV, THlllJ~'T = 6.1 H ~J (1.31Rl I,ll) 
NON-OIMf'NSTONUTlF.O ruF.SSllPfS 
iU1GLF lOf'GIlF:Ui) 
4'\ #'1' 75 9" , ~5 12~ !35 !StI Ph' 
3 0.1 7 4 Q 0.1754 ~.1~25 0.141R 0.0R76 0.MH7~ _0.1~4' -M.7424 _0.4\75 -V.5 Q21 -~.7691 -"'.7~IR -M.47~~ _M.27h? -0.214 Q 
4 ",.1171 ~.1149 A.tA7 A A.A94R M.A~h7 A.P771 -0.A3~4 -M.H Q9 3 -~.i7Al -H.74 R2 -A.352 R -~.473Q -M.J76~ -~.lh57 -A.t142 
,Table 2-10b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug flush configuration, R = 2.27.
NON-DIMENSIONAL TM M/ n L 1,/T
POP7 APBA N -N 1,11-FT N f	 It
t 3.OQ46 {1.012270 0.0uQn19 0.107855 •0.931758 -0.2 09777
-0,152728
7 4.7450 0.017R75 0.013194 0.1S7661
-1.764172 - 0 .2 1141Rh -0.706705
3 9.7532 0.030017 0.4172199 0.765470 -1.077701 -0.4o Q 761 -0.291127
4 16.5339 0.040308 0.035637 0.426104 -2.30R6R7 -0.519997
-0.37650V
5 26.4366 0.066929 0.049297 0.589459
-2.63060P -11.511301
-0.47910.5
6 38.4612 0.093363 (1,062963 0.752944 -2.064730 .0.643991 -01.467779
7 52.6079 01.103994 0.076706 0.Q177R6 -3.045223 -0.6P4566 -0.496721
R 60.9766 0.122558 01.090399 I.0R1031 -3.191197 .0.715133 -0.5tR9No
Q 87.2672 0.141157 0.1(1411R 1.24SOR4 -3.797130 -0.7417.40
-0.537843
t0 107.7799 0.153364 0.113122 1.352757 -3.469467 .0.779710 -0.565757
It 126.4947 0..163272 0.17042 Q 1.440143 -3.595581 -N.POR297 -0.SR6492
12 159.5036 0,177410 0.130R5R 1.564854 -3.774679
- 0 .849537 •0.61-5697
t3 206.0697 0.194579 0.143522 1.716793 -3.973951 -0.0 9 3344 -0.640210
14 247.5666 0.209766 01.153995 t.R41425 -4.122563 .1.1.976752
-0.67745P
15 292.8359 0.721909 0.163679 1.957346 -4.740aP.ci -0.953157
-0.691606
16 341.8776 0.221909 0.163679 1.957146 .4.740000 -0.953152 -0.691606
O O
17 394.6910 0.221909 0.t6367Q 1.957346
-4.244)000 - 0.953152 -o. 6916V,6
1R 451.2795 0.221908 0.163679 1.957346 -4.24000P -h.953152 -0.69t6V6 O
19 489.5608 0.221908 0.163670 1.0.37346 -4.24000.0
-0.953152 -0.691601. t-t
c^
20 503.9864 0.221908 0.163679 1.957346 .4.2400VO
-0.953152 -0 .6916146 Ci^
21 519.4477 0.221908 0.163679 1.957346 -4.740000 -0.953157
-0.6Q16V6 1rt^
22 535.2449 0.221900 0.163679 1.957346 -4.240000
-0.953152 -0.691606




Table 2-11a. Pressure cocf'ficient: data for round ended plug down 0.5 D configuration, R = 10.35. 
n 
1-f, .. 11, 
Il .1".35 PI,IIG IlF.PTIl •• 'i",v. FF'FellUF J~l OJftMtT~P = ".Q~ CENTE~ponv OTAMFTtN = M.15 
JET FlOW PhTF. 3.794 CMM 114.~~ rFM) n~ E F .'i 1 IlF A" V H Cet1 Y '" 14.7 "'/5 ( 11l. , US) 




45 6 P 75 9~ 105 135 11(1 
2 .~.33Rl -8.3464 -~.411\ _~.611f, _",.9201 _1.lv44 -t.~4~" -1.5~1'i _1.145~ _P,Q7 Ql .A.~411 -e.4114 ·~.3'4R _".7~Q~ -~.7h5' 
] -M.J1RQ -p.4n~Q -~ •• ~~~ -~.~71n .-o.R1RQ -1.12R'i -t.7114 -,.331'i -1.I~Ql -~.R'J5 -0.5M)4 -H.lla3 -U.259R -A.1 9 7h -u.1.0~1 
, 
7 .0,]1 9 1 -0.3112 -0.]275 -~.35IR _".4'~? -~.~51~ _A,5Mhl -M,4R11 -P,4h55 -0.3162 -M,224~ -e.14!' -",0 Q7 4 _V.M4JJ ~.~~VH 
8 _~.2f,'i2 _~.21R1 _~.?RQ6 -~.31)9 _~.31~R _n,3924 .~,4465 -0.44]R _R.421~ -R,341~ -M.22I Q .~.IP55 -~,RQ14 _M.Mb95 0.~M!H 
.^
3
Table 2-11b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug down 0.5 Dn configuration, R = 10.35.
J.
a
N ON-111MFN41 p NA1, M H/7 f7 1. !,/'t
_
D4RT ARFA N	 -^" 1,0-FT 14 I	 tt
1 2.0327 -0.0000A1 -0.00006(1 -G+.(100319 •(+.1(17i9A -V.974143 -47,0t^962q
7 3.1168 -0.00101163
-N.c1NN }7c) -0 00V640 .0.151777 - U .V34794 -(7.(`13077
3 5,7496 -0.00V41q
-0.000347 8 .0.001 647
-0.255639 - n.V5746P
-0.4772921
4 10.R603 -0.00124!1 -0.000RR6




-0.04+9444 -0.5457R1 - 4+.122692
-0,048935 4
6 25.7633
-0.003RS5 -0.002 P 44 -0.015149
-0.607582 - 0
.196 8 17 -0.06254h
7 34.5555 -0.0057A4 -0.004766 .0.07272R
-R.R56193 -0.1 9 7470 -0.0767a6
A 45.2416 -0.0p7RR9
-0.414+5019 - 0.010gQR
-1.020040 - 0.279305 -0.091457
q 57.3215 •0.010247 .0.00755A -0.040766









0,2 9 3 6 0S •0.117183







13 135,3570 0.002720 0.002007 0.010690 .9.717951 -N,3H.5071 a0.1535H4
14 162.6142 0.088569 0.007058 0.037600 -1.P29A37
-0.411347
-0.164064 7^
'	 15 tg7.3494 0.017066 0.0175RA 41.067062 .1.9497H1
-0.43PVR6
-0.174720 b '^




17 759,2535 0.0117066 0.41175RR (4.057062 -1.948781 -47 .4304786 -0.17472P (V
1P 296.4725 oteA17N66 004+12598 0.067062
-1..g4n7R1 -0.4iROP6 -4+.174720
19 320.911.4 0.017066 0.017588 0.067062 -1.948781 .0.43R4)H6
-47.174728
20 33o.970o 0.017066 0.0125AR 0.067067 -1.94P7R1
-0.43RNA6 -0.174720
-	 21 341.1995 0.0117066 0.0125RR 0.067069
-1.g4R7R1 -0.43ROP6
-0.17472P
27 351.5759 0.017066 0.01.2508 0.0674762 *1.940781
-0.41R41R6 -0.17472P









R a 7,76	 PLUG DEPTH c .501v	 FFFF.CTIVF JE'1 11IAMFTFR = ( 1 .90 CENTFSPODY L)IAMFTER a 01.7.)
JET FLO W VATF m 3,794 CMM ( 134.00 CFN ) 	 FPEF STFFA M V F.LCCITY v 19.a MIS ( 64,3 p/S )
.JET EFFFCTTVF VELOC'TTV R 152.1	 M/S ( 499.0 F/s ) 	 •)FT FF'FFCT1VF THRUST 0 11.153 ► I	 (7.5072 LP )
x101)-R11A FWCTOHALIZFII PPFSStIPF.S
1111GLF. (DEGPFFS)
PORT	 VI	 1(A 	 20	 30	 45	 6v	 75	 9µ	 t015	 170	 135	 150	 1tIth	 17(1	 1H0:
1 -0.060R -0.1064 -0.2464 -0.4729 -0 1 .901P -1,g3R9 -2.V316 -2.1776 -1. 0 146	 1.4477 - 0 .8333 - 0 .5779 -01 .4547 -V.4395 -0.4258
2 -0.1521 - P.1734 
-0.2P28 -0.4456 -P.793P -1.2677 -1.5876 -1,7473 -1. 59 72 -1.1 P 61 -0.6797 -8.4775 -0.3' 1 94 - 0.314 h -0.3315
3 .0.1916 -P.2129 -0.3133 -0,4197 .0,7102 +1.9371 -1.3124 -1.4386 .1.3139 -1.0097 - 0.5809 -V.387R 0.37E4 0.2555 .41.26VN
4 .0.2266 -9.2433 - 0
.2965 -0.3619 -0.5140 -0.7137 -0.9774 -0.9672 -2.9322 -V.779 9 
-0.4( 1 601 -6.25 R5 (1 . 2 0 53 -0. 1551 -0.1331(
5 -0.2266 
-9.2766 
-0.2524 -0.3117 -0.4091 -0.533 0 -0.656 9 -0.7117 -0.7178 -0.5505 - 0.3 4 67 - N.1°16 -0 1 .1521 -0.1049 µ.077h
6 -0.2053 -0.2033 
-0.22701 
-0.2752 -0.3346 .01.4243 -0.5186 -0.5677 -0,5551 -V.4653
	
0.3(111 . (.119 9 .O, IIH6 -0).NR52 •µ.062I
7 -0I.1 7 µ3 0.1734 -01.1962 -0.2205 -0.2 P 44 -0.3574 -0.42R R -0.4577 -0.4638 -V 4 '060 01.7555 -N. 1762 -N. µ47 -0.V730 -41.N4II
8 -0.1566 -0.1673 -0.1794 -0.1916 -0.2524 .0,3041 •0.3174 -0.3954 .0 .4V.
	 .v.34v6 -01.2357 -0.1186 -N.N P 36 -(1.v,456 -vi .^!)5N
9 -0.1460 -P.1399 -0.1521 -O.t703 -0.2175 -0.25 0 5 -0.3193 -0.3376 -0.3498 -V.3µ41 -0.2175 -0.0 9 36 -0.0519 -0.µ441 -0.0274
t0 0.µ10)0N 0.0000 0.00001 0.0000 0.0000 -VI .22 	
-0,2737 -P.3117 -V.3193 -9.276P -0.l () µ1 -0.0R21 -0).µd1 7 -0.0395 0.(WVP
11	 0,0000 0.000,0 0.0 01 00 0.0000 0.0(100 -0.20.07 '-0.7403 -0.7692 -0.7. 7 68 -9.7.570 -0.171 0
 -0.O R 52 -0.0 4 56 -0.0759 (+.O+vtV,t1
- 12 0,0,,000 0.0000 µ.00L10 0,0000 P.00t00 (1.P0µ0 +0.206 8 -0.2291 -0.2311 -V.2235 -µ.1 4 75 -0.0 A36 -0.0411 -0.( 1 27 4 C1, µNV O!
13 0,0000 0.01000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00100 µ.N000 -0.1658 -0.7.0,53 -0.20R3 -V.1 Q 31 -0.133 8
 -0.0684 -0.µ35N -0.N304 0.00VP
1 4 0,00NP 0.0000 0.0000 P, 000+4 O,OP00 0.VNµP. 0.0µµ0 -c1.17µ3 .0.1RP6 .0.1673 -0.1293 -0.0537 -0.0259 0.V009 (t.t'taC'a
15 0.00,,00 0.0000 0.V10P0 0.0000 0.0000 µ.V000 0.00010 -0.1460 -0.1566 -V,.1521 -N. 1217 -0.0K0R - 0 .0789 O. µµNN µ.vvvv
16 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0P0(1 0.0000 0,0(1011 P.41n("P	 P.POµ(t µ.170( t 0 N.Nnµ.P O, µ!00V µ.U(100 C1.(1 (7VP
17 µ.800t1 0,01000 µ.0N00 0.0000 0.0000 O.µPPO n.OPnn O.µ0001 N,0VOV 9.N00P µ.0410n V.NnOn 0.00µµ 0.P0: NP 0,0•NVO
IA 0.0000 0.0(100 0.0000 0.00001 0.0000 O.nnNn 0.0N0t0 0.0000 O.mlov N.µnVµ (1,On00 µ.00a0 O.NnVN N.1)t)Vti µ.00V11
19 O. P, 000 0.µ0N0 0.0000 0.0000 0 4 0000 O.NNn(d O. Omit" 0.0(100 0.01`04' V.n0N0 N. µ000 µadnNO µ'.00V(° O. V0V(t (1.(d µ1V (d








	 0.01nµ0 41.µ( 1 0.(d	 (A µ0'( 1 V	 0 CIOV0
22 0,00910 µ.0N00 0.µ00n 0,0000 0.µw.0 0.Ov.0n O.NNVO P.NU,VP V,µt • µ(: P.nm?O µ1.00(d0 (?.µ0 1 P0 0,µG0( µ,µ('NN 0N(12µ
23 9,0000	 01.0000
	
0.00001	 n.0000 0.0µ0P 0.PVOµ
	 0.OP(`0 0.0V(AV	 (1.0µµV
	 V..N0VC1 0.N:19N V.. .nONP	 0,Ovve	 P.(d( • (1f 1	N.t1('µV
Table 2-12b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug down 0.5 D n
 configuration, R = 7.76.
NON-D1MFNSIONpL M fA /Tn L L/T
POP7 APF11 N -M LB-FT N I11
1 7.0377 0.000120 0.0000RA O.VOP471 -0.197916 -0.V44192 -0.x17745
2 3.1168 0.000144 0.0410106 0	 wi(156h) -7.285667 -0.V6471H -0.025613
3 5.7496 0.000104 0.0(,,0076 0.000407 -0.4K6341 -0.1c14A33
-0.041P17
4 IO.R603 -0.000267 -0.000197 -0.001050 -0.715740 -0.160 R 98 -0.064173
5 17.3640 -0.0001911 -0.000677 -0.003579 -P.961679 - 0 .216174 .O.OR6226)
6 7502633 -01.001794 -0.001323 -0.0n71151 -1.204923 -V.770 R 67 -0.108034
7 34.5551
-0.002009 .0.007077 .0.011P37 -1.444522 - 0 .374724 -0.179516
P 45.2416 -0.004051 -0.002 9 R R -41.015919 -1.6P4338 -0.37P639 -0.]511110
Q 57.3715 .00 005456 .0.00 4 V!74 .0.021438 -1.419411 -0.43148 4 -41.172095
1P 70.7953 -0.002647 -0.001957. -N.O1104PP -2.097513 -0.471521 -0.1P8P64
11 R3.0R81 .0.000067 -'1.000049 .09MOV762 -2.2.41996 -0.5t14V-;11 -0.2111018
12 1t14.7700 0.00,158 4'x.004547 0.074196 -2.437873 -11.5469141 -0.218132
13 135.3570 0.014951 0.011028 0.058750 -7.669070 .O.5 g 9 0 96 -0.239305
1 4 167.6142 0.023168 000170PQ 0.0i91036 -2.019545 -0.633 8 34 -0.252P01
15 142.3494 0.032422 0.1123914 0.127402 -2.967365 .0.667064 -0.2664155
1 6 224.5625 0.032422 0.023914 (1.127402 -2.967365 -0.667064 -0.266055
17 259.2535 0.032422 0.073914 0.127402 -2.967365 -0.667064 -0.266055
18 296.4225 0,032472 0.0239t4 0.177402 -2.967365 -ti.W(164 -0.266055
19 32e.9114 0.032472 0.073914 0.177402 -2.967365 -0.6 6 7064 -0.766055
70 330.9780 0.032422 0.023 9 14 (1.127402 -2.`67365 -0.667064 -0.76b4155
21 34101995 0.032472 0.023 9 14 0.177402 -2.967365 -V.667064 -0.266055
72 351.5758 0.032422 0.023914 4).127402 -2.967365 -0.6671164 -41.2661155
73
,








Table 2-13a. Pressure coef':icient data for round ended plug down 0.5 D configuration, R = 5.18. 
n 
ROUNT) F.NO PLUG 
p • 5.IA 
7-F,-7f> 
PL1'f, nFPTIi :r .'i'-'r 
CMM IH.r.", CFII) 
F f F f r. T 1 V F ,1 F.l !l I /HI F TF P = ~\. Q'" n II IF'R fl OIJ Y IJ 1 )\ ,,~; TI: n = ,~, '/ 5 
F~FF STHFft~ V~~Cr.lTy = 1Q,4 M/~ r 96,4 tiS) JET ,tOw PATr. = 3,7Q4 
JET FFFFCTTVF VFLOCITY = 152.! MIS (49Q.0 "S "r'T nn:C:'llVF THHIIST "'1,1'13 N 0,0;1'172 l,~) 
POIlT 
rJ()N -I) n\~ N 5 J ONII t, T n:11 pnE S~ () P~.~ 
liNG!,," (of(a1n S) 
4'1 ~A 15 9v 105 120 135 I 5C~ InO 111 ~, 
Table 2-13b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug down 0.5 D
n 






















































0. ctPS::?61 0.0 x3711 91.PiQRP7
N.PAR492 0.006197 0.013015
0.011997 0,00RR49 91.9147143


































































































R • 2,'59 
Table 2-l4a. Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug down 0.5 D , R = 2.59. 
n 
ROUND FND PLUG 7.".76 
EfFECTIVE" JET [lll1~\FH'R :: ~'.9t' nJITr.RIHlJIY UTAr-'ETF.P :: 
J~T FLOW RATE. 3,794 
JET FfrfCTIV! vrtnCITY 
PLlJC: I)FPTH " .5"" 
CMM ( 1)4.~~ CfM) 
• 152,1 ~/S (49Q,~ F/S 
YRH STfl~JlM n:T,ccny:: ,)R,R ~'IS ( t noR F IS ) 




4~ 6p 75 9P IUS 120 11~ lS(l 
I', 7!> 
J ~.2654 ~,2fi~~ ~.?237 ~,17J6 H.~~~J _~.tJfi4 _~.J76t .".644] _A.Q]95 -t.t~4J -1,1545 -~.B71Q -~.bI72 _v.~"Pv -U.4J~2 
4 ~.IA4A P.t7A7 ~.tfil~ ~.'30A ~.~~w2 -~.~J29 -~.t4R5 -0.275] -A.4125 -P.55IJ -~.fi55l ·~.6p51 -~,4~b~ -u.37~7 -0,2 Q h5 
r r
.a
Tab 2-141,.	 1,i(!:	 1.<,:;:; a:IfI	 I,i t:r,},irI'i m	 :nr • nI, r!,,t,i	 For rc,ur3r1	 r • ntlr:rl 1,1u(l	 clown 0.5 1)	 corrFiyuration, k = 2.59.
rr
N ON-n1HFNSIONAI, M Ft/7I+ 1, 1,/T
R011 7 APFA N -M I M-1. N LR 1





2 3.lt6R 0.022461 0.015R30 9.084331
-2.V56262 -0.453256
-0.100779
3 5.7496 0.037405 0;077540 0.1469A4 - 7.9QRI94
-0.673974
-0i268R11
4 tO.0603 0.064618 0,047663 0.2539t7 •3.967492 - 0.A9076R
-0,355779
5 17.3649 0.096476	 - 0.071161 0.379103 -4.727507
-1.9.62 7 44
-0.423N70




7 34.5555 0.16ROR7 tii.1239R1 0,660496 -S.R40610
-1.317969
-0.573671
A 45.2416 0.205495 0.151573 p.AP7491
-6.248770 -1.404724
-0.560767
9 57.3.215 0.243224 0.179407 (2.955746
-6.5R7R46 -1.479A24
-0.590221
10 70.7953 0,259625 0.19AR75 1.059447 -6.986051
-1.570464
-0.676377
li R3,0RAt 0,290619 0.214361 1.141QR5 -7.271425 -1.634R41
-0.652140
12 104.7700 0.319823 0,235907 1.256741 -7.659169 -1.721781
-0.686724
t3 135.3570 0.354979 0.26175R 1.304497 -9.0175941 -1. 9 15472 -1024097
14 162.6142 0.341129 0,2 0 1121 1.497642 -A.36429Q
- 1.PR0294 -0.749946 O 0
15 192.3494 0.405908 0.2 9 93 9 R 1.595911 - A.61543A - 1.936751
- 41.772463 17^
116 27.4,565 0.406317 0,2 QQ 6Q9 1.59661A -9.617916
-1.937300
-0.772686
17 439.2533 0.406317 0.2 Q 96 0 9 1.59661R .A.617916
-1.937308 -,.772686 ro
1R 296,47;•3 0,406317 0.299690 1.596618 -8.617916
-1.91730P -0.772686
1 9 320.9114 0.406317 0.29 Q 69 Q 1.5Q661R -A.6179t6
-1.93730 A -0.771686 ~ ^^
^. 1^
20 3301,9760 0.0,6317 9..2`19699 t.5`1 6F1R -9.617916
-1.937390 -0.772606
v,
21 341.1995 0.406317 0.749699 1.59661A =0.617916
-1.9373(1 0 -0.772686
22 355.3759 0.406317 1,7 0 9699 1.5Q661A -8.617916 -1.917398
-0.772686




P • 'l.qA 
JFT FLOW PATF. 4.666 
JET fff~rltVF V~tOC1TY 
Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug down 1.0 D configuration, R = 9.98. 
n 
7.f,-7F> 
PJJ!lt; 1l~:rTH .. I .I·I!~· 
C~M tfi4.76 r.f~) 
• 147.9 HIS (4R~.7 F/S 
FFFFC,TTH .1FT nll\llFHp = 1.1'17 CHtVl<flOP1 OIM'fTEk = "'.1~ 
FPF~ ST~~I\~ v~~crITY = 14.H ~/~ ( 4~.f> t/fi) 
,J F 'T ,. f n en v F r Ii R II 5 T .. I 1 • 3 '12 Il (J • C' II h (.l 1,11) 
rrON -n H'F f''<; 1 Ofl III. T 71"11 Pill-,<;:; lirE:> 
/I Nr.I.F (PfC;flFF5J 
POPT Hl 20 40; (,<' 75 91' 11'5 135 
2 H.~0~0 ~.0~00 -0.1127 _A.24f>9 _~.S9SP -~.q'7q .1.135] -1.2717 _1.n5 7 5 -'.9733 -~.RM52 -~.6161 -0.5341 _1'1.4171 -U.41~1 
J -~.~1R3 -0.1'1725 -~.1127 -~.23Rq -1'1.5734 -M.77Rl -0.Q55~ -1'I.Q5R2 -1'1.9]13 -P.74]4 -1'I.fI)M? -~,442~ -1'1,359f1 -M.3J5~ -u.17v4 






































Table 2-16a. Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug down 1.0 D configuration, R = 7.49. 
n 
11 0 IlPlfl F. NO P LtJG 
Fl " 1."Q PI,IIG nFl'TII =I.n'v FnFrTTV~ \1~1 111MIF'rVP" 1.1l7 CEtJTFflll(ll'Y I1TA'lfl~:1> = ~'.'l" 
,lET flOW pJlTf = ".b~" CMM IF.4.76 cv:,) FI'FF :.nilJ·lIf' V~,lrrlTY = 1<l.k I·'/f, r "11." ~/::.) 
JFT FFfFC11VF VFLOCITY z '4A.~ ~/9 (4H~.~ f/S ,1 FI t f n c, I V ~ 'r H P!lS T "I J • :n <) I' ( , • ('111 ~ t,1' ) 
rHlrJ-fll I'H,:; Ton" T,' 7~ n PIH ::;s!l\l~ S 
M;C;U (I1FGPF'F.S) 
P(lRT HI 45 fir 7~ q~ 17(,' 1.'5 15~' I b" 17,' 
7 .~.155g .e.164Q .~.lR2Q _~.2~3R _~.274] _M.3~27 .~.4272 -A.~Rl1 .r.4151 _V.JR52 -0.27~R -~.2~9R -0.2171 _~.21~~ -u.277A 
R -0.143 Q .~.143Q .~.1649 -~.IR2Q -R.2]A] -0.11~1 -~.3672 -A.II~37 -'.3972 ·'.1557 -0.2351 -~.lQ7R -U.17JQ -M.IQ~] -".lQb] 
`	 C
y
Table 2-16b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug down 1.0 D
n 
configuration, R = 7.49.
NON-nTVENe1ONAL M M/Tn L
POPT APFA N	 .M 1,11-FT N 1N
1 1,5626 0.000748 11.Rtua557 (+,01(++714'1 -('.209141 -V..Q47015
2 2.3960 0.0101102 0.000R13 P.P(13169 - V.3t12S1,1 - 31. C6R0F15
3 4.4109 O.OPIR21 0.0'11341 V.V"(I5231 -V.496VlR9 -(1.11157,0
4 9.34A7 0.007.607 0.0(111)11 a.VtO474 -0.761047 -:+.171OR3
5 13.3490 0.003775 0.002415 (1.00946+5 -1.V7597o -(1.2106314
6 19.420A 0.001R59 0.0(12847 0.P1lvA, -1.793777 - 0.29083('
7 26.5641, 0,004446 0.003271) 0.P1777A -1.560325 -(1.391,761
R 34.7789 0.004994 0.003683 (1.014341 -1.P24175 -0.410063
9 44.01652 0.00555R 00A(14mA 0.A151)65 -2.VA4744 -V.46A53R
10 54.4229 0.010340 0.007627 0.A2969A .2.207961 -0.5t4334
11 63,R779 0.01462A rl.011+71)tA+ 0.042015 -7.451773 -'".591151)
17 80.5406 01.021746 0.0) 7515 P.A6R74t4 -7.h744A4 -:1.61(1224
13 104.0539 91.036270 0.026753 (A.104179) -7.q4%940 -0.662247
14 125.V076 o1.914A5P1 0.035774 0.13Q304 -3.128736 -0.703340
15 147.8661 0.061372 0.0457.60 01.176774 -3.303099 -0.742537
16 172.6295 0.062P70 0.046373 P.1R0576 -1.312173 -0.744576
17 199.2Q7A 0.064655 0.047690 0.1R576t3 -4.327713 -N.746R33
1A 277.A71P PI.066377 0604R91Q 0.t1)P4RQ - 3.1301)61 .0.74RAvV
1 9 746.6965 0.067454 0.049754 0.iQ374I - 3.33053h - 0.7501A53
20 254.4351 0.067951 0.050121 01,195170 -1.1181)45 -0.75AS95
21 267.2927 0.068431 0.056'474 0.106547 -3.341232 -0.7S110Q
22 270.2694 0.060916 0.090H37. 01.197941 -3.341515 .0.791672
































Table 2-17a. Pressure coefficient data for round ended plug down 1.0 D , R = 4.99. 
1l0llNO ,,"NO PI,11G 
Jl .. 4.Qq 
1·I,·1f, 
PI,IIr, nF.PTIi =1 .CWC' 
C~~ 1f,4.7b rFM I 
n 
f'FH(,TIVr d~.l fllllH~TFIl :: I.W} rf.rI1HlIIClJlY IIIAfl~.HlI = 
fPff ~TPFAr Uf[CCITY = ,q.h ~/~ ( Q7.? ~/fi) JfT FLOW RATF a 4.6f,f, 
J~T ~FFFCTIVF VFtOCITY c 14A.~ ~/S (~R~.~ F/S ,H1 FFFf('TIVF 'TIll/liST =1l •. n'! " (l.CHl75 1,1') 
PORT 
1I.2"i31 
~J(lrJ-n 'HFNS TOrIAf,In II rp~ S~tlJl~·15 
lIflGI,' (ll~r.RFF·:;) 
f,f' 7'" 1111'" I]') 150 16<1 IHII 
t ,
'Pablo 2-17b.	 iii ft lows arid pitching moment data for round ended plug down 1.0 Dn
 configuration, R = 4.99.
NON-DIMF N SIONAL re M/711 L L /T
POPT APFA N	 + M LA - FT N (1^
1 1.5625 0.0013711 t1.00236R 0.0t"4721 -P.579A45 -0.043341
2 2.3960 0.004RS3 0,01+3579 0.013438
-0,.827161 -0,186395 -0.061977
3 4.4199 0.00Rhc17 0,01+6349 8.024727 -1.376977 - 0.29A3Q'4 -11.099187
4 R,34R7 0.Mt49VI tt.t+10991 P.N42RV10 -1.94Ah57 - 0.47805A -0.145656
5 13.3490 0.92727R 0.0116437 0.063987
-7.517389 .11.565909 -0.1RR166
6 19.4208 0..030589 0,072567 0.oR7ASS
-3.036547. -0.6 8 2 6 15 0.27.6'171
7 76.5641 A.0397t7 0.029295 0,114(476 .7.S0R257 -11 .788656
-0.262231 li
P 34.7789 0.049344 0.036396 0.141727 -3.977467 -11.805143 -0.244.313
9 44 0652 0.059336 0.043766 0,170.426 -4.330680 -:1.971537
-0.323704
I0.. 54.4229 0.071661 0,052947 0.705825 -4.669225 -t.V49642 -0.349089
11 63.9729 0,08194.2 0.1160441 0.235756 .4.926498 -1.107477 -0.368239
12 09.5406 0.099241 0.073200 01.285041
-5,757351 -1.IR072R -0.392596
13 104.0539 0.1221 R'S 0.090123 0.350040 -5.632RP2 -1.766754 .0,421033
14 125.0076 0.141876 0.104648 0.407499 -5.RR4594
-1.322 8 5 7 -1+.439854
15 147.8661 0.158354 0..116802 0.454P77
-6.&,93h77 -1.369847 -0.45547P ^•^
1 6 172.6295 0.162775 11.170026 0.457380
-0,;170103 -1.375799 -0,457457 1
17 199.2978 0.167294 0.123395 0.400504 -6.145RV4 -1.3 8 1577 -N.45937P r
1 A 277.9710 0.172458 0.1272115 0.495334
-6.17791t -1.397670 .0.461405 C'
1 9 246.6965 0.17579R 0.17966'4 0.504Q30 -6.189353
-1.3 9 1367 -0.462634 +-+
20 254.4351 0,177113 0.170638 01,5087(15
-6.195773 -1.3'1 279 9 -0.463t10
2t 262.2927 91.17RS59 0,131705 0.512859
-6.202675 -1.394350 -0.463626
22 270,2694 0.1901049 A.132A04 0.517140 .6,709637 -1.3 0 5 9 25 -0.464149
23 278.3651 0.191436 0.133827 0.571171 -6.2160.53 -1.3 97369 -0.464h29
ui
W





P a 2.50	 PLIM DF 1'TH =1.000	 FFPF('TTVF JET nIAMi TFH = 1012 CEITFHIMPY DTV'F1 ' F P = 0.75JFT FLOW HAIF a
	 4.556 CM+ M ( 164.76 " F m )	 F HF F STHF AV VF.1 CC I'T y :	 59.3
	 t '/S ( 19 4 ,  4	 F /ti )JET FF F FCTTVF VFLOCITY 0 14R,t1	 11/8 ( 4A5.5
	 F/S )	 JFT FF'FFCTIVF THRIIST =13,379
	
N	 (3.1+ (175	 t.H )
tl(SN-n PI FASTONALT7.F11 PHFggIIHFA




	 0 . j A 3 7 -0.0154 9
	0.4177 -V. 9 A91 -1.6,15ti -7.7151 -7.4177 -i.6R25 -1.4735 -1.2174 -1.t'7(V -1.n7t^N
	7	 0.3150	 (i.. (ioR	 0.7604	 0 . I A 5 7 -(1.01048 ..t).7R7.7 -A.64 n l -1.1161 .1.567A -1.766. 5 -1.3054 -1.7.137 -0.9A40 -0.116+47 -41.75144
	
3	 0.2 7 62	 0.2672
	 0.2174	 0.1667	 0.0774 -0.1741 -67.4482 -0.7714 -1.1115 -1.31 1,3 -1.7h65 -1.0 4 17 -v:8447 - 5. 58 7{1 - o1.628)
	
4	 0,1965	 9.1 9 t7.	 0.1711
	 01.1336	 4,(+549 -V VS15 .0.1937 -(1.3506 -0.518" -V .003 -0.91+14 
. 0.7751+ -N.h3(•7 .V.414R3 -0.4551
	
5	 0.14A1	 01.1 4 32	 0.1293	 0.10172
	 0.0573 -A.V12 R -0.111 7 9




	 0.1057 VI.NR9 1.5
	 P.C1506 O.VV pA -0.1:596 -(1.1305 - 4!,7V 9 P -v.3A1R -N.4N07 -V.4736 -0.34 V 14 - 0.771,7 - 0.2633
	
7	 0.0. 9 61	 m.N939	 O.0A7R	 m.0745	 0.0445	 0.V,V85 -0.0195 -0.(1915
	
0.1554 -0.7743 
-0.2 9 21 -(r.31791
 -0.245(+ -61.2453 -N.IR49
	
A	 O1 .9R12
	 01 .0787 0.0730 0.0622
	
0.07 9 3	 0.912A -0.0751 -(3.0577 -0.1170 - V.. t7(13 
-0.2196 -0.732 4





	 0.0362	 61.0.121 .01.0184 -0,0530 .0.0975 -0.1336 -61.1710 -t1.1RVF -0.1156 -V.1353 -0.09h3
	iN	 0.00044	 0.00001 0.0000
	 0. (In UN
	 0.000t1 A.V124 -0.0134 -0.0432 -0.0777 -V.1N71 -11.1335 -e. 1179 -0.1; 1 51	 0.1047 -(7.0770
	
11	 0.0 p 00	 01,061010
	 0.A0m0	 0.0000 (1.ml(1A 01 .P12 A
 -A.(3I I0 -001149 -n.06(11 - V .0 R 6 .3 -0.1071 -0.1057 -0.AA2P .0.(' 0 25 -0.115{;6
	
12	 A.A.A,mO
	 Ncm p NN	 0.0(300 0.0Amm
	 0.mt, p 0	 C4 ,V'
	 -0.(4 071 -0.0254 -0.0493 
-V,.m677 




	 0,mimO 01.014101n (0
.01000 0.6'000 0 VO45 -0.0207 .0.03145 . 9.0551 -0.0624 -V .059 Q
 -0.11456 -t`,V495 -q. t+7.07
	t4	 0,0000 0.000m
	 0.0000 0.000N 0.01100 0.0000 0.mt4V0 - y .A194 - N.A315 - Cs .0445
	
0.05O A
 -V..(1471 -0.w329 -t4.V3it , -0.V156
	
15	 O,NP.p A	 A.A rlmO 0.0000 0.000m 0.0000 0.A(3(40 0.0000 - 0.(413A .6'..(1747 .V.N3hA -17.(14043 -0.V187 -0.0251
	
N.VI`VV -0.tiIv8









	 0.G1('vA	 0,a)( + 410
	
0.09+ Ati	 8.01100





	 0.01000	 m.NAO(I	 A.00 p 0	 A.v(Ivo	 0.0140.0	 A.0VA0	 N.( 1 At111	 v..0A0N	 0.0 1 +Ot(3	 0.O(3 v C, 	t!,0VV6'	 0.C11N0 -0.{40714




	 11.6+ (iQ(A	;j 0(11 1 V	 0..t1 00t' -0.A035
	
201	 N.OAmm 0.0000




	 N.0ov,o N .61t + VA	 (A .Nr,NN	 11.{1t1Vv
	
7.1	 m.ANAA	 A.(1A0m
	 0.0091 0	 O.OP00	 0.A(1 A p	(A .0V00	 v.V-ov 1	 A.NV0A	 (+. p :'AP	 11 .00(10	 (1.(1110ti	 01.(4(1061
	 0,0(1 VA	 6).01'(10	 t).Cifyv
	
27	 0.00017	 9,. (1 000
	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0 11 061	 () .08( 1 0	 0.0000	 ( 1 .00VP	 14.000t +	 V.AOAt! 1. 0
	
4 t ( ( 1	 N.t 0801	 0.0800
	





	 0 ,vom.,	0.A0Vr1	 N.
 (AV 0Vi	 0,0l'(3V	 V.GS1+ l'( +	11.(1 '910	 0.08001	 tl.Nt'VL
	 91.6"V ('A	 L1.0AVm
0
Table 2-18b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for round ended plug down 1.0 D	 configuration, R 2.5.
n
NOM-p IMFNalONAL M M/Tr)
POP7 APEA N .M 1,11-FT M (,(t





2 7.3g6A 0.023947 (4.(417663 0.06RMI
-2.31117cv -0.571356
-0.173353
3 4.4199 0.043071 O.c+3176g 61.123709
-3.532991 -0.794216
-0.264079
4 9,7487 0.0179065 0.0575A1 0.27421q -4.447032
-1.9199613 -0.362390
5 13.3490 9.119195 0.OA7g1R &',342352 -5.928759
-1.332745
-0.443155
6 19.420P 91.1.64435 0.121787 0.472292 -6.833"..92.
-1.536124
-0.510766
7 260641 0.212924 0-157057 0e611561 -7.6(41549 -1.7('AR2R
-0.568191
R 34.77A9 0.261916 0.1g31Rq 0.752776 -A.230766
-1.R50276
-0.615227
9 44.0657 0.311093 (4.279467 O.Pg3525 -9.763294 - 1.9/,9988
-Or655027




11 63.P729 0.376789 0.777g1g I.OR2217 -9,786923
-2.200100
-0.731540
12 80.5406 0.41R747 0.30R86R 1.202729 -10.3675AR . 2.330634 -0.774943
13 1040539 0,469572 0.346357 1.34R711
-11.001S98 -2.4 7 360 9 .0.922482
14 125.0076 O.S0A495 0.375066 1.460505 -11.440992 -2.571935
-0.8551.76
1S 147."661 0.539764 0.3981301 1.559.317 -11-786632
-2.64 9 635 -0-RA1012
1 6 172.6295 0.540SA3 0.498734 1.552667
-11.7015RR -2.650749 -O.RR1392
17 199.2978 0,541365 0.399311 1.554916 -11.795991
-2.651739
-O.RR1711 Q
1R 2279R710 0.541828 0.39 9 653 1.556245
-11.79R421
-7..652785 -O.RR1P93 rd
C)19 7.46.696!x 01 .5472301.547 0.399949 1.557399
-11.R00399
-2.652730 -0.892041
2P 7S4.4351 0.542230 0.399949 1.55739q
-11.R003gq -2.652730
-O..RR2041
21 762.2927 0,5422301 0.399940 1.557399 -11.9(40399 .2.652730
-O,PR2041
	 t	 '+








vl Tabl c 2-19a. Pressure coefficient rlata for flat ( ,nd(,,d r)l.uy flush configuration, R = 8.78.m
SQUAPF F.111) P1,IIC 7.14-76
P a 9.7R	 PL11C OFPTP c .OVV	 FFFFCTIVF JF'T DIAMFTFI+ n 0.64 CK!"MIRODY VIAMF"1'F.R z 1:.75
JET FLOW RATF n 	 1.6t4 CMM (
	 57.00 CFI , )	 FPFF, STPFAV VI • . I.0011Y =	 14.11	 M/S (	 4H,4	 t/5 )JET FFFFCTiVF VELOCITY • 12 r4.5 M/S ( 424.9 F/S )	 lF7 FF'FF(.'TIVF 711IMS7 = 4.0R0 N	 ( . 5172 LF )
Mn ti-nT1 , FN5Tn1IAT,17,En PPF.SSUPF'S
ANGLE (T)FGPEFS)
PART	 0	 10	 20	 30	 45	 6V	 75	 9P.	 1675	 12V	 115
	 150	 160	 170	 1HN
1	 00239 0.1051
	 (1.0(+00 -0.1212 -(,4606 -0, 9 170 -1.3145 -1.5904 -1.4789 -1.7.607 - 1.1N9R 
-0.9644 -0.H4+t,'V -V.7617 - t1.7354
2 0.05Q3 0,0620 0.8(100 -0.173 4 0.4171 -0.7671 -1.1+2.36 -1,1 8 2'S -1.1610 -1 .0452 -0.8539 -0.7154 -0.6896 -0.5 1)2h -O.5hH4
3 0.0080 0.0000 
-0.0517. 0.150 8 -0.3556 -0.61 9 6 -N.A53Q
 -(A.9724 -0.9 14 37 -V.9674 -0,7004 -0.51199 -0.414 7h -N. 4525 -1).4199
4 .0.0035 -P.070P -0.(49 9 7 -0.1509 -0.21120 -0.4756 .0.5576 -0.6438 
-0.660V - V.5711 -0.4418 - 0.3744 -41.2 9 90 -1+.2451 -1+.3017
5 -0.0754 -0.1051 0.0997 -0.1293 -0.2478 
-0.10 4 14 -0.4256 -0.4687-0.4849 -V.43.37 -0.3448 -0,2 8 01 -0.2144 -0. 1913 -vi.2w2v
6 .9).0727 -0.0916 -0.ORVI R 0,1024 -0.2020 -0.7397 -0.3296 -0.3637 .0.3879 .v..33411 (,.2667 -4;.IAV5 -0.1751 .0.1401 -t1.IHV5
7 -0.0539 -0.9593 -0.0791 -0.102 4 -0.1347 0.1 9 13 -0.21424 -0.2909 
-0.3044 -V.2694 -0.212R -4:.1482 -0.1793 -0.1185 -u.1697
R -0.0670 -0.0734 -0.0566 .0.0909 .0.14177 .0.1589 
.0.2155 -0.2424 .0.2424 -V.27 g 0
 -0.1670 . q
.115S -0.1217 -o.1131 -0.1455
9 -0.0405 -0.0512 -0.0512 -0.0727 • 0.0997 -0.1766 -0,.1535 -0.1913 -0.1439 -0.2101 -0.1401 -0.1024 -0.0 14 67 -0.1t+24 -0.i1H5
t0 0,9000 0.0000 0,0000. 0,0000 0.01,1(141 -N.V97N .0.1320 -0.1509 .0.1724 -V..1535 -0.1320 -0.0862 -0.14AVA .0.6: 14 70 -ta.11H5
11	 0.91000 0.0000 0.0,100 0.0000 00000 
-+4.VR67 
-0.115A -0.1347 . 0.1 4 01 -P.1 4 01 -0.1158 -t7,V99P -0.0 A4'8 0.V,7ml -0.1051
12 0.0000 0.009.0 0.0000 0(.801010 0.0(100 0.000V -0,0916 • 0.1977 -0.1212 -P.1793 .0. 1)970 . 6;.14700 -0.N593 -0.v7OV -0.6970
13 0.0000 14.0000 0.0(100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0V g 0 -0,(1754 -0.0943 • O.1V24 
-V..0997 -ti.oH 3S -0. g 620 -4).Y51? -0.0646 -0.0943
14 0.0900 8,08010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0t10t, 0.00n8 0.ONNO -0.0943 -O,0 Q 16 -9.0Q16 .0.
 61777 -0.0404 -0.0517 -0.V458 -w.VR62
15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(100 0.0000 0.00011 0.9NO(7 O.NL'00 -(4.0754 -0.0 8 h2 -0.11 8 35 -N.N673 -0.0377 •N.0796 -41.0350 -0.V.64h
16 0,00(40 9.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 O . 0P 0V 0,0000 0.0000 0,0C'0t7 P.(400P 0.N0t1N 0.6tnP0 V,00PP N.4'V0V -t1.064h
17 0.9000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00(AN 0.00Pn 0.0000) 0,0( • 00 0.0804+
 (9,00tt01 0.(71+V0 0.000v 0,V00V -n.N62n
1R	 0.0 41 00 0,0000
	 0.00!00 0,0008	 0,(40410	 N.t74100
	 0.0080 0,0.C7N0
	
V,. q (10,A	V. g nNt7	 0.00om 0.0PQ8 t1.41np(I	 0 ,4'4 + Nt^ -0.0727
19 0.0(400 0.0000 0.0000 0.91000 I7.0MOO 0.0000 O. P.NVN 0.8000 0.0009. 0.000(+ 0.0000 0,000.0 8.6)NV.(7 0.01799 -N.045H
20 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0P.8N 0.0000 0.04700 0.0900 (1.nP00 P.06
, 0V tl,(7JA 00 0.0090 0.009(1 t+.NPN0 -0.0593
71	 0,9,00(4 0.0000 0.00910 0.0000 0,004,0 0.017 00 0.01000 0,00oV
	 0.0(10,9
	 0,C7n00 V„'0,(10;0e.t10V..8 P,0 (IV P 0,00(1 -9.0323
22 P.0000 0.0009 0.0000 0,0000 0.NnOn O.VVnn 0,00941 0,0000 of 000v V,(4 g 00 4,,6L'S't- t°..'PP.O 0.0000 0.VOV0 -.O.V,593
23 0,0000 0.00014 0.0800 0.0000 0.N0Nc". (7,990+9 0.0179.0 P (iV00 6 ovV,V
	 V.(1P4;(- n.m,,v4:
	




Table 2-19b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 8.78. 
NON-n J "'nl ll JON AI, M ,,/TO I. /,1T 
POPT /I P F.:A N .11 1,1\·171 II LII 
4."11'l "'."'''''''4)'' I~.'HHH'·~ 1l.01'fl'l11 -Vo.,~R\jlqfl -II. V,,,I'r.;, -11.",,,1111' 
2 fl.,Il", "'.""''''639 II. ""1'~41' "'. CHA 'l1; 1 II -17.'211'l;l. _1I.Vo2A,,]R ."'.Il'1724 
] \I .42'5 1'1."'1"1'149 "'.1'1("1'171 (II .1I15AIII' ·el. ,"'''fiJI .0).",4MII'I' ·"'.05"'155 
4 ?i .~7J9 "'.1'1"'151>9 "'.~l~"l '11 0.""31411 .• "'.J0I;A'I1; • ,A .'~ I; A 9 R I -1'.1011521 \ 
5 )4.4 95, I'I."'I'I2IP5 "'. ~'JlIIj,!] ~.IO' IIbA .r.>. 4111 J!i A .~I.V'lIS14 -".~Q9R44 
" 
'50',.IA5? I'I."'''''6]~ '" .",11 1 "144 A.,q9A9'1 .\1 .• 50,,61 _"'.11,,11111'; -"'.173"'8'" 
7 "A."44, "."",)211, "'.~HIH" 0.049f.1I11 -".S'lt;Hl25 -,I.1.3,('JII -".H4f.lf. 
II 119. 11 7'1'1 ".111'1)949 ".MI 29 1 '- el. ",,:;9111 1 _V.67534\ _11.1 'II II 17 -(1.1 "5"21 
9 11).11';116 ",."",4727 "'.1'1')]1117 ".",715'" -17.754'611 .".1 f.9561' -"oIA4117' 
HI 141'1.634P. "'.1"10 6591 ~."'''4I1fl'; ".,,99A74 _1'I.1I16 9 5H -(.'1.1 11 )(,5", -"'.211"'35 
I 1 165.111537 ",.111",11244 "'. ",,,,6(111,. 1'1.1 '-4A, 11 -Q.Af,6flfi4 -,~. I "I4B 26 -I~ • :11 242'" 
12 21'19.1245 I"I.""t526 1'1 .1'I"Ar;I~' " .,,45,,7 _V.9114A6 -11 .21"'072 _",.,,,9(14) 
I] ,fill.1I1I5, ",.",,'5992 0.",Pq,; ~.].1\'"1 ·1.",~A4" -t l .nIl3f.il -0.24R911] 
14 ],) .AH 4 "'.0,997, I'I.",47"~ ~.3(l23'17 -1.117225~ -11 • '} 4 1 ,,4 3 -"'.2('2 11 1{1 
15 3R2.'A~1 "'~"'2.l94J ".0"fi';l1 l'l.lli24 Q1 -1.124 QflR -\l.'}'I'}R'l] -~1.2751]0 
Iii """.,,1)'91 "'.1'12 4436 '" .'11 fir"" "'.)fi9'lfifi -1.127956 -".20;35601 ·"'.2
'
b 463 
17 !)15.A"'44 I"I.0249/!5 1'I."'fl42q 0.318],6" -, • 1 .It "-., " -1'.254'511 ·".27'P19 ~@ 
I R 5Ra.1I4",,, "."'25724 1'I."t Rq '4 ",.JA9452 -1.'31 9 1" -~). '} 5 51 ]P -I-I.71HI611 ~O 
,'1 f,37.4f17, "'.1'12""5", fA.", 9 21<; "'.'''44(.12 .1.13652 7 -".2'15491 -~.2111564 g~ !;:Ot"'f 
21'1 "'17.4R'4 '" .912"''-' I'l.""qHS (.1.31)1",7(' -t.1HJRl -".A1"i5fiA4 -".278714 -'0 
"77. 7A9 2 -11.2';579'" -n.27Il A91'1 
~~ 
21 "."26)26 ".fllqI\IR ". ) 9 115 8 '" -1.tJ1R'I1 P>Q 
,,? A. 4,1,7 0.3265,. ~, .1 J 117 4(1 -<',2<;5'111'1 
-".2791 "" 
t:/?1 
22 "."'IQS'!1 0.401421 1-3 !-<irE 
2) 119.J'-tR "'.1'126691'1 ",.", 9 6116 -:'J.4(1l4",A2 -'.tJQS54 -~1.25"112 -".279300; 
111 
--.J 
Ln	 Table-2-20a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 6.58.
Sl+l1ARE END PLUG 7.9.76
R s 6.5 0 	PLUG DEPTH = .OVV	 FFFFCI'IVF JET OIAMFTFp = 0 .64 CLmjr.'pPUDY DIAMETER c 0,75JET FLOW RATE = 1.614 CMM ( 57.00 CFM ) 	 FRFE STRFAM VELOCITY = 1Q.7 HyS ( 64.6 E/S )
JET FFFECTIVE VELOCITY m 129.5 11/5 ( 474.9 F/S )	 JET EFFFCTIVE THRUST = 4.090 N ( .9t72 1-H )
!1O f1-t?It1ENS7OHALtZFD PRESSURES
ANGLE (DFGPF..E;S)
PORT	 0	 to	 20	 30	 45	 60•	 75	 9P,	 105	 120	 135
	 150	 I('v	 I 7	 1HV
1	 0.1 8 45 0,1 8 60 090832 -0901529 -0.3705 -0.9225 -1.76t1 •1.5257 -1.5t"t7V -1.2 9 7 4 -1.(766 -1.0040 -0.8 Q 46 -0. 8 135 -0.7117
2 0.1255 0.1058 0.0711 •0,0514 -La.3054 .0,6608 .0.9511 -1.1946 .1 .7.172 -1, 0979 -0.9921 
-0.7 R V7 -0.6653 .0.59B8 -0.6245
3 0.0635 0.0600 01.0439 -0.0544 -0.2692 -0.5156 -0.7560 -0.9572 -1.0131 -0. Q 2 Q9 -0.7994 -0.616 4 -0.5797 -0.400R -N.477H
4 0.9257 N.VONO 0.N00N +0.0796 •N.I A 45 -0.374^F .0,47QI -N.SR97 .V.6215 -V.5A016 .0.4RR4 -V,.3 9 16 .0.3145 -0.2767 -0.2R2R
5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0620 -0.1406 -0.2434 0.3251 -0.393t 0.4536 -0.4279 -0.3296 -0.2737 -0.2072 -0.2V N 7 -0.27!+3
6 0.0000 0.00010 0.04100 .0.0454 -0.1059 .0.1794 .0.7313 -0.30,24 -0.3145 -0.3281 .4%2571 -0.tP15 -V.t724 .0.1573 -0.1139
7 0.0091 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0454 -0.0 9 97 -0.1770 -O.t03N -0.226P -P.754P -0.2434 -01.7.011 •0.1517 -0.113 4 -0,1195 -N.117h
fl 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .01.0378 -0.0635 .N.1VR9 .0.1421 -0.161 8 -V.1920 -R.1920 -0.1557 +0.1725 -P.PR47 .0.09 8
 -0.1240
9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0257 .0.0529 .0.V901 
.0.1104 -0.1467 .0.1512 -V.1670 -0.1195 41.0 Q 37 -0.0947 .0.09('7 -0.1;143
10 0.9100N 0.0000 0.00011 0.0000 0..0000 -0.0665 -0.0953 -N.t2 4 0 -0.1316 -0.1 4 21 -0.105 9
 0.0771 -01.0726 -P.v h (*,5 -4).4i9hR
11 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.N00N -0.0.590 -0.0741
.
-0.0862 -0.162P .0.1029 -0.0968 -0.0736 -0.V.529 .0.V454 +(1.0962
t2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 000000 0.0000 0. V 1 909 1 -0.0726 -0.0901 -O,.L1R77 -P.G1 9 6 R
 -N.t17R6 0.0559 -0.0529 -(1.0544 •(1.0962
13 0, 00,00 O.NVP.0 0.01000 0.0000 0.0000 01
.9000 .0,0454 -0.0711 .0.0726 .0.0801
	
0.t16Rt,
 -0.0,772 -V.P393 -0.61494 -ta.V1771'
14 0.0:700 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00Na N.O0P0 •0.0514 -0.06 9 0 0.0635 -0.41635 -0.0529 0.4)151 -0. 4'257 -0.06441
15 0.0000 P.00OP 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(100 0.0009' 0,01000 -0.0514 -0.0499 .0.0544 -0.0439 -ri.0163 •0.0151 -O.V272 +0,Nb2P
16 0s0000 P.0N00 0.0000 0.0000. 010 0 0N0 01.09.041 0.0000 0.00,00 (A 0000 V•t1PV0 N,P4 1 N0 0 900P.0 0,0c1PP (A .Pt1tNP - 0.Yh7t1
17 0.0000 0.N00A 0.0000 0.0000 0.41000 0.0.('00 km' . Q1000 0.0000 0,N0(1V P.00V0 0.0000 0.V=1 00 O, V..VVO N.PNPO -(I.V4N4
18 0.00100 0.0000 0.0009 0.0000 0.0()(101 41.00010 (A, 000(1 01.0(100 0,0V0?V V..0000 0.000(A 0.000N JA .V) .a V.A N,0v00 -0, 42.1
19 0.9000	 0,.00100 01.0000
	 0.0000	 0.0410(1 0.0t'00	 0.00190) 00VN01 (1 41('00
	 0 0('(AV	 N 0001 t1	 1	 0	 •	 i•	 •	 •	 .	 Vt.L1PV('	 L ,N VR	 NI.kt NN - 0.4.454
	20 0.9'000 0.0000 0.010001 1.0000 0.0000 0.0VN0 0.0000 0y CAP (AV 0, c1t1N0, 0,04'04) 01.0000 V- .0men 0,0nV0 0.Nt1P(1 - 0.N5S!a	 1
21	 0.0000 0.0000 0.000('1 01.0000 0.0000 0.0!0410 0.0000 0.0000 N.OP41(! 9.0PVN 0.0(100 V,.00vt' 0 .t10V0 0.V00O - O.V454	
i
22 0,0000 0.01000 0.0000 0 0 0000 0.0900 0.00.0I0 01.0000 0.OV00 0.0L A ve P,.0PV0 N.NONP 0.OVV0 0.N1tV( %
 0.00011 -0.6379
23	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.00041
	 0.0000	 0.0(+010	 0.vv0(1
	 0.00('1(1	 m. Vie 'AO	 O. Lim (It'	 0.41NOt1	 0.(10(1 1A 	 0.(%04,0	 (A .NOVv
	







Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 6.58,
y
N O N-OI M F' N SIQNAIj M M/Tn L L/TPOAT APFA N	 -t+ (,H-FT N L!+
1 4.0379 A.nAP9nA 0.0nA664 0.013620 -0.15471A - n .R34781 •0.037921
2 - 6.1014 0.001339 0 w.%4 9RA V.020,271 -C.2.2tN755 -t + .0,49626 -0.054107
3 11.4215 0.002310 0.0111704 0.0149Rt+ -x.352271 -N.o79190 -0.0A6342
4 21,5739 01.003795 0.007799 0.057451 -0.515493 -0.115RR3
-0.125349
5 34.4951 0.005454 0.noCi73 N.PA2566 -0.663157 -0.14907A
-0.162540
6 50.1857 0.007315 0.nc15396 0.110749 -x;.796379 -0.179'26
-0.195193
-	 7 68.6447 0.009243 0.006017 0.139931 -0.917506 -1+.21+6255
-0.2241181
R R9.A720 0.011276 01.0O.R117 0.170717 -1.025717 -0.2305R1 -0.251404
9 113.06R6 01.013544 0.111+9991+ 0.2(A5p56
-1.176297 -1).253140 -0.776055
10 14V.6340 0.016360 0.017067
 P 2476AR
-1.214500 •0.273020 -1+.2'17675
11 165,0537 0.P1R700 0.013793 1i.7A3114 -1.278720 -0.2R74S6
-0.313415
12 200.1245 0.0233A7 P.017251 0.3549A4 -1.372703 .0.3x)0504
-0.3 1645P
13 26A,9A52 0.029136 0,021638 0.444137 -t.477917 -0.312736
-0.36223Q
14 323.0314 0.034632 0.075544 0.524119 •1.549326 . 0.3 4 62A9 -0.379741
15 382.1001 0.o396A0 0.029268 0.600749 -1.613072
-0.36261 9 -0.395365
}	 16 446,0910 0.040523 0.02Q4A9 1+.613508 .1 .618177 . 0 .363766 -0.396h16 I
1 7 515.09,44 0.0412AS 0.030452 06625055 •1.622467 -0.364731 -x1.39766A Q
18 5RB.A402 0.042052 0.031n17 0.636656 -1.526490 -0.365635 -0.399654
19 637.4872 0.042628 0.031443 0.645391
-1.629379 -0.366273 -0.399350
20 657.4044 0.042926 0.031667 0.649AR9
-1.630769 -1+.366597 =0.379763 r
21 677.7892 0.043174 0.031845 0.653649
-1.631954 -P.366A63
-0.3Q9Q93
M72 60.017 0.043387 0.032002 0.656A77 •1.632957 -0.367089 -0.400239 h
23 719.3218 0.043695 04032729 0.661533
-1.634381 • 0.367409 -0.4x)0580
U1
rn Table 2-21a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 4+42.0
SQUAPE END PLUG 7-12-76
R a 4.42
	 PIAIC OFPTH z .017,17
	 F . FFECTIVF JET nIAMF. TFP = 0 . 64 CE1 7 'CF' PP0 p Y UTAMF'TFP = V. 15
OFT FLOW PA7F a 1.614 CMM ( 57.00 CF M )	 FHFF STREA M
 VELOCITY c 24.5 M/b ( 96
. 0 F/S )JET FFFFCTIVF VFLOCITY s 130 .4 04 /8 ( 427 . A F/S )
	 0F1 FFFFCTIVF THPUST z 4.106 tl ( . 8230 l,H )
MO11-n IHFMSTOMAhI7Fr1) PPFS5UPE.S
ANGI.. E (nFGPF:FS)
PORT	 0	 10	 20	 30	 45	 6G'	 75	 9V	 105	 120	 135
	 ISO	 16(1	 1711
	
IHN
1 092731 00492 0.1891 0.0669 -0.1632 -0.54 ,0 -0.9474 -1,4230 -1. 6 327 -1.5371 -1.t A 75 -1.0127 -0.91V.7 -0.0454 -0.0135
2 0.2096 17,.2042 0.1530 0.0664 - O.It172 
.0.3995 .0.7026 -1.0349 .1.2264 -1.2025 .0.9406 -9.7046 -61.6920 -0.b316 -0.6241
3 ct.170 0.1584 0.1154 0.0519 -0.0751 -0.2 A 6A -0.5.351 -0.7614 -0.9196 -V0590 -v-8023 -0.6157 -0.54V Q -{).4469 -0.4AH2
4 0.0972 0.0A06 0.0649 0.0307 
-0.(1376 
.0.1516 -0.2704 -0.4042 -g.497A .9.5463 -0,4930 -9.3960 -0.3167 -V.M 7 V .V.2913
5 0.0512 0 . V539 0 , 0423 0.0253 . 0,0095 -O.9A13 
-0.17010 -0.2356 -0.3032 
- 17..3353 -0.319A -V.2S81 -0.209V - tt.2049 -V.217H
6 0.0444 0.91 396 0.0300 0.0104 OsOOOO -0.V45A -0.1052 10.1550 -0.1917 -V.2226 -0.221 9 -0.1792 -0.1530 -0.153 h -0.1646
7 0.0307 0.0780 0.0253 0.0171
	
01.0000 .q%e2A7 .0.0676 -0.1113 -0.1 4 13 -9_1.55ta -O.16ti5 -0.1311 
-0.1057 .0.1147 -1A,1932
A 0.17.287 A.02 R A 0.0266 0.0171
	 0.0AN0 - 91 .01 9 1 -0.0437 -0.06 9 3 -0.0963 -17.1113 -0.1147 -W.AARI -O.P635 -0.0799 -11.1045
9 0.91259 0.0719 0.0259 0.0171 0.0000 -O.VP55 -0.0362 -47.0567 .0.0656 -V.OA26 -O.0A33 -V.0710 -0.0471 +0-G7Sh0 .O.VAV.b
10 4N.P,00A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.07 4 6 -o.0436+ -0.0567 -17.0635 -c7.0647 -0.0470 -0.0341 -0.0423 -0.0649
11 0.0000 0.0000 01.91000 0.0AAO 0.0000 O.?000 .0.019A -0.0294 .0.0410 .?..0459 -0.0478 -0.0369 -O.V273 .0.& , 341 -0.V594
12 0.00AN O.ONOA 01 . 001 00 0.00100 0 . 0N00 O. Pct NV -0.0096 -0.0253 -0 . (43017 - A.A396 -0.0355 {,.0 7 97 - 0.017 A - t1.02h6 -0.91444
13 0,0000 0.0flp1A 0.0000 01.0000 17.0000 0.90001 0.0000 -0.0164 
.0,0732 
-?.0307 -0.075; -0.0717.5 -0.0( 7 75 -0.0143 -0.039h
14 0.0000 0.0 +100 0.0000 A.flAO (4
 (1.0(100 0.0000 0.0000 0.019 1 2 0.0199 -41 .0239 -0.0719 -0.0179 0.00Vcr - 61.{:130 
- 0.9,200
15 0.01000 0.00OP 0.06700 0-00001 0.0000 0.6!0091 0.0000 (1.OP(191 .0.01317 -9:.A19H -O.A219 
-0.01 V9 N. N000 0.OVV-0 -0.6'246
16 0 n 0000 0.00010 0.0000 0.0000 91-0000 t1.VOOP. 0.0000 0.(1NP0 (A.tW ? V.A0OP 0.A0(1 1.1 0 0(+PO V.0NVV 0.01,VV -N.026h
17 0.0PA0 O.AAAA 0.0000 0.0000 0 0ttOt7 0.00100 0.00(10 N.0.. P,V1,Q 0.0((0(! P 0(40(1	 1 V.A0Cm	- ^.	 .	 G .	 6'1.0000	 N.Ot(t C.	t1.G'n( G7
	 (.0259
1R 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0('100 '0.0+.100 0.v0(A0 0.0000 A.APaP, 0.11?0A V...OPO0 0.0000 0.0PV.0 O.00V(A (A.0 VV -t!.N246
19 0.0170!1 0.170100 01.0000 0.0100(1 0.0000 O.PP00 0.0(AP(d O).P000 v, GIt70V. ?.(,AV..fO.ONO(t O.flOPP O.(;O?.6 0.000V -0.0266
29,, 0.0000 0.919100 0.0000 O.A000 0.0000 0.010100 0.000011 0.0000 O.(40flv V, ' 0000 0.0000 0 00VO 0.440VO 0.0000 -0.0253
21	 01.0000 0.0!100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(1170 O.V. (101(1 (1 0(10(0 0.00'00 A.( 7 0P4' ?.09!{7 0 0.0(700 O.OP00 0,OOV- 0. Vv 00 -0.0259
27 0.000!0 A.AAPfl 0.0RA0 0.0000 0.00001 A.HOAA 0.00001 O.O'QAV 91.0000 V.AO?0 0.vwO0 V.O(?
 .P 0.btflv0t 0.('1'00 - 0.0239
23 0.0000 01.0000 0.0000 0.00!10 0.06700- (1
.Vt1(in 0.00670 , :' 0.vV,ov













	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 4.42.
NUN-1 1 IFP 114I of) Al, M M/tU
:I1PT APFA N .M I,11-FT N L1(
1 4.0122 0,01012577 0.0019(11 0. (430644 -61.373677
-(4.V721h1 -61.0709214
2 6.1521 0.001949 0.0107939 0.6757714 -Q.4539(15
-0.1(1 203 0 -0.110546
3 11.3499 0.006605 0.0(14931 0.100749 -P.6g9377 -0.15721 Q -0.17%.+329
4 71.4369 0.011177 0.008244 (4.167605 .V.9675VS - P .71 74n5
-0.2356364
5 34.2760 0.016096 0.0110(+5 0.241730 -1.10(4454 -0.7 6 5366 0.297497
6 49.P664 0.P212Q7 0.015709 0.30161
-1.3522361 . 0.303991 -0,379327
7 69.20191 0.026621 0.019636 0.3997619
-1.4Q59V4 -61.33627 9 -0.364118 +
s	 9 89.1010 0,031757 0.023421, 0.476727
.1.56157V9 -0.360R51 •0.39(9034
9 113.1452 0.036025 0.077167 0.552779
-1.694124 - 6+	 Rta9	 9.3	 3 - 6+.412593
10 139.7406 0,04PR56 P.c11(4135 0.612677 .1.7779H3 .C I .399691
-0.433(117
11 164.P(1S1 0.0441103 0.032457 (1.659970
-1.035775 -0.412671 -(4.447(179
12 206,0024 0.049819 0.0160619 0.717070 .1.912746 -0.479985
-0.485037
13 267.1771 o.o541AQ (t.03 99 7n 0.012611
-1.906V73 .0.446450 -0.4R3883
14 320.97Q3 0.059278 0.6142996 0.073933 -7.036576 -0.457011 •0.495Q83
15 379,6727 p+,061779 0.045560 01.926422 .2.(1734Rh
.0.466120 .61.5114985 O O i
16 443.2571 0.062101 0.04616(+ 0.93R453
-2.079346 -( 1 .4h7212
-0.5(1h169
17 511.7327 0,0163407 0.04607.0 0.`4526147 -2.01 4 3445 .0.46035A
.(1.5(1141(+. O
1 0 505,0994 P.P64473 0.047555 0.966P32
-2.VR0621 -0.4 6Q527 -61.5118671 t"1
19 633,4374 0.065224 0.0401PQ 0.97R089
-2.097316 -11.470353
-0.5(49570




21 673.4934 0.065836 0.049581 0.997269 •2.095259 - 61 .47t(1 14 -0.510787 t? C
27 693.9649 0.066135 0.048781 0.991749 -2.096664
-(1.471336+
-0.5111620
23 714.7521 0.066407 P.04R9R7 0.995937 -2.097970' - 61.471614 -0.5161937 +
1
e
A . 0 1 R 3 O.OMVO -0.0307 -A.05RC1 - V . 0 H 2 9 -N.0 9 PS -0.1077 -4 1 .113 9 -(.K716 -0.61532
0.9154 0.0000 -4+.0214 - 0.0422 -9,0585 -0,0678 - 0.077&+ - O.N A 55 - O./11161 - 0,L+41V
(A .01,14 4 0.00 V•0 -0,0156 -L).(131O V.O453 
- 0.01619 -0,0534 -0,0644 -0.0SG90 -0.41327
O.V.125 0.001`0 -0.0109 -0.0247 -0.0349 -0.0412 -0.0439 -0.04H3 -0.41422 0.02R5
0.0105 0.0000 -A.09R3 -0.0203 -(..0785 -0.0326 -9.034 9 -0.0390 -0.(1376 0.0237
q .VIRS 0.0000 -0.0V6R -0.0161 
-V.07.41 -0.0281 -0.0798 - 0.0314 -V.4A105 0.0203
O.VV00 0.0000 -0,0059 -0.0141 -V.0190 -090215 -0.0726 -090246 -9 9 976'1 -OeVI64
0.01700 A.V 00 0 -0.0053 -0.0107 -¢.0146 -0.0193 
-0.V7V7 -0.0193 -0.021V -0.01111
0.0000 0,0((49 -0.OV 47 11.(091 -0..0134 -61.0156 -0.015 8
 -0.0156 -0.0191'1 +0.0099
{F.c(((9(1	 0.0000 -0.0147 -0.OV66 -0.0110 -01.V127 -V, .(A
	 - 6 1.0141 -V. 4'151 -0.00H5
Li.VVO(' V1.0000 0.0R0V
	
0.00419	 V..L1 at? L7	 (,0(VC1 4i 3 OOVO	 0,110-VY
	
(A .V(wV -0.41051
(.9504' N.00V( 0.0909, 0,0(09 P..00 y1V 0.f90V(i 1A, .009
	
0, ON? V 0.V00V -0.0042
0.1`{:00
	 0.OV-0VI	 0.004'0	 0.NV. O4^	 V•.01V.OG1	 0,04',00	 N.AV(O	 6).099(!
	
41.4'1'4)9 -0,41041
0.900t9 0.00041 0 0 0(700 0.0(410.	 V.00VA	 090000 O.(4 pg C, 	 (1,NC+Vt)	 0.t-00 i'.POVV.
O.VVVO 0,VO0A 0.0AV'O	 0.(it:41V
	 9.0(100 0,0(00 0.(09,0 (A,N('V( A 0.(1!46+61	 0.0(1VV
0.VO(i0	 0.0(100	 0.O(0L)	 0.(4009
	 (.AOA(	 0.O((.tN 0 0(A VO	 0.490v,(A
	0.4't + G'0	 (,00VV.
V.VV01r?	 0.0NV0	 9 . 6190.9	 O. (Vtic,	0.0000	 41.(I -0t".	 0.Vi0VV	 0.41990
	 0.V,('( I t-	 14, 0G+Vi'
(.010.0(
	 0.000(	 0,00O0	 L'.P('Pt'
	 VoOO4'P	 a.i0cill



































Table 2-22a. Pressure coefficient data for fiat ended plug flush configuration, R = 2,21.rnN
SCIIAAF. VNT) PL11G 7-12-76
P a 2,71	 P1,M', (9EPTH = , ON'	 F* V FF('1TVF OFT OlAMFTFP = 9.64 MITFPH ( IUY 01AhF, TF_R = 0
. 7'9
,)FT PLOW PATF a	 1. 6 14	 CMM (	 57.V0	 CF?( j	 FNFF STI-W VP.T, (;('I1y =
	
SQ.O
	 M/S ( 1 9 3.7	 P /,,  )
	
1
,1F7 FFFF 'CTTVF VFI ,0CITY s 130.4
	 M /'S
 ( 477.n	 F/S )	 OFT rFFFC1IVF 1HFUF7 = 4,106
	
H	 ( , Q 730	 1,P )
(IAt(-DT P IFNSTOHAI.7%F It PNF,SSIFI7FS
ANGIF. (DECNFFS)PORT	 of	 1 0
	20	 30	 45	 6(1.	 75	 qV	 105	 12V	 139
	
1 SO	 1 h ( '	 17V	 1 H(
1	 0.295 9 0,7.905	 0,7650 0.7157 11.0(I SR -41,O45A -0.7457
	 A.4 9 (a5 -V.7 P 77 -V.9 P 34 -0.8570 -0.5 9 9( -093517 -(1.1" 4 8 -0.13711
2 0.2526 V.2467 0.2269 01..1??.>{ 0,1(: 9 9 -O.VV27 -0.1440 -0.3773 -V.5V77 -V.63AQ -0.fih62 -0.509V -0.2456' -0.15 h N -0.10'ap
3	 0.711, O.7("99	 0.1936 A. 11557
	
0.1V17	 (1.91 hh -0.007.1 -0.7133 -0,1467 
-V.4572 
-0.5704 -0.4173 - 0 .263t' -0.14117 - 0.10hR
4	 0,,.136.3	 0.1350	 Aa1233	 0.147-P5	 0.073"	 O.G1 7 g 3 -0.(285 -0.0914 -V..155P -V.7175 -4!.7h01 -0.261 R -0.2931 -0.iv c)v -0.t;.H75
R	 0.9,936	 V.A919	 A.0R72
	 0.0771	 0.11553
	 0.0739 -0.00 9 7 - 0.01507 -0.(024 -V.1270 -( 4 91'+63 -41.11; 57 -0,1494 -t+.L' N 43 -N.Vh3t)
F 0.4)655 P.V67S 0.0532
7 .0.0521
	 0.0510 0.0492
P 0.0404 0.9 1402 0.0365
Q 0,0327 A.P305 0.0297
141 0.0000 0.V1t10O 0.00(19
11	 0.0 tip A 8,0000 A,OO(40
17 0,0000 000000 91.OV100
13 O.0('mm 0.0000 0.0000,
14	 0.0000	 (?1.41('091
	 0.00001
15 0.000( 0, 0000 0.0000
1h 0,0000 A.0A0V 0.0000
17 0.O0V0 V1 O0tin 0,0000
1R 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000
1 Q 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000
2A A,000P. P.AAOO 0.0000
71	 0.0000 0.0000 0.O pip P.;
22	 0.11V910	 0.001 0191	 0,00F(A
73 0.09, 00 A.GIVOO 0.09100
L
Table 2-22b.
	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug flush configuration, R = 2.21.
N UN-DIMFNSIONA1, M M/7(y L I,/1
POA7 APFA N .M LE4+FT N Lta
1 4.0122 0.007163 c4 ,9c152R3 11.1(47411 -p.,300316 -0,112471
-0071949
2 6.1571 0,010724 0.00791c4 0.169R19
-P.6772.79 - 0 .152252 -0.164947
3 11.3449 0.O11R977 0.013924 OoA 3093 -e.0R4R6q
-o.2213 g0 -0.239859
4 21.4368 V1.0320RI P.023Fi6R 0.4811771 •1.26490,2 - c+ .2R435V +0.30HP.59
5 34.2768 9.046475 0.074780 0.696929 -1.467654 -0.379829 -0.35743P
6 49.8664 0.061547 0.045307 01.972956
-1.621930 -0.364610 -0.395011
7 6R.20R1 0.076976 9,05677P 1.154325 -1.747341 -0.3 0 7802
-0.425554
R 89.3019 0.092727 c1.0FR396 1.30x1526
-1.853514 -0.416674+ -0.451417
9 113.1457 0.1019865 0.OR029R 1.63251P -10476137 - 0 .437694
-0.474189
19 13g.7406 0.10775 0,0RR346 1.796173 -2.100183 + 0 .47217.1 -0.511486
11 164.9051 0.128927 0.005096 1.933368 -7.2t6756 -0.498327 -0.539877
12 2R60RO24 0.142823 0.105346 2.141759
-2.301915 -0.537702. -0.5825,6
13 267.1771 0.160700 0.118537 7.4019830
-2.593021 -0.S830 g 1 -0.63170q
14 120.0793 0.175250 0.120265 2,678(•32 -2.743724 -0.6t6677
-0.6601"95
15 379.6727 9.iR9851 0.140034 2.P46907 -2.991207 -0.647694
-.1.701699
1 6 443,7571 0.190465 0,.140487 2.F56188 -2.RR4919 +0.648530 -0.7026g4 Q
1 7 511.7327 0.191058 0.140924 2.P65(481 -2.RR8254 -0.64 0 780
-0.7013416
1 8 585.0994 0,191712 0.141406 2.R74RRt +2,891681
-0,(50051
-0.704252 t^
1 9 633.4374 9.191712 01.141405 2.874881
-2.081695 -01.6561051 -0.704752
20 653.3075 0,191712 0.1 4 t406 2.8748Rt -2.R9t685 .0.690051
-0.704257




1-422 603.96.49. 0.191712 0.141406 7.874881 -7.R9t6e5 .01,650051
-A.7(447.57.








Table 2-23a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R = 8.72.
n
SCIIA14F. FN(1 Pvmr 7.13.76
P n 0.77
	 rLil(: t?FI'TN - r ,3'^y	 FFpFC 'r1vF JFl IIIAMF"1'41 1
 - 0.7t1 CFN71- . 14p o > Y 111AvI. i'F N a N.IS
JFT FLOW WIF n 	 I. g O g CMM (	 67.44+ CFM )	 FHFF 511 1 1-A M V1' TCCI3Y =ri	 +
	
t5.4	 ^s (	 41.3	 Fitt )JFT F.FFFC7 VF VFI,OCITY : 131.1
	




POPT	 P	 1 0
	70	 3N	 4'i	 69	 75	 1)	 17V	 1 3 5	 15(A
	 1 w ,	 1 7V	 1 WO
1	 P.N0914' 0.0000 -0.0 9 90 -0.2578 -.5.5717 -0.9772 -1.47213 -i. Agq (A -1,619P -1.4645 -1.0 A t4 -0.713 17 -V.664`+ -0.67t)7 -0.6754
2 -0,0130 -0.0365 -0.1094 -91.2345 .0.4795 -0.9130 -1,1757 -1.3107 -1.3737 -1.1 4 39 ...1+651 -4'.6754 -4'.5133 -v.450H -N.4W)
3 .0.0341 -0.0787 - 0 .1251 - 0 .7163 - 0 ,4326 - A .71'tV -0.P Q 94' -1.0798 -1.1177 - V .9537 -0.70AR -V.4025 - W .V13 - 0 .3414 -11.3857
4 -0.1094 -0.tM 9 4 -0.1563 -0.1954 -0.3127 -0.4r.9(" -9.61 76 -0.71491 -4 1 .77 9 6 -..64.36 -4+.4 1473 -V,.3179 -0.25c7 -0.2423 -V.2i+33
5 .0.1391 -0.1120 .0.1485.V,,.16t6 .0.2554 -0.3440 -0.443V -0.5712 -V.5394 -P.4795 • 4 : .32.31v..2tiV6 -0.2( • 135 -4'.2('145 -0.1954
6 -0.0886 -V.1199 -0.1391 -0.16 4 4 -0.71 89
 -('.2767 -0.37V5 0.3883 -0.4( ,a 1 -V.3PV4 -0.2767 -0.1799 -0.1694 -41.IN63 -W.161b
7 .O.P756 .0.0 990 -0.1068 .0.13 8 1 -0.1669 -41.2502 -0.2736 0,330 9
 -..37415 .V.2971 -0.7267 0.1537 -0.1251 - 91.I hg 4 -0.1511
R -0,0756 -00678 -0.0034 -9.1147 - 0
.1355 - 47 .21x 33 -91.2397 -0.2814 - 0 .284 1 - 0,.2606 -4 7 .1798 -V.1495 - 0 .119 8 -0.1381 -0.1511
9 -0.t042 -9eO547 -0.0678 -0.0934 -0.11 4 7 -!1.153 7 0.2033 -..72 4 1 -0.2345	 9.2371 -0.1563 -4,.1199 -N.V a 3 e -0.1t+ 16 -ti.INb9
10 0.13000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 -0.1303 -0.1616 -0.1 92 8 -0.7059 -V.2137 -0.1459 -0.OR60 -41.NPVR .V.t' R 34 -41.1199
11	 090900 090000) 0.0000 0.0000 47.0000 0.119 8
 -0.1563 0.1647 0.1902 -9.1624 -0.1485 -0.0521 -41.0678 - x. 0'!82 -41.1120
12 0,0000 0,0gA0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 A.CPNN .0.1433 0.1563 .(1,1642 -9,1355 -0.10 0 4 -0.0625 -0.0417 -0,V730 -0.48146
13 0.0000 0.0 p00 0.00x0 000000 0.0000 N.VN00 -0.0939 -V.1485 -0.1173 -0.132 9 -0.N g64 -0.0787 -0.(83b5 0.t' 6 51 -0.19164
14 0.000(1 0,00100 0.0000 0,0900 0. Amin (1. P. 1.410 0.0000 -0.0964 -0.Iv16 -..0934 -0.06713 -0,0339 0.y391 -(+.V571 -0. (1756
15 0.V,(100 0.0t1VA 000000 0.0000 0.04IN(i 1 1 .044 09 0.0000 -0-086(7 -4'.11'16 -V.0 g 12 -01.0 8 34 0.voe0+ - 0 ..261
	 43.0 0 OV -91.4+443
16 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0( .00( 0,Nn041 O.PC'00 0.0WN(1 ..0000 O.NnPW V.000(" 0.NVVO (I.000V - 0..7511
17 0.0000 0 0 0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00PA 0.000. V.00vo 0 0 4+Nti0 0 OCI V0 P.00VC 0.0(i 4t(' - (`.07.30
18 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000.0 n.00+00 O.vv' OP 0.0013.0 0.0009 0 0 VoP, V.0or,(I 0,00(10
 0.0nP0 0,00QC 0.VV00 -0.V934
19 0,0000 0.P00W 0.0000 0,13000 (9.91000 A.V900 0.00017 0.00.4" (1.(911 00 P.0(1 PP 0.000(1 0.0(iP0 N, V("V 
	 A.omm -0.07134
20 0,0000 0,09013 0.0000 0.00!00 0,00100 0.01 , 00 0,00041 (I.vlow 0,(aOVP 0.00eO 0.0('130 0,0013.0 0,910.13 49.4'1300 . 10,0495
21 0.VOOP 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.PP00 0.00.41 0.0vNN 41.ovvv V,00P0 0.. 410013 v,00V,0 N.y91VC 0.V'AVV - 0,0417
22 0.0000 0.0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0,13(30() 0.9vWP 0.0NV0 0 . o0ve 0.19 PVP R . WOVP 0, (I{)vn V,00vn N.NAVV 0.V00v -N.9..7H2
23	 0,0000	 0,0000	 0.0000	 0,0000 0,000[i	 0.OV0(' 0.00V(1	 0.09C(I 47,( + (-ov	 0.41("V0	 rij (i('t1N	 V,0(`P0 0,(i0PC	 II VM011 -0.(1730
5
Table 2-23b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D 
	 configuration, R = 8.72.
NON"DTMFNSIONAL M M /TD h ►,/i
PORT AFEA N -M 1,R-F? M [.F'•
1 3.3721 0.000349 0.000757 P.gG:4('36
-P..V07515 . O.V71 9 71 -0.N199H7
2 5.1706 0.0001503 0.000371 0,P(75a19 -0.13Q365
-0.4'31379 -0.078557
3 9,5383 0.000808 0.0616+596 0.14V9347 -c..7747.27 -V.V50406 -0.1445946
4 18.0167 0.0N12P8 0.0610aQ1 0.(A13074 -V.33A4;73 -O.V759Q9
-0.0697.75
5 29.R074 0.001627 0.N6117PV 0.01PR16 -0.44H376 -o4.114P7R4 - G+.aQ18h7
6 41.9105 0.001993 0.0611470 0.021051 -V.554710 -V,.1746a9
-0.113FI66
7 57025A 0.PP2450 01.9+18(+7 0.078334 -P.658575 -0.14x1436
-0.114938
A 75.0535 O.Pg3106 4 0!17791 0.035922 -t:.764+371
-0.170931 -14.15590R
9 95.0935 0.003781 9i.0027RQ u.04i734
-V,a555C4 -+ + .1 0 7317 -0.1753V1
10 117.4457 0.P05791 0.004777 0.0669R7
-V,.931553 -'.7(+9413 - 14.1.10RR4
11 137„9390 0.007559 0.005575 0.087433
- 0.9946113
- 0.273454 - '1.203683
12 173.99,91 0.010862 0.0(^8017 0.125847 -i.V77510 .0 . 2 4 777 9 -!+.2?0797
13 224.5503 0.015992 0.0117RH V.IP4a54
-1.18(+1'13 -0.765794 •61.741821
14 269.7697 0.019875 0.014660 0.779995
-1.737632 -14.278220 •ci.253693
15 319,0918 0.023248 0.@17148 0.268905 .1.290647
-11 .290136 -0.264465 0
16 372.5377 0.023840 0.017584 0.275749
-1.204726 -(1.290942
-0065200 b -^
17 430,0894 0,024502 P.01R071 0.2P3412
-1.297953 - 6).29178(3
-0.265963 tbr1 8 491.7498 0.025371 0.014714 0.793466
-1.307516 - 0 .2 9 2 0 06 -0.266R9R
19 532.3757 0.025887_ 0.019004 0.7Q0478
-1.305053 -0.2 9 3376
-0.26741P
20 549.0756 0.4+26038 0.019706 0.301100 •1.3(15787 -0.293541. -0.267569 H




27 .583.2463 0.026424 01.019494' 0.305639 - 1.3N7hO9 -61.293950 -6+.267942





Table 2-24a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R = 6.53.
rn	 n
SCTIARF FNh PLUG 7
. 13-76
R = 6.53	 PLUG nPTTI4 = . 375
	
FFFFCTTVF J FT DIA!4FTFR = 61 ,741 CERTF'FPOItY p 1APFTFR o 1.10JFT FIQW RATE =	 1.909	 CMH (	 67.40	 CFM )	 Flii'F 57PPA r' VF.T,(;CTTY =
	 20.1	 1.7/S (
	 65.R	 P/SJET FFFECTIVF MOCITY = 131,1	 M/S ( 43 0. 0 F/S )




f1 f7 r'-n7'^F11ST^r1A1.1ZFn PtiF$CIIpFS
POPT	 (A	 10	 20	 30	 45	 691	 75	 991	 11+5	 120	 135	 15(4
	
16l•	 t ]t+	 lf+r
1	 (1.0927 R.AA19
	 0.0000 - q .A Q 95 -0.40OR -V.R543 
- 1.3443 -1.7685 • t.°71 8 ^^.')i93 -1.1 6 S A - ('..9789 - 01.7621 -01.7785 -0.1e95
2	 0.9439	 V.0749	 0.0000 .0.0995
	
0.343R -L1.69(44 -1.0
.130 -1.3A53 -1.5141' .1.3706 -0.9567 -0.7153 
-
0.61]? .17.5398 -11.`251
I	 3 P.P797 0.910001 0.0000 0.0 99 5 -0.7'76 -0.5415 -91.01411 -1.08` 1 8 -1.7170 -1.1 4Y 3 -L+.R3N9 -V.hV12 -0.4198 -01.4115 -0.4037
4 .0 . 03 6 6
-0.0377 -01.01527 .0.0995 .0 . 7106 -0.3584 -0.5266 
-0.6574 
-0.73A7 -v.7114 -51.5417 -01..3594 -0.2794 -0.2516 -0,7tivi
5 -0.P.322 -0.0410 -0.0468 -O i OA34 -91.iSRN -0.2667 -0.35 8 4 -0.4315 -V.57 6 6 -P.St^47 -0.3 R 31 -0.25h(^ -N.JR14 -N.l9tt2 ^v.174)
1	 6 -0.0293 .O.giS1 -0.0395 .0.0707 .8.1229 -0.1931 -0.2735 -0.3306 -0.378Q 
-v.37P1 -0.2 01 96 .0.1780 - 01.171 9 .0.1307 -0.134h
7 -0.V33h -3.019V -0.0307 -0.0527 - 0.0A19 
-0.176{' -0.7063 -(4.2575 -V.2R3R -v.7 gh7 0 .2267 
-C. 1317 -O.O u 	N V49	 1t.	 Si - .	 5 - .1+ + 82
A -0.0190 -0.02t9 -0.0x07 
-0.0424 
-0.0731 -0.V965 - q .17R2 -0.7004 • V.2355 -P.2926 -0.iR72 -0.0995 -A.vh5R 
-0.Vh79 -L+.{`901{7E
9	 0.01000 -0.01234 -0.0249 -0.03AN . 0.0629 . 01.P. A 92 .0.1?2 9 -t) . 1175 -N.i Q4 6 -V..tR47
- v. 1434 • 0.6+717 - N .V 4 10 -N.G:bSN -1+.1+878
l q 0 ' evot7 0.0000 0.01000 0.0000 0.0000 -N.V673 - 0 . 0 95 1 -0.117.6 -0.1463 -9-1536 -11.1714 •0.0614 -0.0327 -N.!'4R3 •N.046
11	 0.0000 0.0000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 0.0000 .0.v614 -0.0761 -0.0995 -0,1117 -V.tV .68 -0.1141 -V.0 4 68 -N.4f778 .N.v19n •0.0717
12 0.00001 q
.00N0 0.P00 q 0800091 0.09100 O.VN00 - 0.05R5 -0.(1746 -0.0977 
- R.0963 -0.(+790 -N.t1 5 7A -0.073 4 -N.V249 -0.t157N
13 0.0000 0.0000 0.00100 0.0000 0.01100 0.v(eNP -9.(4439 -P.(A 644 -0.0761 -V.t37 Q (A
 -(9.0644 -N.P 4 1n 0.00VV -0.('!(17 -17.67410
14 0.11000 0.09100 q 0000
.	 0.0000 0.041 001 01.0000 O.POOP - q n 0761 -0.06 59.	 - V.N717 -0.0591 -0.0749 N.NOV(^ 0.4'19100 •0.:1717
15	 O.P000 0.01!700 0.01100 0.001001 0.0000 0.V('0a 0.00047 -(1.0439 .0.4+57( 1
 -N.P629 - (A.03Rn -V.P?19 0. y (+Vi'	 V.014'14 -0.0483
16 0.0000 0.009.0 A. g 09191 0.0000 0.01+00 01 .P(^N q 0.PL7P(+
 91.PAAP V.NOPP P.( 000 {9.(1000 0.00V0 0.1+4 + ((•7 t7.(`t + PC -P.y3bh
17	 0.(4000	 0.00t!P	 q . g 0100	 0.00067 0.00041	 (+.VP0t7	 0.0(1019 0.00V6+	(7.Ov( I V
	 P.000V 0.0000	 N.4i<^914+
	0. p! a P4'	 O.Vn6+A •0.0336
iR	 0.01100	 0.0000
	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000	 O.P.ONA
	
0.0000 N.P0P0 0.A('( + V.	 P.0PP0
	 0.0(+ 91,0 P.yl7PP 0.1+t'V( .	41.v(1@0 •0.0517.
1 9 0.00910 0.0000 0.0000 0. 00091 .0 ' 0000 0.0000 0 . 0000 P.Pgv(I (t.0m , V 9 . A0PV 0 . 000[7 g. VIOVn 0.0(+ V(' (A .VnNV -d+.0351
2P 0.P (i41N 0.0000
	 0 . 0000 A.gNOP
	 (1 . cimw	 0 . 0( + 001	 N.OAVN	 01.Pv00	 0 . 0[ + 0('	 V.00VIV
	 0 . 671100 (A 	('91,0 0 . 00V['
	 6t.01t('V -0.1176 3
21	 0.0000 0.0(700 0.0000 O ' OV100 0.(41700 N,PP.ON (4.F7t7N(1 0.0vAP N.NVPV V.OVPO 0.N A OLI 0.0(1 001 0.017Vv 0.VOOP - 0.V249
22	 01.0000	 0.0000
	 0.0000	 0.0000	 91.(4(+00
	 0. VV 0P	 q .N06'0
	 N.OVPN	 (A .00V('	 V.N('V(4	 01.1 + 11(16+	 ('.N(• Pl+
	N. N("CU	 0.91(+ (^{' -L'.V4hH
73 P.OVOO 0.0000
	 91.O1 AON^.ApOP 0 ({t + NO	 f, n P	 +.	 4 I t N	 N.0t+V0
	 Gi.Nt'NV	 N,NV( V









	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended Plug down 0.375 D
	 configuration, R = 6.53.n
NON-nTMFN310NAL M fe/7D 11 I,/•r
PO p 7 ANFA N -M 1,11-FT N 1 P
1 3,1721 0.000914 0.0110674 0.N10S77 -9.IHaR15
-0.V40h52
-0.V37a55
2 5.1,56 0.0P_1345 P.P0NQ92 0.015559
-R.257J62 -O.Vi7RIO
-M.'V52695
3 9.53R3 0.002324 0.001714 0.c126RR2 -v.4011M99 -0.V9196h -0.kA3P2R
4 IA.01h7 0.003737 0.002771 Mo043457 .v.,5Q72R6 -41.1147711
-0.122390
5 2A.R074 0.005299 0.003°MR 0.051777 -9.766613 -0.17233 9 -0.157091
6 41.91NS 0.006R54 0.91415055 0.079277 .V.91g32(1 -0.206669
-0.IR037A
7 57.3258 0.009602 0.0116345 0.099499
-1.055054 -0.737176
-0.21h19I
R 75.0535 0.010342 0.007629 0.119625 -I.IR0751 -4.265433
-0.241947
9 95.0915 0.017049 M.00RPR7 91039365
-1.291911 -0.290422 -0.264725
JO 117.4457 0.014654 0.0ioR09 0.169503
-1.3801R6
-0.310266 -0.2P2R14
11 137.8390 0.016663 0.012291 0.192742
-1.445051
-0.324847 -0.296105
12 173.8091 0.020555 0.Ot5t62 A.23776o .t&52R'Q43
-0.343706
-0.313795
13 724.5'503 0.025379 0.0tR720 0.293554 -1.624957
-0.36576R
-0.332949




i5 319.097P 0.033195 0.0244R4 0.393959 -1.748225
-0.3 9 3001 -0.358229
1 6 372.5377 0,033705 0.02496t 0.3R9R59
.1.751315 -0.393696 .0.35HR62
17 4300PR4 0.034249 0.025262 0.396154 -1.754376 - 0.3 9 43R4 -0.359489
1 R 491.74QR 0.035200 0.025963 0.407151 .1.759367 -c1.3Q55V6
-0.360512
Q
I 9 532.3757 0.035659 0.026301. 0.412450 -1.761622
-0.396013
-41.3647974
1° rb20 549.0756 0.0359ol 0,026407 P.414t111
-1.767317 0	 Q 6 6Q-	 .3	 1 -0.361116 C^
21 566.0125 0.035941 0.02651M 41.415725 +1.762984
-0.3 0 631 9 -0.361253 C, '1D
22 593.2463 0.036212 0.02671(1 0.418860 .1.76425R
-V.3 Q 6605
-0.361514






	m	 Table 2-25a. Pressure coefficient data for fl;-;t ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R = 4.36.
	
Co	
nSQIIARE FND PLUG 7-13-76
R . 4.16
	 PLUG DYPTH = . 375
	 FFFFCTTVF OF- 7 DIA? F'1FR a 0.7(" CkNTFP1!0I1Y U10 4 F.TFP = (1,75
JET FLOW RA7F a	 1.9619 CNM ( 67.40 CFN )	 FPfF STPIAF VELOCITY a
	 36+ . 1	 1 + 1S (	 98,1 i/S )
JF1 EFFFCTIVF VF
	 +LOCITY a 131.1
	
M/S ( 430 . 4	 F/S )	 JET FF£FCTiVh THPT157 = 4.RH0 N
	 (1.0971
	 [.H )
N0N -OI t4FN5,0? 1 ALT7.F0 PRESSURES
ANGLE ( PECPEES)
PORT	 R	 10	 20	 30	 45	 6v	 75	 9V	 105	 17(1	 135
	 15(1	 160	 17v	 iRV
1	 0.2235	 0.7086	 0.1 6 23 91.91769 -0.11+75 -(+.4769 -P.R740 -1.4491 -7.1P7 p
 -2.53h5 -7- OS", -1.1 9 97 -0.8525 -0.74h2 -ti.713h
h	 9 0.1792 01.1694	 0.1387 0.065A -91.076 0
 -0.3161 
-0 637.8 .1.V447 - 1.50611
- 1,7 7 66 - 1.5478 -1&.9756 -0.63V9 -0.4966 
-0.4 5-
3 0.1473 0.1474	 0.1134 0.91574 -0.0 59 3 -0.7474 - 0.4901 
-6+.7651 -1.0 4 36 -1.3035 '1.21 4 7 ^0.7723 -N.475 P
 -0.37617 -1+.31+83
`	 4	 0.0093	 y.ORRO
	 0.0717 0.0365 -01.0777 . 0.1264 -8.2548 -0.3P71 _0.5427 -(!.6563 -0.69,92 -0.4634 -0.2555 -0.1 R h4 1,.1551F
5 0.9600 V.V5R7	 0.0456 0.0300 -0.0163 -O.V756 -0.1512 -0.2333 -0.3759 -x.3976 
- 0.4106 -19.2985 -0.1623 -0.1(' 6 9 - 0.t+841i
6 0.0502 0.0456	 91.0300 0.0774	 0.0 y0v -O.V450 -0.1069 -0.1532 
-V.2177 -V.2 6y V -(7.2('.0? 
-V.7(!66 -41 .1154 .O.L, 711 1 -0.ohVv
1^ 	 7 0,0371	 0 , 0 326 0.91261	 0.0241	 0.04100 -P.P,?9i -0.06R4 -41.1869 -0.1559 -V.1R5'1 -N.7Ng3 . 41,.1499 -41.0975 -0.03hg -41.0111
R 0.9267 v.V254 0.0235 0.0228 0.0000 -91.1',241 -0.0521 -V.V R 85V.14c+R -45.156 4
 -4.1186 -0.0657 -0.6774H -0.07412
9	 0,222 8
 8.0267
	 0,0248	 0.0163	 y . y:I1(i0 .0.9.169 - 41. 1+332 
-0.058V -0.0 R 93 -V,1PS6 - 1+.1173	 0.0 9 5 8 -0.0457 .0.vt63 -0.0143
to 01,.0000 0.0v910 0.91P.Nv, 0-0000 91.91000 V.t 1 P•4' ? -0,0293 -0.0456 -(1.N67P - V.0934 . Lt.V93R - g.oRg7 -0.011V - 0.0124 ti.OyVV
11 0.91000 0.0000 0.9109191 91,00100 0.00010 P.yP yO -0.022 8 - 0.0385 -0.0541 - V.067R - 0 -0h9 -0.0587 -0.0748 V.VVV y
 O.VNVV
12 0.0000 0.04100 0.0000 0.0000 y •91V0(5 O.PVoV -0.41163 -8.0313 - 0.t1443 
-
V.0954 - 0.0534 -0.0495 -0.0i82 0.00tl0 0.91PV0
13	 0.000)0 0.0,190 0 . 091910 0 . 00910 0.0000 O . V90 0 - 8.4'.111 -0.0'24R .0 . 0371 -0•. 0437 - o .0495 -41.0385 - V.V1H9	 0.611180 ( i.V(4Vt!
14 0.0008 0.00P y
 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0. V000 0.00041 -0.0156 -(1.0749 -V.0332 -0.0341 -V.0371 -0.0111
	 0.tiUtlt+ y.NNVP
15 V.o91091 O.PVVV v+.0000 0.000p O.oPtiV 0.VV00 0.00VV -8.0.124 -0.0189 -8.0761 -0.02P7 -0.0339 -P.VPRS V.vmw y%po((;
16 0.0V00 0.0000 P.0000 0.0080 0.tioml 0'.41008 0 mvo. 0.0(1,30 4+.0(1V p V.0 VV. (1 ti.P(i0(t y.V.0V8 0•VvPP P.V0001 V.P.NVt`
17 91.004/8 8,,08910
 . 0000 P 91P0v, 91 0080 0.000(,
V	
•	 •	 ®	 8..919180 V.PPCP V.(iPVP 0.00418 P.PVOP 0.0Pg0 y ,VOPV 0. V, vow E.fi"ov0
19	 91.918910 0 , 91088 P . POPO 0.91919191 91. 00.418 V . vPGiP 0.OV00 0 0 . 88414, (i.OVNV	 v.0061v 0 .08(1(+ 0 ov i?8 0.08418
	 P•('( + V N t i •t oN (A
19 41.80100 V..0910v,
	 0.0000 0 , 00780 0.4100 ti 0.Vv0P 0.0V1v. N 0. v ls? 0 . ovov	 V.0(1VV 0,000V y, 41(141,0 (A . VOV.v	 91.4+ ( IV tt 0.00VV
20 0,00091 0.000,0 0.v000 01.0000 0.V000 0.vmoo (1. 009(1 0.00vo V.VVVP V 00vP 0 0 04100
 .y 0,O1 V.yt•t;v 0.410811 8.0174141
	
21	 91,0+100 V,.Of0IV0 0.00.00 01,010891 0.00910 0.vV00 0.00vo 0.00vv (I.v00v V.v0 pV (A.(1VI10 0.002V O.NPV+' 0.0000 0.MOVV
22 0.0000 0.00610 0.09, 00 01.0 4100 0.0019191 0. (AV 00 V.noeo 0.vm.lo 0. y vOP p.Oop0 0.410010 y.08V0 V.VOV.V 41.0000 0.o0vV
	
23	 O.OV0('	 0.000,0
	 0.80670	 0.0000	 91,06+091	 O.V0V0	 8,.4141410	 v.OVvP V.00t1V	 V.V(i VV	 41.(it.lvti i..vV00	 y .VPt'8	 0.vv0('	 P.(A01?V
j
Table 2-25b. Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R = 4.36.
n
NON-DIMFNSIONAL M M/'iD h L/T
POPT APEA N . M 'A-FT N Lk
1 3.3721 0.003620 00,002670 P.P41R69
-0.4171RO -0.093782 -0,085484
2 P,0052RS 0.00989R 0.061130 -P.57R169 . 0.129 9 72 •P.11B473
3 9.5183 0.00R802 0.006497 P.101R12 -0.870533 -6+.195696 0.178381
4 111,0167 0,013915 0,010264 0.160957 -1.163Re4 .0.261623 -0.238475
5 28.8074 0.019076 0.014071 0.720653 -1.3961630 -0.312 6 14 -0,284954
6 41,9105 0.024412 P.P18V07 0.782375 .1.577505 . 0,353 449 -0.322727
7 57.3258 0.029POR 0.021987 0.3447P9 -1.722307 -0.387175 -0.352918
R 75.0535 0,035106 0.025953 0.46+6995
-1.452077 .0.416347 -0.379509
9 95.P935 0.040614 0,029957 0.469772 -1.959299 x0.440226 0.4012)5
10 117.4457 0.045060 0.033236 0.571198 - 2.0+57664 -0.462563 .0.421636
11 137.R3Q0 0.0)4R47R 0,035757 P,S60737
-2.12RQ29 -0.47R5R3 -61.436739
12 173.RPR1 0.053714 P.P39619 0.621300 -26226661 -0.5170553 -0.456265
13 224.5503 0.060823 0x044863 0.703532 2.341495 -0.52636 8 -0.479795
14 269.7E47 0.P664R0 0,049036 0.768469 -2.414511 .0.542782 -0.494757
15 319.0Q7P 0.071852 0.052 9 9 4 0.831102 - 2.477334 -h.5569 p 5 -0.507h36+
16 372.5377 0.071P52 P.P5799A 0.831102 -2.477334 -0.5569VS -0.507636'
17 430.PRR4 0.071852 0.052QQR 0.R31102 -2.477334 -0.556905 -0.507h3P
1 R 491,7498 0'.071852 0.052998 0,831102 -2.477334 -6.556905 -61,507630
19 537.3757 0,071852 64.P5299P e.R31102 -2.477334 -0.556905 -^i.507630
20 , 549.0756 0.071857 61,0529Qe 0.P311P2 -7.477334 -0.556905 -61.511763v
21 566.0325 0.071RS7 0.052 9Q R 0.831102 -2.477334 -0.5569615 -0.507630
22 583.2463 0.07tA52 0,0579 Q R P.R3t102 .7.477334 -14 .556905 .0.507630






Table 2-26a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R = 2.18.o
SOITARF F.Nn PIAIG 7.13.7f)
	
n
P = 2.18	 pL06 !>FhTN
	
.aJS
	 FFPFCTIVF JF•'( n)AMFIFP = 0.70 CF M 7F'PF10I)Y UTAMF'I'F) 7 = N.7S
JFT FLOW PATF : 1.9o19 CMM ( 67.40 CF4 )	 F'RFF SIPFAV M,CC)TY = 60.1 M/S ( 197.1 F/S )
LIFT FFFF..CTI`VF VFLOCTTY a 131.1 	 M/S ( 43P.0	 F/3 )	 JF7 FF'FFCTIVF "THP17S7 = 4.RAV	 N	 (1.0971
	 T.P )
MhRI
-nI M Fk5I0NAL17F0 PNFS51111F.5
ANGLE (nFGPF.ES)
PORT	 0	 10'	 20	 30	 45	 6v	 75	 9('	 105	 1261	 135
	 150	 16(•.,	 17V	 1140
1	 A.23 AR 	 0.2336	 0.2183. 0.1. 9 1.1	 0..11.44	 0.0170 -0,1359 -0.340 ; -@.60.46 -0,.9625 
-1.1 47 1 -I.O A 34 -(1 .776 8	0.4751 -ti.399R
7 0.2063 0.2014 0.1905 0.1606 0.1130 0.V2 9 1	 0.0A9 q -0.77;2 -0.4(174 -V.5 Q 79 -0.7879 -V.R750 - q .677h -V.3R79 -0.3253
3 w,1771	 0.1769 0.1647 0.1465 0.1010 0.0361 -('.V511 - 0.1565 -0.2777 -P.4731 -0.S Q 43 -v,-.6633 -.5113 -0.312 H -0.2795
4	 0.1224	 0.11601 0.1135 0.0993 0.0777	 0.V73P -v.0i23 -0.076'1 -0.1379 -v..21v q -(A .2 QR1 -0.360,7 -0.3153 -61.1491 -0.1645
5 0.0863 O.AR40i 0.N78 q
 0,0727 0._0554 0.9276 0.0000 -0.0412 - q .A A h6 -0.1331 - q . 1 R 22 -0.2217 -0.2111 -6+.137h -0.1127
6 0.0645 0.0614 0.0593 0.057. 9 A.(i415 0.('27 4 0.(4000 -0.0768 -0.05RH - g
.V912 -0.1274 16.147+ -0.1495 -v jO R5 -O.NA3i
7 61.0492 0.0502 0.0477 0.0400 9.A7 QQ A.P(6P A,0A36 -0.0196 -V.(i42A -0,0/+53 - 0.61864 -0.1046 -A.1(A54 
-0.6,743 -0.6+h671
8 0.0394 10.03R1 A.0364 0.0330 0.0758 0.9152 0.VO29 -6+.0177 -V.0332 -V..049R -0.0683 -0.0776 -0.oA17 -O.V52 q -0.0441
9 0
.V31 0 0.0104 0.0309 0. 0761 0 . 0 2 0 4 0.V134 0.0029 
-0.0111 -0.0768 0. 0400 -0.0519 -0.0588 -0.059h -N.V471 -0.0320
10 A. g OAVI 0.0000 O.OIAPO 0,01000 0.0000 9I.g9'iR
	 0.06733 -0.00193 -0.(4 719 -P.A319 -S.(142R -0.0 4 66 -0.94b7 -0.(-320 -0.0224
11 0.V g90 0,0 g00 0.0000 9.0000 0.06100 0.0,1 16 0.000(' 
-O.90.77 +0.0173 -V.0286 -0,0332 -(A.03P7 -0.0397 -o.P.756 -0.0185
12< V,P,000 0.0000 VI .0000 060000 0.00100 V.V000 0.0000 -0.OV 4 7 
-0.015V -x.0212 -0.0271 -0.0797 -V.02 79 0.V1 9 1 -0.0114
13 0.Poo p, 0.0v,P0 A.vi0A61 A.AAPV 0 .0000 0.ti000 0.006'.0 -0.0vR7 -0.0121 -0.0188 - 0.022 9
 -0.0740 -No0737 .O.V147 -0.001.77
14 0.9000 0.0000 0.AP00 0.0008 O.P000 0.0V00 0.00vin -47.0038 -01 ,ti09 g -P.A144 -0.0168 - v.9723 -0.0186 - 61.('103 -0.0029
15 9.00A0 0.0000 V1.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000(1 
-0.09.71 -01.0083 . P.0131 -0.0157 -(y .P175 - (A .A15P A.P07H .O.V.036
16 0.0000 0.0Povl 0.0000 A.P,009" 0.0((00 0.AVO(A 0.06+00 0. y0. 0V 0.000V 0.0(1 00 VI.0000 0.0091.0 0.w(A(%0 0.M-3(' -41.(:076
17 A.P gV10 P.PPPA 0.0009 9.0000 0.00',00 0.0(!00 0,0 0v0 0.04,00 0. gv0V V.OPAv 01.0000 0.0PP0 0.0(-VP (i.VOCIV -O.VA21
1R 0.0000 O.000A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0). g P.AO 0.P0P0 0. g A0 q A.0V0M 0.0006: 0.W(A00 0.0(A V0 P.0VVP 0.00NV 0.00V0
19 0.000 01
 O,P.000 VI .00A9) 0. vin 0q 0.0(100 61.V.('.00 0. g0100 q .AV00 VI 0vo6'	 A.00P0 0.0000 V.0P00 0 1 00VV 0.0009 0. i1V0
20 9.0000 0.91000 0.0000 A.O gAA 0.0000 0.0091V 0.0000 0.09.00 0.0700 V.000P. 0.000 1' 61.009,0 0.(ivVv 0.0CeP0 (I.6!0VV
21	 0,.0000 0.0010(i 0.00A0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0vA q 0.P g P g A.0Vvie, 0.0v0v
	 V...04P.V 0.("4100 V.OPOv 0.0(Iv(' VI.0C0V 0.(10vv
27 01 ,P000 O.P.AO q A. ggAO 0.0000 0.0000 0.V0A0 0.0090 O. gP,OA 0.0(100 v.(IPPv v. q(I1 )t1 0.v0v(A 0.01090 0.0000 0.00vv
23 0.0000 O;PAOP A.0200 0,0Cma 0.AP61VI 0.vV0P 0.0000 0.0PVV' (i.0PM4 v,Covv (i.POV(I V.PPVV 0.00V(' q.(A('6(A 0.0t'V0
r
h
Table 2-26b. Lift loss al'~d. pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.375 D configuration, R 2.18. 
n 
NC1N -Ill MFNI; J MIIIL M "/Tn I, LIT 
POP1 1I1lF.A tl .r.I I,II-I'"T fJ lfl 
1 3.3721 "'."'Ir.,,'" ",.,,"'7<11-17 n.llflt5 Q -I'.li7R757 -~.1412)7 -"'.121l7] .. 
'} 5.17"'fi "'.OJI4AlfI OJ. C1 II;,Q7 A ".17P 7 1 -p'.RS'137n -0.I Q 22 A7 -"'.1 7527 4 
3 9.5)113 1'1.11175451 ".{l11l71] "'.7. Q4]91 -1.2"7fi'i7 -".2 A2721 -0.7."'770" 
4 111.1'1167 "'.f141937 "'."'3 nQ 31 "."A5Cl75 -1."'311)75 -I'.Vi725 C1 -\-I.33475f> 
'5 ,A.A",74 ",'.I'I59"(,A 11'.1'1441-111 Cl.",Ql'llfifi -1.Qlfi]<l~ -".41"'P"''i -1l.392 f>l!A 
fi 41 • II I ",0; 11.1'17Acfi'l17 III .1'I'i7M'4 1'1. Q~']J32 -2.1 4 14fi3 -~·.41l'4{11 -11.1.HIIII!7 
7 57.325A "'.09f1115" "'.1'111437 , ., 7c;J2'1\o1 -7. J724511 -0.522",1111 -1,.475 11 94 
I! 75,1-153'5 I'I.tt!'l9711 ",.",A55 4 '1 1.341 497 -2.H5973 -1>1.5'1"599 -~1.'i"-7351 
9 ,95 ."'93~ '" '.1l5"'1'l5 I'I.1'I9 Q57q t .5"1577 -2.fiw,-,Q'1 .I,.5R4945 -"'. 'i H 19~' 
11'1 117.4457 I'I.t4AI4~ "'.1,,9272 1.713575 -2.7111]14 _\1.675"119 -(l.57~329 
11 1J7.R)Q(;l 1'1.1511932 ",.\\77.21'1 I.A]II)H -2. 9 1AR 32 -"'.6!'i6153 ·~1.59H"'97 
12 P3.R",!!; "'.174]1l9 I'I.12R62'1 2.017127 -1.113 0 2" _". 7C1~HI~q ."'.6391'17) 
13 ,,4. !'is 1'1] 1'1'.19432 11 1'1.143336 2.2 47759 -3,35,,9(.:1 -\l,7'i1732 -,'.flR71147 
14 2n9.76 11 7 "'~211191'176 "'.15 4214 7..419348 -3.50R411 _".7 1I1l691 -".7189,,1l 
15 319.1-197R 0~:'-2453J 111.165615 2.597135 -3."5fiR4B -1'I.872~59 -".149324 
16 372 .5377 111.22 4(161 0.11,5R57 2.6(1111, 9 27 -3. n5 RR 34 -0.Rn5v.6 -,~. 70197Jl ~@ 17 4]I'I.I'!AR4 11.1.7.25169 ".lfl6I'lR~ 2."1-140199 -3.66,,571 -~l.R77.R96 -0.75""'87 
t R 491.74911 0.225";9 "'.166,,1I'i 2.61'11\499 -J."6~57t -".R?2F.196 -II. 75~H\87 25~ 0 
,9 5~2 .3757 ",.2?,51/\9 "'. t f,/; fIll 0; 2.6(,,44 Q 9 -~.6"'A57t -"'.1.17.21191; -".751""87 ~~ 
?(i! 549."756 (11.225169 "'.I6fi~\l1j i'.61'144 Q9 -J."6f'~71 -~i.Il'2R9fi -1'1.7511"87 ~~ 
21 5"6.1'1325 I'I~27!'1'6q PI.i66",R5 2.f11'14I\QQ .~.n"OJ'57t -~J. R22 11 9" 
-". 751M'8 7 ~~ 
2'1 5 R3.2463 A.2251nQ "'.16nl'R5 2.MH49Q ·l.6"~571 _\'.1172 11 96 - (l • 7 !HoHl!!7 ~tjj 
23 61'10.11 7 1 0.225169 ".I(,6I'1R~ 7..61'144QQ -l.fin0571 -".R72 f1 9fi -I'. 75~(A1l7 
....J 
I-' 
Table 2-27a. Pressure coefficient data for flat enaed plug Gown 0.875 D configuration, R = 9.49.
N	
SGOAPE ENO PLUG 7-15-76
	 n
	
P 2 9,49	 PLUG I)F:PTH _ ,97'1 	 FFFEr1ivF JF:T 1,)1AMF.TFP = 11,90 CEPTFFROPY VIA F P'Tt.H = 0.75
JET FLOW PAIF z 3.531
	
CMM ( 124.70 014 )	 FT+FF STHFAM VF.IOCTTY
	 15,1
	 MIS (	 49 4 6 PIS )JET FFFF'CTTVF VELOCITY s 143.5 T a /5 ( 470.13 F"/S )
	 JET F.FFFCT'IVF THPIIST a q .R32
	
N	 (2.21 11 3 	 I.H )
N0N- 01MFt'ST0NAI.T2FI) TPtSeUHF,3
ANGLE. (D GPEES)
PORT	 t1	 10	 20	 30	 45	 66'	 75	 9P	 105	 120	 135	 150	 160
	
170	 180
1 -0.-440 -0.0828 - 0.2302 -0.4553 -01.14947 -1,5004 -1.940; -2.0255 -1.7901 -1.3012 -0.7761 -0.5329 -0.4146 -0.4242 `•0.4268
2 •0,13 9 7 ?.1604 -0.2639 -0,4553 -0.9097 -t.2520 -1,4 9 00 1. R v!9V, .1.4254 .1.0451 -0,5446 -V.4191 -0.3363 .o.2 8 71 -0.2846
3 -0.1863 -0.9044 -0.2768 . 0 t 4294 -61.7036 -1.0(!11 -1.2701 -1.321 9 -1.7001 -V.9899 0.4 0 67 
-093311 -0.24vh -(1.1759 -0.1992
4 -V.245R P,2742 -0.310 4 •0.3PRO .0.5301 -0,7217 -V.85P q
 -0.9235 .0.9391 .0.6338 .0.1544 -¢.2751 -0.1164 -0.1086 -0,1136
5 -0.24016 -P.2716 -0.2846 -0.3415 -0.4398 -0.5407 -0.6674 -0.677 8
 .0.6441 -0.4915 -A.263 q
 -0.1P R R 
-0.1117 -0.6 1 776 -o.6t673
6 .0.2251 -0.2251 -0.25P7 .0.2097 -0.3622 -0.4579 -0.5303 - 0.5484 .0.5174 -V.4( 1 61 -0.2432 -0.130 -6 1 .1035 .t4.v774 0,00t744
7 • 0.2069 -93 .2tt69 -0.7328 -0.2 48 3 -0.3208 -N.3P2 q -0.4501 -0.4709 -0.4346 - 9.3441 -0.2t21 - O.AQ95 -0.0776 (A.(7NN61 0.00VO
R -0.1837 .0.1837 
.0.2121 -0,2225 .0.2768 .0.3285 -0,3751 -0.4113 -6 + ,3725 -0.3027 0.1RRR -0,1164 .0.0698 o.{oow P.NAVLt
9 .0.1630 .0.1656 -0.1707 .0.1656 -0.2302 -0,2768 -0.3363 -0.3518 .0.3415 .V.7535 x7.1526 -0.t293 V.0 R V2 (Ajwo. O,PVVP
to A.V,000 0 0 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2458 -0 e 2794 -0,2975 -0.2975 -0.245 8
 -0.1423 -0,069 1! =tt.0362 O.Ntu1 (4 41.MWO
11 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,00100 0,0000 -0.7225 -0,7458 -0.2716 -0.2664 0.2199 -47.1475 - 0.0621
	
A.NCCO 0.V'Nt 1 (: x1.00(0
12 000000 0*0000 010000 0.0000 91 9 00100 O.PP.OV -0.7069 -0.2432. -{7 .2329 -0.2vis -0.1242 -0.03RR	 0a00v0 (4.01( 1 00 04.4441(/61
13 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 V,0000 0.0(46)(1 -0.1 9 14 -0.2044 .0.267 95 .0.1733 -x.1035 0.0000 0.061 04' 0. Omit' 0.0000
14 0.9000 A.OAAA 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0. P00V 0.01000 - 0 ,1811 -0,1785 -0.1681
	
0.1035 0.(10VO 0.064 00 0.P(4(, (4 44. )61 {1, 0
15 0.0000 _0.00109 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.9Emo 0.0000 -A.157P -A.150V - 0,.1 4 23 -0.1035 a.0100o 0.00ee'. 0.0000 0.110vo
t6 P.000A N.APIvO 0.0000 0,0000 01.00A0 (A.0(IA0 0,0000 0,0000 0.twov 0.01000 0.06400 .).0nP,0 0,041 064 0.61 0V4' 0 00VN
17	 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 01.0000 0.06100 (A .1AV00 91.000(4 0 .A00A 0.41(x06! V.001 P.A 0.0008 0.V11 V0 A,067V.t' V..Vc10P 0.0101'0
18 0.900P 0,0000 0.91000 0.0000 0.061 00 01.9000 0.0000 (I.A0AV (A ,0V0V V,.0two 0,0000 V,OV00 (A.Ont- 6:.(1 )410 4t.410VA
19 0.0N0A 0,0006) 0.000 0" A, 0000 01.0000 A.Pg00 0,0080 A. AV 01 V. 0.0061(' O.AV@P 0.0t0AA V.0vv0 0,t70V,0 {:.041 06' V,00VP•
20 0,0000 A,0P.00 0,A0A0 0.0000 0.0000 0.AQA01 0,00V0 0.A6790 t1,V.1161(7 9,.AP0,0 0.00011 0.N0P,0 V.OI'0t' A.NNOV 04.0000
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	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.875 D configuration, R = 9.49. n
N ON- DTPENSTONAL M M/T9 L
PORT APEA N . N LR-FT
1 2.9315 9.9961953 0.9906139 o.00n736 -9.109019 -0.9.24710 -0.0111,19
2 3.1159 0,000037 9.0n9n7R 0.0100167	 ti -9,157783 -0.e35470
-0.016047
3 5.7464 -9.099063 -9.000046 -0.990791
-9.255731 -vi .2574HR -p1.97bPO
4 1P,.R541












-0.0 0 260 9 -0.015757 -g.9135P3 -0.IR2076
-0.99173R













12 1 614.711 Q
-9.001952 . 0.001449 .61.009699 - I.36A718 -0.3016HR
-0.139707
13 135.2819 9.901956 9.999779 (A.P,n4796 -1.491333
-0.335752
-9.151677
14 162,5739 9.994679 9.903444 0.979999 .1.569919 .0.3529I9
-9.159679
15 192.2426 9.99R55'n 0.906317 61.039134 -1.645295 -w.369 R 62
-9."167336 O O
1 6 274.4370 9.990550 9.906317 9.930134 -1.645795 - 9.369862 - 0.167336 H
1 7 759.1096 9.999058 0.0063 17 9.939134 -t+645295 -0.369 9 67. -9..167336 O
IA 296.7579 9.99ASSR 9.906317 61.938134
-1.645795 -9.369962
-9.167336
1 Q 329.7333 0.00P558 9.906312 9.93Rt34 -1.645295 -0.369062
-0.167336
79 330.7943 0.099558 9,906312 0.939134 -1.645795 -0.369862 -0.167336
21 341.0101 0.999559 0.066+6317 9.038134
-1.645245 -0.30,9862
-0.167336 Ul	 1
22 35i.3R96 9.999550 "9.006317 0+.948134
-1.645295 -0.36 Q R62
-9.167336




	 1 rr:;rurr• r, r^^,Ifirril•nL (Iat;i for F1;1I, 1cr,cicc] l,lurl clown 0.875 D
	 configuration, R = 7.11.v	 nA	 5C 11A'PV FNM PLIIr, 7-15-7A
P = 7.11	 PI,IIG nF1'T11 = .A7'1
	 PPFFCTIVP ' IFT I I I A1 1 FIFH = (1061 CFNIF'PROOV I+TA° • VTP1 1 = V. Is
OFT FLOW P.A7P a	 3.531
	 C MM ( 174.70	 ('F M )	 F HF F S THE A t ' VF,T.CC 1 I Y =	 741. 7 	 F1 /S (	 6h.7	 F /S )
JF7 FFFF.0^ttVF VELOCITY t 143.5	 M/S ( 470.8	 F/S )	 J  I PFFFCI I V F 1HPIISI = 9.1437
	
N	 (7.71 14 3	 T•1 • )
1 1OI`I.111 lip. H5jOfIAI.T7t0 PHFSSUPFS
ANGI F (f)F(:PFF:S)
POPT	 0	 to	 20	 314	 4`5	 fi('	 7S	 QP,	 1415 +
	
171	 135	 15('	 tb1`	 171•	 100
1	 VI .P 65t	 0.0319 -0.10156 -0.3500 -0. 8 215 -1.54)1 -7.1404 -2. 4 V51 -7e 1337. -1.67 Q9 'o. 9h46 -V.715 Q - 0 .67 9 1 -14519, -11.5742
7 0.9000 -0.9376 .0.1359 -0.3167 .N.7t477 -1.7.307 -1.64147 -1.P9149 .1 .74 r)6 -1.3754 -0.79 14 3 -V.5 0 5 R -0.512(! -0.44 14 3 -0.45H5
3 -o.P73R -0.0 1 24 -P.1764 -0.31 PQ 
-0. 6 233 -1 .NP 37 -1.3363 -1.5446 -1.4757 -11 64h -0.7o7Q -0.4 °7F
 - 0 .3934 -(1.35Vtt -0.337V.
4 .0.1307. -P.149VI -0.1A90 -(A
.7.5 8 9 .0.4454 -0.6577 -0.9670 -0.9921
	
tie q 733 -V.7975 -0.50162
	 V. 313 14 -0.2377 -11.195"l. -1`.1771)
5 .0.1307. .9.t490 .0.193R .0.2314N.
 350V. -P.4Q46 -V,.6349 -0.7to1 -0.7775 -V.6733 - o.1P76 -0.7199 F1. 1793 -0.1504 -t+.13V2
6 -9-1287 -0.1499 -0.1533 -0.7025 N.79(46 -0.3717 -0.4917 -0.5fi55 -V.5655 -9_5P33 -0.3095 -0.1 7 21 -0.1W) -O.io27 -0.10.77
7 .0.1005 -V. 1200 - 0.1302 .0.1707 .0.2711 -P.
 7P92 -0.3775 -0.4493 .V.462A -V.4NQ3 -0.2704 -V.t787 -(1.0QII -0,V752 -17.0752'
R -0.P 1)40 -0.1056 -0.Ij0 6 - 0 .13RR -O.1 Q 39 -0.7415 0.3o6fi -0.3601 -A.
 3 7 6P -V.3326 -0.2343 -N.t157 -0.F1fi'94 -0.4'593 -0.0434
9 .O.P Q 1t .0.09'15 -0.1070 .0.1331
	 0.1533 -V.2VR3 -0.7632 -P.3a73 .N. 1109 .V,.7921 -0.2060 -0.11 1 27 -V.V636 •(1.V477 -11.0231
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -o. IA37 -0.21 98 -F1.7(,37 -0.7791 -V.2960 -0.1901) -0.01 1 97 -0.0IV4 
-0.t`2H9 W.00CV
I1	 P I .A00P 91.0000 0.00091	 0.00011 0.0000 
-0.1!591 -0.1895 -0.21 4 0 - V.7.314 - 0.7199 -0.1422	 0. F1767 P. ooV(° -P.('I45 O. NIAVP
12 0.0)000 0.0000 P.0o00 0.OVIO(I 0.0000 0.V0o0 -0.16 4 9 -0.1909 -ti .1 4$4 1N..14 A 0 0.1519 -0.066 5
 0•0oVV 0,w1Vo 0.00V0.
13 0,0000 8.0000 9..0000 0.0000 0.0o1P0 0.P000 -0.122 7 -V.1976 .P.1P37 .V.I750 
-0.1273 -d.P - ,.	 0.0CV(+
 (I.o(1VP 0.00VP
1 4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 01.017.00 0.0000 0.QVOO 0,00VO -0.1417 .0.1 4 75 -P.I417 -0.1215 .0.0449	 o.0-+V0 41.( 1 00t•	F).o('F'V
I 	 0.0o0P 9. 0oPi0 0 .0000 0.0 0100 0.0000 0.oVmP (1.0 4000 -0.1157 -0.122 9




	 N.VVVIV	 (4.09100	 N.VPOP	 (A .()VtA (+	 P. (IV (Ao	 0.o0Vo O.00Po 0.0vgo
	
0.0110V	 0.00(/v
17	 0.0000 0.0 p00 0.0000 0.00100 0.0000 0.00w0	 (I,0(AJ(P P.VPVV (A .t1V0(1, V.00P0 0.VI(400 N.OPPP V.VVVV O.Vo41( • 0 tim/v
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	 P..NO('F' 0.0(4041 0,.0(1 9(A o.pF+VV	 0.(I vt, v V.N090
2 V 0.0000 0.01000 0.0000 O.PP,00 0.0000 o.PQ 01P	 P . VO(Ao. 0.Ot7vo o1.oUPV
	 P.flovt-	 o.0t1 V0 0.VrPC1 0.(1t+ VV V.Uoov O.POVN
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	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.875 D 
	 configuration, R = 7.11.
NON-nIMFNSIONAL
	
M	 M/Tn	 L	 L/f
PI	 APFA	 N .M	 LN-FT	 N	 LA


















0.0rA0991	 0.005985V.775169	 - y ,174259	 -v.078R39
S	 17.3552
	 0.0PF5R0	 0.011116S	 0.007041
	
















-1.719910	 - 0 .3 A 6613	 -0.1749t5
9	 57.2497
	 0.001930	 0.001356	 0.0VA190	
-1.431.649	 -0.4142.35	 -0.11)646cl
0	 70.7560	 0.004768	 0.013517




















	 0.01Q72R	 0.1191R6	 -2.717x771	 .0.610797	
-0.276347
5	 192.2426	 0.033866	 0.024980
	 0.150913
	 - 7.A35Re1	 -x+.61749R	 -o.2R0417
6	 774.437A
	 0.033066	 0.0249RP
	 0.150n13	 -2.R35RP.1	 -fi .6374AR
	 -0,7A84t7
y,d ^
7	 259.1096	 0.033966	 0.024980	 0.150913
	















	 -^i .637498	 -t7.2AH417
0	 330,7043
	 0.033866	 0.0249R0	 0.1:50;913
	 •7.A358P1	 .01 .617489	
-0.290417
341.010t
	 0.033866	 0.0240R(i	 0.150913	 -2.A35Rgl	
-0.637480	 -^i.2RR417
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Table 2-29a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 0.875 D configuration, R = 4.74.
rn	 nSCiIARF, END PT,Uf; 7.15.76
P • 4.70	 PLUG DFPTH a .875
	 FF'FFCTTVF JET DTAMf 1VR = (.9( Ck N TFPn011Y DTA M F:TFH s 0.75
JE1 FLOW P ATF a
	 3 . 531
	
CMM ( 124.70 CFM )	 FRF.F. STRF. AV Vl;k,(;Ct'1Y =	 1(.3	 M /;c (	 9 q
.3 }/S )
JET FFFF :CTTVF VFLOCITY a 143.5 M IS ( 470 . 8 F/3 )
	 JET FFFFCTIVF THRUST = 9.P37 n ( 2.7103 Gki )
NOR-h T1 4 F NSTU(1AL 12ED r'PFSBURRS
ANGLE ( n i^(IPFFS)
PORT	 0	 10
	 20	 30	 45	 60	 75	 9v	 it-is	 120	 135	 150	 16(1	 17v	 11W
1
	 0.2404 0.7102 0.0906 -0.1215 -0.5597 -1.2650 -20331 -7.61 9 3 -2. 69 1 1( -2.3V HR
 -1.4636 -1.1583 -1.0374 -0.9635 -0.95111
2 0.1594	 0..1337
	 0.0533 .0,19103 -0.4435 O.955R -1.4R42 -1. gA 17 -7.1724 -1.8364 -1.2656 -0.9491 -O.N18 q .0.766H -0.7879
3 0.1170 (.0RR1	 0.0270 -0.0461 70.3664 - 0 . 7 7 8 1 -1.1570 -1.5182 -1.7155 -1.5761 -1.0' 1 77 -0.7R29 -0.6511 -(,5984 -0.6137
4 O.P37 g
 O.V270 0.06700 -0.0711 -0.7211 -0.4717 -0.6197 -O.R790 .1.0149 
-1.0V46 
-V.7430 -V.46V4 -V'.3727 -V.3323 -0.11170
5 0.0161	 0.0154 0.0000 -0.057R -0.1521 + 0.7 $1 27 -0.4'145 -0.567(, -0.6HOO -V.6 $1 65 -0.5475 -0.316 9
 -0.2120 •0.7144 -11.20)5
6	 0.0251	 9.('(V0 0.0000 .01,0386 •0.1099 -(.1954 -0.1027 -A.4V75 -0.4776 .V.4946 -0.4(169 -0.2391 -0.1613 •0.151 1 4 .0.1446
7	 0.0148 -0.(071	 0.0000 -0.0341 -0.0771 -0.147.7 -0.2275 -0.2 g 5n -.0.3593 -V.1R57 -61.3167 -0.1774 -0.1196 -0.1022 - 0.11vh
8	 0.VV90 .0,.0116 0.04 1 00 -0.0129 -0.0572 .0.1080 -0.17101 -(.23(8 - 61.27E+4 
-0.2944 -0.2672 -0.1466 .-0.1028 -0.6$1?3 -4:.07$14
9 O.P.12 9
 -0.0148 0.0000 •0.0096 1 0.0392 -O.V96 R
 -0.1163 -0.1POA -0.2133 -P.2327 -(.7t g fl .0.1266 -0.( 6 36 -0.4553 -41.05by
10 0.0000 0.000,0 0.0000 01.0000 0.0000 
-0.eA3n .0,110,6 -O.140R .0.1768 -0.i g 41 -0.1723 
-0.1027 -0.0469 .0.4.463 -0.(`411
11	 0.0V(I A.A((A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -O.V5011 -0.0874 -0.1176 -0.1 4 33 -V.1 S6R -0.140?
 -0.077 9 -0.0315 -0.0,360 -0.P36k1
12 O.P000 0.0000 0.00100 01.0000 0.0000 0.06109 -0.06RR -0.09AO -V.1106 V.1193 -0.1176 -0.0630 -0.07V6 -A.V193 -0.0796
13 0.0000 O.00PP. 0. N000 0.0000 0.00001 0.0 000
 -0.(463 -0.61713 -O.OPa7 =x.1009 -0.1016 -0.0463 -0.01b1 -0.0135 -O.V244
14 0.0000 0.67000 (1
.0091 0 0.0000 0,.(00( O.V000 0.00010 -0.0546 -0.0701 -V.A H P,3 -0.61726 -V.0 4 PS -(1.016" 9 -0.6:077 -(.V206
15 0.0000 O.0(PO0 0.0000 0
. 0000 0.61(700 (.00(10 0.0000 - 0.0450 -0.057R - V.06AR -0.0604 -0.0373 0.00VV 0.VOVV -0.014H






.('( 6 1 0 A.00(•1 0	 0.V(? 9 A	 0.VV0V	 V.OAV(
	 61.011011 0.0AV A
 0.0CV(	 A.vvv0 -(1.0122
iR	 0.0000	 0.611100
	 0.0000	 0.0000
	 0.(100(+	 (.A(1vV,	 0.(:(061	 0.(7(0(1	 (1.Ot - ov	 6'.610('( 1 	0.0( 1 47('	 0.0N p Q1	 0.00V0
	 0.VO0v -0.AIV9
19 0,0.000 P.0k10O 0.061(0 0.00001 0.0(100 (+,PvOP 0.0000 0.VP(V 0.06 (V v.0((0 0.O t•1 (0 0.0PV0 0.ilov(1 0 0000 -0.0141
20 (.0(100 0.0000, 61.0000 0.0000 0.010(61 0.vO0 m 0.80007 0,ACAA A.61vVv v,fA CV0 0.0(+ 00 (.0(700 0.(VV0 0.0000 -61.(096
21	 P.V000 0.6000




	 0 t4(•+00	 (I.0A(^P -0.01164
22 0.0000 61.A0(O 0 . 0000 0.0000 0.(000 (.V000 0 .11110A A . OVP0 A. 0 vvC' O.AOPA 0.0000 0.6+(4901 ( . 04 U4`V A.VO(V . 0.0135






	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.875 D configuration, R = 4.74.
n
NON-nIMFNSIONAI, M M/Tn L 1,/T
POA7 APFA N .N LS-FT N L 1
1 7,0315 0.0012733 0.01w2016 (A.01217A -Q,,.56506R • 0,177027 - 0.09747J
2 3.115o 0,004134 0.003049 0.01 R4,70 -0.RP7470 -0.140384 -P.NR1611
3
r
5.7464 0.007377 0.00S43R 01037.P52 -1.760437 -0,2 8 5369 -0.129109
4 1P.R543 P.01250d P,01c92R7 0.PS6077 .1.91P679 - 0 .40RR39 -N.1R497P
5 17.3552 0.018316 P.013g101 0.0181619 -2.291430 -0.5 .15114 -0.2331+52
6 25,2493 0.024520 0,01PNR6 0.109767 -7.703J77 -0.6(+ 7h73 .0.27442R
7 34.5363 0.0311415 0022R77 P.1387(114 -3.N6R149 -0.689720 -0.312048
k	
A 45.2165 P.03792P 0.027975 0.169011
- 3.3Q3157 -0.762782 -0.34511'4
Q
E
57.2897 11.045060 0.033237 o1.7NP,797 -3.694362 -N.R79245 -P-04721
tc, 701.756v1 0.0529RA 0,03 9 084 1+,736125 - 3.937979 -0,PR4134 -0.40000
is
It 0360420 0.059330 0.04376' 0.764384 -4.11S3P.8 -0.925121 -0.418551
17 104.711Q 0.069097 0.051555 01.311471 -4.349292 . 0 ,977721 -0.44234R
13 13517RIR 0.083591 0.P6t656 0.372493 -4.611544 -I.P36h75 -11.469(121
1 4 162.5730 0.094507 0.069700 0.42113`1 -4.775367 .1,073503 -0.485687
1 5 1920426 01.tO4697 P.417722S 0.466549 4.920043 -1.106076 -0.50(!397 It ^d
16 274.4378	 - 0,105251 0.(177633 P,469t113 -4.97.3394 . 1.106 7 7 9 -0.500737 C)O
17 259.1096 0.105702 0.077966 0.471025 -4.9251433 -1 .ItO 35(1 -0.5001996 r
18 796,21579 0.106166 0.07R3(AR 0.473091 .4.978367 .1,1017897 -0,501743 b
19 320.7133 0.106587 0.o17R619 0.4749791
-4.930443 1 1.10 A 364 -0.501454 H
H 5320 339,	 794) fl 1H67P7 N 4178707 0 475505 .4 ,931024 1	 10R494 P	 5v,	 514
21 341.0101 0.106790 0.078768 0.475873
-4.93141P -1.t0P5 R 3 -0.501554
22 351.3P06 0.106960 0.07R9001 0.476668 .4.93275P -1.109777 •11.501639









Table 2-30a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 0.875 D n
 configuration, R = 2.37.
Co	
.SGUARF END PLUG 7
-15.76
A a 7.37
	 PLUG DEPTH a .975	 F.FFECTIVF JFT DIAMFTFR = 0.90 CBMTFSPOUY LJTAVFTF( 1 =O.-IS
JET FLOW RATF a 3.531 CMH ( 124,701 CFM )	 FRFE STPEA M
 VF.ICCITY a 60.5 M /,S
 ( 199.5 F/i4 )




PORT	 N	 191	 a01	 30	 45	 6V	 75	 9V	 Iv5	 17(4	 135
	 150	 160	 170	 1041
1	 0.3624 0.3494 0.2996 0.2096 0.0114 -(1. 7 8 37 - 0.7179 '1.2130 -1.6777 - 1,9543 - 1.6734 -1.2822 -0.9369 -v..765h -(1.h6H4
7 0.3234 0.3124 0.2768 0.2159 0.0622 0.1610 -9.4357 -0.7931 •1.1437 •1.3776 -1.3163 • 1.0340 -0.7913 -P,.bVlh -0.SN6R'
3 0.7 855 0.2787 0.7466 0.1958 0.0 Q 03 -(1.0,797 -V.2872 -0.5144 -0.7683 - 9.9746 -1.0512 -O.8 R P6 -0.bR67 - 0.5234 -0.4385
4 0.1904 0.1937 0.1798 0.1516 O.OR59 O.PP45 -0.1017 -0.2V66 .0.3766 -P.45 a 4 -01.6303 -0.6451 -4.5571 -0.4405 - 0.3683
S 0.1469 0.1473 0.1317 0.119 4 0.41753 0 . (1 ( 96 -0.0442 -0.1100 -O.I A9 9 -P.7 R 37 -0.4053 
-P.4P47 -0.4554 -0.3671 -(4.3123
6 0.1141




-0,01294 -0.0691 -0.1296 -0.19R1 -N.2939 - 9.3569 - (4.3473 -P.21 4 (47. -(,.24H2
0.9 Q 17 0.0890 0,0832 0.07!40 0.050 Q 0.0743 -0.4:093 
-0.0495 .0.0957 -0.1454 -0.2053 -0.2618 -0.2525 -9,.2006 -O.IR91
R 0.0,742 0.0724 0.0662 0.059 9
 0.04S01 0.0215 0.0000 -0.0344 -0.0776 -0.1110 • 0.1542 -0.016 -0.1886 
-0.1455 -0.1393
9 0.0623 0.0994 0.0559 0.0503 0.0386 (1.9,196 0.0000 
-0.0279 .0.0593 -9.41893 -0.12vR .16.1426 -0.1417 -V.1097 -0.0980
10 0.0000 0.01000 0.0000 080000 0 0 0000 P.P167 0.0000 -0.022 9 0.0464 -0.(1715 -o. o937 -0.1083 -0.107 8 -P.P776 -0.0755
11	 0.0000 0.01900 01.0 1900 0.0000 0.0900 O.P149 P..00PP -0.P17R .0.0387 -P.0567 -(1.41755 0.P R 51 -0.0940 -P.PS56 -0.0535
12 0,9000 0.0000 41.0000 090000 0.00100 4(.9V0P 01,00P,O -0.0179 -0.0319 -0.0 4 56 -0.0591 •0.0617 -0.0599 -O.P358 - 0.N379
13 0.0000 0.00410 0.0000 0.000(1 0.0(000( P.VP(4A 0.00100 -0.0100 .0.9 1 749 .0.0391 -0.01466 -0.0474 -0.41449 -N.0755 -(4.0243
14 0.41000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 M.PP00 0.0000 -0.0088 -0.01 R 5 -V.m299 -0.0352 -O.N361 -0.032 8 -V.v177 -0.0194
15 0.900(1 0.0000, 0.0000 0 n 04100 N.00091 0.41 N00 0.00091 -0.0069 -0.0169 .0.0757 -0.41794 -V.0788 -0.07b3 
-41.0117 -N.N141
16 0.RP001 0.0000 0.0000 0.00100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.PPOP 0,0POP e.(4PNP 0.00VN 0.OP9O 0.NPO41 0.00010 -0.O1V0
17 0.0000 Q.0000 0.00100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.O01VP 0.OP00 O.N00P P..00OP. 01.0000 0..0416.0 N. y NPP N.PNNO •0.0,169
18 0.9,000 0.00001 0.009101 0,0000 0.0000 ().¢000 0.00041 (4.000.0 (1 .0000, 0..09100( 41.4141941 0.0090 N.O4, P41 	 V.11000 -0.0043
19 O.PaOP 41.00199 0.09,c.,N 0.9,000 0.0000 0.00001 91.0000 0.000.0 0.04'00 V.OV41 0 0 000 V, ' 009 	 O.NPVP. (1.(4 3 P(1 0 tNN51
20 0.0000 O.ON00 0.04100 0.0(100 0.0(100 N.OP00 0.0000 0.099.0 0.OP(aP 0.41000 (I	 ti 	 N.00P(1	 0.004'0	 0,404'91 -G`.NN39
21	 01.0+000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00001 41.00(10
 0.0 0N O.00NN O.OVPO, 0.0(1 NP P.N4 1P0 0.0000 0.N(1P,0 0.001 ? 9 O * OONN N.NNVN
22 0.9-.000 0.0(100 01.0(4001 0.0000 0.041001 0.0000 91.41NP01 0.VV0P 0 . V V 0 C. 0..9109(1 0.000(1 0. 0 0 9, 	 O.QOVV 4..("0,00 -0.0026
23 0.4)000 N.ONO01 O.NO01P. 0.000 U O.NPNO 0.0.00(1 0.0090 91 .000(A 0. (1( 1 0V 	 (!.(1(1 90 (1.0(14 411 V.(!(Ivv (r .0MV0 (A .(WOV -0.0024
Table 2-30b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug down 0.875 Dn configuration, R = 2.37.
N 0H"DI M ENSIONAL M E1 /TI1 1. L/1
FORT	 APEA N	 .^+ LN- F T e; 1 [i
1 ?.I'329 01.017464 0.01066A 0.064515 •1.355133 -0.304634 -0.137914
7 3.1171 0.021747 01.016P41 0.P97(4G,4 -1.A61496 -0.414464 -0.1s19447
r
3 5.75011 0.038527 0,(474419 (A.171R51 -2.751737 -N.61H59Y -0.?0004P
4 101.8613 0,069579 0.051320 0,3161349 •3.670695 -1).427195 -0.37448A
5 17.3664 0.107005 0.078927 0.477795 •4.455836 -1.001 6 77 •0.453477
6 25.2656 0.149471 0,109517 N.662750 .5,1619499 -1.149 6 15
-0.52004"1
7 34.5587 0.191474 0.141231 0.A54065 •5.645074 -1.26 9 001 •0.574507
F
R 45.7457 0,234A5S 0.173229 1.047565 -6.079383 -1.366645 -0.618794
-
9 57.3767 0.270179 0.21t51AS 1.240A11 -6.442199
-1.448206 -0.655637
10 ?0,8017 0.308615 0.277635 1.376572 -6.RA3773 -1.547360 -(4,7(40521
11 A3,0956 0.332458 0.245221 1.442919 -7.196965 -1.617855 -0.732435
12 104.7795 0,366264 0,270 156 1.633711 -7.627857 .1.714742 -0.776298
13 135.3692 0.406686 0.299971 1.A141+17. •8.0194577. -1.820559 -0.824204
14 162.6290 0.436428 0.3219019 1.946675 -A.417206 -1.R921RA -0.056631
15 192.3668 0.464859 0.347AAc 2.073490 -A.7oI729
-1.956149 -0,845588
16 224.5828 0.466129 09343817 2.079156 -A.7v19422 -1.95787A -0.RA6371 it !pd
17 259.2770 0.467150 0.344570 2.OA3713 -8.715169 -1.959170 -0.RA6955
O
1 4 296.4493 0.467847 00345113 7.0A6997 •8.719035 -1.960(439 -0.RA7349 `^ r
1 4 320.9405 0.46A500 0.345566 7,089733 -A.722P.54 -1,960718 -N.RR7656
20 331.PoRo 0.468697 0.345707 2.619PS901 -A.722994 -1.960°27 -n.487751 h
21 341,2304 0,468692 003457(17 2.09P.590 .A.722QA4 -1.960927 -1i.AR7751 "y
22 351.6n77 0.46RA2A 0,345ROR 2,091197 -A.723674 -1.961P7l -0.HR7Rjts
23 362.1394 0.468960 0.345905 7.091783 -9.724237 -1.961207 -0.RA7A7P
J
s _
xco Table 2-31a. Pressure coefficient data For flat ended plug down 1.375 D Configuration, R = 9.48.n0
SO(IAPF VMD PWIC 7-15-76
P s 9.4R	 PI ,I)C VFPTII x1,774
	 kFFk('1fVF J.fl I)IAMI-Mi _ 61. 140 CYVIP PRODY UTA I"FTPP = f1.l5
JF7 F10W PATF n 	 4.1s5
	










(ION-nT+'k NSTn IJA1,T7Fn PPkR1iI III F:S
A N G L F (I)F,(;PF:FS)
POP?	 0'	 10+	 70	 30	 415	 61'	 75	 91'	 105	 12.0	 135
	
1 5n	 i b( +	1 70	 1 R0
1	 0.01900 0.0 95) -0.0503 -01.7911 -0.6567 -1.1777 -1.3' ) V7 -1. 4 4 8 4 -1.3aV1 • 1.122 7 -1.41771 -0.8977 -0.7626 -0.6964 -t1.hRJ7
2 0.00061 0.0000 .•0.0927 .0.2595 -0.5R7 A
 -0.9371
	 1.1783 -1.1916 .1.0459 -V.. 9 533 .n.R235 -0.714 9
 -0.hv9c .V.5a5!1 -;.5SvH
3 .O.P900 0 . 0 662 -0.15 0 9 -0.7701 - 0 .5296 -0.005(" -V.961R -1.VP,A9 -0.9t'56 - V,.77R5 -0.6726 -9.5175 - 0 .479V - 0 .471 01 -01.4143
4 -0.1350 -0.1371 0.2171 -092674 -(+.4157 -0.5561 -0.6 9R 5 -n.6RP5 - V.6170 -0.4R72 
-cf.3892 -6;.2997 -0.2171 -0.7330 -0.2171
5 -0.1430 .0,1SR9 -0.227 1
 -0,2410 -0.32.10 -0.4570 .0.5296 -0.5534 .0.4713 -0.3 8 40 -0.7542 -V, 1 7 4 63 -0.143V -(4.1192 .0.1271
6 -o.132 4 -0.1436 •0.1959 
-0.7774 -0.2754 -(0.3P40 
-A. 471(1 -0.4790 
-(4 .3 9 19 -V.2 R 33 -0.1154 -0.1 7 21 -0.0 8 21 -0.10"6 -0.0794
7 -0.1745 -0..1271 -0.15 89 _0.1933 -0.2357 -0.317 8 -0,3151 -0.3760 -0.373V -C.211 R
 -0.143.1 -A.vABh 0.VS56 -;,Pti R 1 -4+.6+609
R -0.0 9 00 .0 .1139 .0.1 1 24 .o.1 1562 -0.7.1 45 -0.2727 .o.77ACj -0.3919 -0..2 5 6A -0...IR54 -0.1112 -0.61794 -0.V5H3 - V.V55h .0.41530
9 -0.9974 -1'.1112 -0..1245 -0.121 8 -0.1 8 2 7 -61.7724 -0.2436 -t1.7157 -0.7104 -V.174P -0.1165 - 0.07530 t1.N(+VP -41.0,0 9 - ti. C097




(A .61N00 -A.1RRV -0.2615 15 -61.711 8 -V.2039 - 1'.1615 -0.0530 -0.0397
	 (A .00VV -(I V291	 41.tInVp
11	 0.00001 0.N CI O 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.Ovon -0.1774 -CI .1 R S 4 -0.7065 - 0.1 9 047 - P.I35tA -V.;60 9 V.. 0( 1 P,P 0 m . vv	 (1.Vti0V N.NVVV
12	 A * 0000	 (A.PPPO
	
(A.ONA(0	 0.000n	 0.0000	 0 VVC4 01 -(1.16 4 7. -0.1 7 7.1 -V 1 1 4 3t' -V.6t 9R 0	 0.0061(1 n0.001'(7	 N. N( + t t	 ;.1'000	 Ft.NOtt!
13 01.0000! 0.0000 0.00010 0.0000 0.0000 0 VVOC1 -0.1324 - 6}.1197 -0.1197 -0,.0794 O.00A1 + O.OnVn 0.0 p ipV N.00Vn V.VnVt'
14	 O.00VO 0.0000 0.000o o.O000 o.(4Vott (A V000 0.041010, -0.1033 -V.1059 -P.N667
	 0.0000 0.O("N(1 0.(1,AVO	 0.VO(A0 0.0.11'11
15 0.9(10; 0.0000 01.00001 01.000( 0,onoo 0.OP061 o.00PO -0.0977 .0.649R p
 .1'.0662 V. (In nV 0 000V O.N(`VV 0.0Vml
 0.;PVV
16 O.Nnon 0.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 0.06100 O.Oaon 0.00VO O.00V.P 0 (u'VV P,.m on 0.61040 V.0VVO 0 00i7 v 0 V00(i O.VnVt'
17	 0.N00o 0.VIo01?
	 0.01000 0.0000
	 0 1 0ttn0	 41.Pt!00 0.0000 o. OPPV	 0.V('t1V	 9_910(I0	 0).0nNn Vr.00P0
	 0,01t+C41	 (I.00viv	 0,0VV0
1A 0.o000 0.0000 0,00(10 0.0000 n.0n00 O. VV Ott 0.0AOn 0.01'0'0 O.nVVV V...Oovo V. MINI V. Opp n 0.0nVV n.N6'VV V,Vnp4+
1 9 0.0000 0.0009 0.01000 0.0000 0.0NN0 0.0(1VA A 1 0OVO 0.ONAO 0.OnVV V.OVVN S. 01400 V.Onf;V 0.61VVV 0.t + ti;4 V 0 V1041
771 0.01'00 0.00oP. 0.0000 0,o00V O.Omw n.VP00 91.0(1(1n n I (4(!( I V ;.0(1 0V V.00VaV O,O(A on V..OoVA 0.00VP (I.Ni'oV N.VVVV
21	 0,0000 VI .91000 0.0000 0.0000 0.Onn(A 0.V('OV O. V,NOO. O.OVVO v.OVnP V.Aovti 0.0000 0 0 O(11Vo 0.iIVVV ;.G+ O + V G! 0.00VV
22 0,0000 0,P IOOV 0. 0000 91 .OV,001 0.0OOn V).PPn0 0.oOV(i O.OVVo O.(40OV V.(ANVn 0,0000 1
 0,(4(490 O.;PVV O.VnVV V.NNVi!
73	 0,00,00	 0.0000	 o.000O
	 A.OVOO	 0.O00n	 0.6`(1010	 0.41(1610	 V. PR 1'$1	 0.VVt1 ('	 1'.0000	 (A. (III oci	 V,.0nV(A	 V.i)('VI ,	V.Vt'Vt'	 0.V0Vtt
k	 - - -,J
+	 e
Table 2-31b.
	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat ended plug doom 1.375 D configuration, R = 9.48.
n
NON-f)TMFNSlONtL M M/T1) L 1,/T
POP1 APFA N -M [,R-F'T N LP
1 1.66()4 O.OSV317 0.Liv0734 c;.41vI(IQ3 -P.P()1296
-0.V29521
-0.00793 â
2 7.5597 0.00104155 0.000336 91.M01571
-V.137N914 -4).67()696 - 0.011477
3 4.7719 0.V006R2 0.91()0501 0.007151 -9.715854 -N.P4A574
- 41.019754
4 A.9191 0.(400710 0.000524 0.Mt17450 -V.327728 -v.V73673 -V.028473
5 14.7611 (1.0001476 0.000351 0.0(11642 -A.439099 -0.V9AN-1
-0.01814()
6 20.7477 -0.000044 -0.000011 -GI .N4+M151 -(+.547310 -0.173035 -0.V47`+51
7 24.3791


































 9 0.000933 0.0006991 0.1403718
-1.1413c0 - 0 .256564 -14.(199157 t-d
0
16 1A4.4241 0.0(0933 M.m1o6gA 0.(40371A -1.141300 -0.25656-4 -(1.('99157
17 212.9145 0.000933 O.t1006RA 0.0413719
-1.141)¢0 - 0 .256. 5114 -0.099157
19 743.4394 0.000933 N00069R
.	
^ 0 0(3719 1	 14134'0 0 .256564
-91.099157
H
10 763.5516 0.00(93; 0.0006RA 0.00371A
-1.141300 -0.256564 -0.Vg9157 ►-Q CO
7 0 271.91 P9 0.000931 0.0006RA 0.00371()
-1.1413(0 -0.256564
-0.039157'
71 280.2134 0.000933 0.0006AR oot1371R
-1.141300 - 0 .256564 -0.099157
22 2RR.7350 0.000933 0 0006RR 0.0113719
-1.141300 -M.256564 -0.(99157







'fable 2-32a. Pr(s5ta7`^ c0-ffici(-rit dAita for fLijt ondod plug down 1.375 1)
	 7.1.configuration, R =w	 ntv	 SGIIAPF: FNA P1,11G 7-15-7(,
P a 7.10	 P T. lIr J)F.PTH _ 1,775
	 FF	 CTT V F J) T IIIAMFTFH = N.9Q (F.1^TFHH(I) 1 Y I)1Ax^F7f: R s 0.7!1OFT FLOW HATF s 4,1 1 5 CHM ( 147 . 90 CFy )	 F1)Fi STHFA I' VELOCITY s	 19.9 M IS r	 h5.4 PIS, )OFT MECTIVF VELOCITY : 141.6 MIS ( 464.5 F/S )
	 OFT FFFECTIVF THPIIST =11.510 N (7.5875 I.N
) I ON-t)TmPN3TnMAL171•1) FH1•SSUPE:5
PORT	 P	 to	 20	 30	 45	 6V	 75	 9V	 105	 170	 135
	 15('	 16(`	 17('	 1 R
1	 91.133A	 0.0 9 31 '0.0532
	 0.2867 -11.73611 -1.407(1 -1.877(1 -7.03 9 5 -1. R 3 56 -1.613
	 -7.3434 -1.2 1;P A -1.;•1597 -1.E'19N . (1.9h3h
7 A.P39 q
	P.0000 
-O.JP35 .0.2R3R -0.6537 -t.14QA -1.4617 -1.6523 -1.5341 -1.3301 -1.1336 -1,.9769 -0.8PP7 _(1.kVH4 -V.79H1
3 -0.0394 -0.049R -0.14A4--0,2793 -0.9A73 -0. 9 7 14 1 -1.2341 -1.3567
	 1.3777 
-t.1469 -N.95A3 -m.7A4P -0.7r64 -0.6,h95 -t+.h517
4 -0.1V94 -0.t1R2 -0.17RR -0.2690 -0.4277 -0.6444 -N.R0h9 -0.9193 -0.9VRQ .v .7670 CA .51171 -9.4A77 -0.43VI 
- P. 43( 1 1 -0.4049
5 -0.1315 -9.1345 -0.1700 -0.27
`1 1 -0.3266 -0.SC?4P -N.6N45 -0.67 9q - 61.6R87 -v.hN45 
- 0.436(1 - (:'. 3 4 7 ) -0.36RN 
- 0. 2`4 2h -0.3133
6 -0.1345 -0.13AP -0.1640 -0.1 9 36 -0.2690 -A.3A7A .9.4971 -0.5370 -0.5542 -V.4948 -0.32911 
-0.2557 -0.2483 
-0.2`;47 -0.35H6
7 - 0,1169 - 01.1771 -0.147A -0.1 7 14 - 0.2379 - A, 3074 -0.3946 - N.45NR -11.4419 
- P.3916 - (i. 277R - {1.209 9 - 0,1 g 95 -V.227h -y.21H7
A - 0.1064 
.0 .11 A 7. -0.1369 -0.1360 -0.7025 0.7577 
-0.3237 -0.3621 -(1.3724 -x.3311 -0.7498 -0.1714 -C".17(:0 -N.2N1t1 
- V.1A62
9 - 0.9,940 -0.1100 .0.1197 .0.1197 
-0.1759 - 0.7702 -0.2911 -0.3104 -0.3133 - 0.2 9 11 - 61 .235Ci 
-0,147R -(1.1461 - 0.I6 k 5 +11.1626
10 A.000P 0,0000 0.0AOO 0.0000 0.06100 0.1971 - L1 .249A -N,769h -0.710R -V.769N -0.1 9 21 -0.1227 - 0
.1717 -N. 1537 -V.147H
11	 0.0000 R.00AP 0.0000 0.00100 0. 0000 ".i676 -0.2717 -0,7365 -0.24 9 3 -Q-2335 -0.1685 -0.194° -N.102V . 0.133(' -0. 147"
17 N.0AA0 O.PAOR 0.O0A0 0.0000 O.AN00 0.c 100 
-0.1R33 -0.7899 -9,.2143
	 7, 17 	
-0.15(17 -V.O A 87 -0.V A 57 -0, 11 $4 2 -0.113tl
13 A.0NA0 A.POAA 01.0000 0.AO0n 0 0 0000 0.0QOO -0.1640 "N.IA33 -0.1 A 77 -P.1P47
	 A.1345 -0.0739 -0.0(,95 -A.V Q V7 -0.14.19
14 N.0000 P..0000 0.0000 0
. 00AP 0.N'0N0 N.VVO(A !!,.00VO -0.1.4 9 3 -9.1676 -9.1596 -0.1241 - 61.0576 -A.0517 
-0.,0 q 0? -V.1241
15	 A.NVA6l 0 . 00P.A 0.61000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9000
	 0 . 000A - (1.1345 -0.144A -p . 144R -0 , 1182 -O . O S V7 - 0.0325 -0.( 1 h21 -{1.1070
16 0.t?vON O.A00A 0.00(!0 0.0nA0 0,OA(m A.PVOP (1.00VC1 CA. (AV PC!
	 0.(16'('0	 P,ANALI C1.N0Pt1 0.P (A V 0 0.VC3VN
	 CA V000 -0.1123
17 0.AO0A 0.00010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.P.AAO P.ONAn P.NnRN 0.VN0P V.0(1C10 0.00C10 E!otlnV( N.POVe.
 C1.
 fl, NPC' -41.100.5
1R 0.091 00 0.0000 0.00010 V1.91000 0.0000 (1.VAVO 0.0A0N P.CPAV 0.ANl1P P.N(le0 0.00AC1 P.00V.0 C1.00VV 0,ANPN 
-0. 1020
19	 A.OAAn	 0.0000	 0.00700




V, v(`(Iv -(I Cl9P7.
2E N.ANON 0 . 0N0J 0.A0N p
 0 . 0000 A.NNN6l (1.0NNA O . NOPN N.NO(V, 0 A,OVOV 9.0tN0N 0. 0000 V.00VCA 0.00V0 P.POCV -V.{'754
7,1
	 0.00100 0.0000 A.OAAA 0.0009 0.006141 0.0000 0.0000 0.0VPP 0.0000 9.0NP(' (1.OmAn P.CS017.A 0.00V0 C1.C-0 00 -0.61754
22 0.0N (1A N.A000 0
. 0000
	 14 . 0000 0 . AVOO 0.0V00 0.0OV0 0.(^V 610 N.ONAP
	 P.NO(:(' 0. (1^(1 C1 P.Orl e0 0.AfY0 N.( I t , I N V -0.0R47
23	 0.CACAACA	 n.0000
	 0.001AO
	 0.00010	 0.0(1001	 A.PC!NCl	 (I.0C1 C 1 ('	 0.AVOV	 A,CJVC'P
	 V.00Pt'
	 N. O' 1 6`(1	 V...00V0	 Cl. V(`VR
	 CA .('VL1V -t4.C1695
Table 2-32b.	 Lift loss and pitching moment data for flat end-,-(3 Plug (Down 1.375 D
	 conf iguration, ' R = 7.1.
n
NON-OTMFI451ONAL M M Th
PORT AFf A N	 .tA 1,15.F'T N 1 F1
1 1.6694 0.000Ra0 V.vnMA4q 0.003036
-0.219673 -N.V.491R7
-0.019085




3 4r=;?19 0.002104 0.001614 0.007551
-9,5169(* R .ct .1.16201
-0.044909
4 P.9191 0.003314• 0 007.454a 0 011504• q-	 .707'997 t1	 760	 H.1	 1 -0.066t127
S 14.2611 0.0C4502 0,00	 171 1+.015535 -1.(!4OR4 - 0 .234 6 211 -x1.1190676
6 20.7477 0.005595 0.0:44119 0.019771 -1.796596 -0.291475
-0.1126`3
7 29.3791 0.006700 0.004947 0.073119 -1.544309 • 0.347161
-0.134171
R 37.fS51 0.007996 0.005991 0.077557
-1.785012 -0,01271 +0.155003
9 47.0758 0.009194 0.01A.697.Q 0.032116
-7.023795 . 0.454037 -0.175796
1P
k
5A.f413 0.014239 0.010507. 0.049133
-7.217137 -0.497798
-0,19219?
ti 68.2369 0.019537 0.013673 0.063964 -2.367948
-0.531191
-0.205795




13 111.1632 0.039697 0.079740 0'.116990 .2.829254 . 0.636016
-0.2459w0
14 133,5405 0.051243 (i.0377 9 7 0.176923 -7.QR6T73 -1).673663
-0.26035F
Is 157.9680 0.067RQ4 0.046391 0.717V24 -3.156639 .0.709613 0.274252
16 184.4241 0.064448 N,c147537 0.2221AA
-3,166955 - 1),71172 9 -0.27507v O O
17 217.9143 0.066(161 0.049727 0.227954
-3.175129 -0.713769
-0.2.75858 b ^
I  243.4398 0.067940 0,050113 0.734437
-3.104992 -o.7159A6
-0.776715
1 4 263.5;516 0.069107 0.0S(074 0.210465 -3.19t1737
-0.717279
-0.277714
"r0 271.9189 0.069515 0.0551274 0.23°971
-1.192711 -1+ .7t7722 -0.277386
21 280.2134 0.06993s 0.05t5S4 0.741371
-3.104716 -14 .718177 -0.277561A r













00 Table 2-33a. Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 1.375 D 
configuration, R = 4.74.SONA"E RND PLIG 7.15-76
	
n
P x 4,74	 PIAIG OFPTH x1.37,
	 FFFECTIVF 1F1 NIAMFTFW = 0.99 CEN'1F14R01 1 Y DJANET68 = V.lyJET FLOW POE x 4,1R.5 CMM ( 147.90 CFM )
	 FPFF STREAM V F;1.,Of1TY = 29.9 M ,/S ( 98.0 F/S )JFT FFFECTTVF VFLOCTTY a 141.6 M IS ( 464.5 F/S )	 •IFT EF'FErTTVF TNFUST =11.510 "
	 (7.5875 T,H
N O N - F)1MF1 1 5T0NA[,77.Fn f'AFSS1IPFS
ANC,LF (nFGPFFS)




1	 41 .2 6 3.1 0.2383 0.1047 -0.1073 -0.552 4
 -1.2756 -2.00R1 -7.5617 -7.5530 -2.2721 -1.76vo -1. 7 021 -1.571 9	1.50hh -1.4443'
2 0.1910 9.1632 0.06RS .0,0436 -0.4461 -0. 13 643 .1.4895 -1,4535 .2.0574 .1.R1(17 -1.4469 -1.3750 -1.3 1 137. -1.2775 -1.237.1
3	 0.1316
	 0.113 Q
	0.01 A R -0.0731 -0.3775 -0.747(= -1.1716 -1.5t06
	 1.6 8 23 -1.5117 -1.2591 -1.1795 -1.V623 -1.0454 -1•074"
4 0.0531 0.0401 0,0000 -0.0724-0.7.337 -0,4410 -0,6711 -0.R965 .1.0241 •V.97A7 •o.AmA4 -0.6170 
. 0.6"77 -0.h737 -0.h474
5 0.9230 V.0244 0.0000 0.0559 -0.Ih0h -00916 0.4706 -0.59614 -0.7049 -V.6Q9V -0.5707 -0.4746 -0.4 Q 50 -0.5671 -0.53511
6 0.0184 0.021.1
	 0.0000 -0.0395 -0.1711 . 0.20 9 6 .0.3357 -0.4344-0.5('75 .V.SV75 .0.4239 -0.3377 -(4.371(1 -0.4811 -0.46h7
7 0.0178 0.0294 0.0000 -0.0263 -0,0R6 Q
 -0.15"0 -0 n 2521	 0.3212 -0.3916 -V.3923 -0.32 9 1 -0.2448 -0.2699 -(,.4087 -V.391(I
R 0.917R 0.9171
	 0.0000 .0.0107 -0.14658 -0.1157 -0.1907 -0.7488 -0.3041 -P,3nh7 -0,2
,1311 .x.18301 -0.2073 
. 0,.321 9 -0.3.437
9 0,9191	 0.0178 0.0000 .0.0159 .0.0474 .41.P90P .0.S
	 -0.2047 .0,.2 4 16 -V.2441 -0.22111 -0,1448 -0,1514 0.7745 -0,308V
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0717 -0.1165 -0.1626 -0.7007 -( , .1794 -0.1 8 63 -0.1P9 9 - 0
-11 9 5 -0.71"9 -0.27h4
11	 G1.p0O0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0533 -0.9935 -0.1130 0.15 9 3 -0.161 9
 -0.1 4 68 -0.0 8 62 -0.0895 0.2093 0.2317
17 0.0000 Oe000 q
 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(400 0.0000 
-0.0 8 10 -091P66 -0,1231 -0.12 7 (1 -0.115 1  -0.0h5R -,,j,
	 -V.1hh5 -F+.71"59
11 0.0000 6,.0000 0.00610 0.0000 0.0000 0.PV02 
. 0,061 9 -0.0923 .(4 p974 .?,1-33 -0.0954 -V,05V -0,V44R -0.1349 -0.2086
14 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 000000 0,(1000 0,0PP0 0.0000 -0.0645 -r,,n79n -P.0823 -0.0724 -0.0428 -0.0270 -0.10(1'1 - O.;4 h3
15 0.0000 0,0000 0.00010 0.0000 0.0000 0.VV.OP 0.0000 -0.0527 -0.0625 -P.0678 -0 0 0625 -0.0309 -0.0250 ,.0.49(1 2 -V.1h85
16 0.0000 0.0001 P. 0.0000 0.0009 (1.000? 0.0000 V.n000 0.0000 0.01 1 ('4 0.0000 0.000(1 V.0000 0 .0(10,0 V. vo P -11.1501
17 0.019OP 0.01000 0.00(10 0.0000 0,(100(1 0.0001(1 0.0040 0,0090 0,(4000 P.0onP 0.( 1 000 0.000(1 0,00PV t1,V(1titl -V I 5 1
111 0.01100 0.01400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0( 1 0(1 P.
 N000 0.0209.	 0.0000 0.00V0 0.00V.0 0.(16190 0,0,,l(+0 0.VOOV -V..14V9
14 O.nVOO 0.067(10 0,00100 0,.9000 0.00(10 0.PV00 0,0000 0,n0PO 0.04100
	 P.(10P0 0,0140,0 V,00Q0 0
.61(•1 V(' 0.000V -0,614t 2
20 0.0000 O.00P0 0,0000 0,0000 0,00014 0.0400 0,00411 0.0PnP 0.01!00 0.0000 11.0000 V.NOP,(4 0.0(100 N.VVV(' -0.1185









	 0.0000	 0.O(1 00	 0.0(1(10	 0.V(S00	 0.06!0,0	 0.000.0	 0.61V0V
	 C.0(4 V(I	 O.01lV(4	 0, 0(1t4P	 0.0(4 V.R	 0. 0a 61 6' -N.I Ih5
23 0,0000 0.P0Va 0.0000 0.0000 H.V1000 0.9.(1 00 0,0000 0,0000 N.P('0P V.o(jVO (I (A , 4 (A









Table 2-31b.	 Lift tos:; and pi tchinr) moment da1;i.) for flat ended pluc1 down 1.375 U	 configuration, R = 4.74.
NON-111Mf NSl()NAl. M M/T1) 11 h/ l n
PO1 I 7 AP,FA N -N I'li.pIF N LH
1 1.6694 0. on It, 0,k1n2b69 0.0124H2 -0.595996 -0,113980
-0.051701
2 2.9!i97 0.9105494 15.0.14053 0.01H959 -0.4500H3 .11.191099 -0.1113HS6
3 4.7219 0.00,9433 11.0.17251 0.013`)30 -1.353081 -0.3c1 4173 -0.117bb7
4 R.9t91 0.017191 0.01268v 0.059321 -1„966141 -0.441989
-0.170820
5 14,2611 0.025957 0.019146 0.089569 -2.514774 -0.565321
-0.218486
6 20.7477 0.0359911 0.026546 0.124189 -3.1109850 -0.676614 -0.261498
7 28.3191 0.0471129 0.0346RR 0.1622HO -3.4b5bbB -0.776BI6
-00300224
R 17.1551 0.1^SRb6a 0.013269 0.2f12422
-3.853014 -0.8bbt5R
-0.3347h3
9 47.0759 0.&171183 0.052504 0.245626 -4.216561 -0.947883
-0.366338
1
10 58,1413 (1, OR4751 0.062511 0.292447 -4.539617
-1.020306 .0.394406
11 68.2369 0.095945 k1.0707h9 0.331n72 -4.777247
-1.03925 -0.415051
12 R6.0414 0.1144611 0.c1R442h 0.394962 -5.095654 -1.145503
-0.442715
13 lll.th37 11.13H545 41.1021 9 1 0.478070 -5.454567
-1.227090
-09474247
14 t33.5485 0.157923 0.1164 8 4 0.544937 -5.690004
-1.2 7 4113 -0,494352
15 157,969A x.177749 0.131104 O.b13344 *5002546 -1.326892
-0.512y18
16 184.4241 61.182433 0.134562 0,629510 -5.930917
-1.333270 -0.515283
17 212.9145 0.187865 0.13H56U 0.648254
-5.961471 -1.340139 .0.517938
to 243.4398 0.'.93647. 0.142Rh•) 0.6b8361
-5.9924163 n I.347111b
-00520596
19 263,5516 0,197194 .15 15,1 O.bHO445
-6.009298 -1.350890
-0.522093 Q Q
20 211 . H I R9 0.1913b37 0.146511 (1'6504&16
-6.016267
-1.352457 -0.522698
21 240.2134 0.20&'065 o.1475hR 0.690)53
-6.023t08 .1.351995
-0.523293 1
22 2RH.73tiA 0.'2111564 0.14Rh7h 0.695590
-6.030171 -1.3S5b83
-0.523906 ^ r













Table 2-34.40 Pressure coefficient data for flat ended plug down 1.375 D configuration, R = 2.37.




	 PLIIG 1111 1 1 Th tt,175
	
EEEECTIVE Jk•1 DIAMF I E14 a 0 .99 CLIJU P RODY WAMETER c 0,75
.1k1 FLOW	 P0E s 4.105 CMM ( 147.80 CF M )	 F Ha STkE AM VE:I,CC ITY s 09.8 M /S ( 196,1 F /S )
Al EkFECTIVE VELOCITY a 141.6 M/S ( 464.5 F/S )
	 JE'1 EFFECTIVE THRUST al le 510 H (2,5975 LB )
1^OQ •117htE1)S1U1(Ai1ZE0 PHkSSUHr.S
ANGLE (17E(;HE.rS)




	1	 0.Ib11	 8.3526	 ki.3N1H
2 0.32112 0.3090 t1 .27h3
3	 11.2422	 0.2744
	 0.242H
4 0.21124 0.1973 0.1R(1H












4 61.1!695 0.0664 0.0626
10 0.611100 P..41011N 0.01400
11 11.0000 0.000(1 0.0000
	
12	 0,0000	 0.0(1 0111	 0.11000

























23	 0.P1N00	 N, 0000
	 0.(1-,1011
vi. 21(1') 11.611141 - 0.3399 -0. H 160 -1.3885 -1.9323 0 2.1162 w t,6706 -1,3285 0 1,0739 oe.9539 -0.9110
0.2073 0,61482 0.2827 -0.129 -0.9279 .1.3333 .1.4991 -1 4 3412 -1.0757 -0,8671 -0.7672 -0.72!3
0.1940 0.0672 -(1.1067 -0.3145 -11.6151 -0.9215 -3.1046 -.1.1249 4.9746 10,8147 0.6759 0.6413
0.1522 61.610117 - 0.11117 
-0.1343 -0.2022 -0.4126 -0,5711 -0,7116 -0.7392 •0.6626 -0.5448 -0950.92
0.1211 0.0759 N.V123 -0.11674 -0.1455 -0.2472-0.365'/ -5.56161 -51.5740 00,4977 -0.432b -0.3978
0.0970 0,0648 N,N207 .0.0)b2 -11,09511 •0,1698 .0.2582 61.3630 -0.4197 -0.3769 -0.3085 -41.,2902
11,41776 0.0536 0.0202 -0.0107 -61.0664 -0.1276 -0.1912 -0.2bb1 -0.3033 -042770 00.2113 10.202
t3.065R 11.0462 0.0191 
. 0.0113 -0.uS34 .0,0 9 78 -0,1476 -0,1984 -0.2144 .0,1920 .0.1517 .0.1519
0.0541 N.04oh 0.1!579 -0.cm71 -0.0408 •0 0 0779 -0.115t -0,1527 .
-0.1660 00.1471 -0.1034 -0.1080
0.11000 14.0000 41.0164 -0,0033 -0.0316 -0.11623 .0.0937'-0.1174 -0.1244 -0,1060 -0.075b .0.0774
(1.00041 0 0 0.400 0.0161 0.0000 -0.11247 -0,61518 -0.0756 -0.61965 -0.0991 7000850 -0.05b4 -0.05b7
0.000(1 0.0000 0.61000 0.1100141 -0,0199 .0,0391 .0.0582 -0,0745 .0,0710 -0.0607 .0.0350 .0.041;3
(1.0000 0.0:1011 0.011110 N.Nt 1 011 -61.61145 -0.0319 . 0 i O472 -0.0554 -0.0542 -0.0444 -0010225 -0.02N3
N . 0 111111 0 0 00110 0.111100 0.00011 -0.0130 .0,61]71 •8.0383 -0.0447 -0.0436 -0,0344 -0.0148 -01.01119
61.61111111 0.0000 0 .014011 0.0111111 
-000094 -0.61209 -M.0324 -000380 .0.0347 00,0263 -0.0009•+0.11133
0.11N0ti 0 0 000A 0.00610 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.041NN 0,0700 0,0000 0,0000 0.0 4100 -0.0007
0.(10011 0.0N0t1 ( 1..1. 000 0.6100(1 11.0000 0,0000 000000 '000000 .0.0000 0.00461 0.0000 -11000b4
0,011061 0.0(1061 0.0(16111 0.00610 0.01700 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.01100 0.01100 0.0000 -0.0043
0.0(1041	 0.0(100 0 0610(0
	 11.0kiV.(1 0.0000 0,0410e	 0,0000 0.041061 0,001,(0 0 0 001vP1	 0.11000 -0.06428
0.111100 (1.01100 11.fi(1 N0 0,0114:0 0.0(161(1 0,U0Nk .0.061061 0.0011'0 0,0000 11
.00{611 0.00110 -0.0.046'
61.(100(1 0,00011 11.NN(10 0.410V0 000000 0,116100 15.41000 0001400 000000 0
.00061 0,011 00 -0,01136
N,(1(1(10
	 0,(1!161(1 11.0:)00 ti,0mv..ti 11,00011 0,(1ti00
	 0,00061 0,00(10 0.0000
	 0,0000 0.00011 -0,0;!30
0.00(io 11.01100 0.0061() 0.11040 0,000(1 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0001) 0,00d0 0,(1611161 0,001111
Table 2-34b.
	 L	 Ft:	 lo.,,.; and	 I)i.tchinq
	 inomc•nt. dat-a
	 For flit rnd( , (.1 plu cl down 1.375 D  confiquration, R = 2.37.
N ON-I)7 M FN3IQNAG M N/711 L L/'I
POR3 AREA N .P I,R-FT N 1.11
S 3.6604 0,015219 0.111127 0.052511 -1,476759 -0.331978 -0078303
µ
2 2.5597 0.022970 0.016969 0.07RQ15 • 7.037814 -0.458101 -0,1774147
3 4,7219 0.041237 0.030411 0.142778 -3.1173139
-0.6 0 01342 -0.266997
4 8.9191 0.076115 0.056141 11.767646 .4.2t0Q94 .o.94(,631
-0.365R55
5 14.2613 001P673 0.087496 0.4G1917tr •S.IRIMI • 1.164797 -0.450171
6 20.7477 0.165301 0.121Q76 0.577,391 •5.993241.5 -1.347277
-0.5213695
7 28.3791 0.213444 0.157437 0.736520 -6.659644 -1.497089 •0.578596
9 37.t551 0.26ltA7 0.192649 0.901244 .7.196327 -1.617734
-0.675273
9 47.0758 0.309531 9.77757.1 1.064631 -7.63Q125 -t.717275 -0.663694
le 58,.1413 0.341915 0.247t77 1.1794R0 -8.151326 -1.817418 .0.7118194
11 68.2369 0.36R701 0.271954 1.272256 -A.5?0950 -1.915511 -0.7403BR
17 86.4434 0.406367 0.2 Q 97.36 1.402278 .9.07.07a1 .2.027874 •0.793734
13 111.1632 0.450346 0.337175 1.55398t -9.553049 -2.147705 -0.830047
1 4 133.5485 0.481041 0.357079 1.670252
-9.933847 -2.233129 -0,963061
f5 157.9688 0.515A03 0.3 9 0456 1.77.9951 -1v.263114 -2.31+714 9 -k+.891669
15 tA4.4241 0.516097 0.381756 1.7A3492 -10.269691 -2.30862 4 -0.8927.39
1 7 712.9145 0.517670 (A.3 A 1R31 1.796293
-1N.2740R4 -2.31+9614 ..0.892621 0 C)
i n r1743.4399 0.51937A 0,342355 1.798736 -10.?77901 -2.310449 - 0 .892944
1 Q 263.5516 0.51A703 0.397.595 1.7A9R5R - IV.?794v2 - 2.310 9 119 -0093083 p
20 271.0199 0,SIA927 0.3 9 2760 1.790630 -1p.2404R6 .2.311053 -0.893177
21 200.2134 0.519109 0.392R94 1.791256 -10.281351 -2.311249
-0.89.3253 +1y^
27 203.7350 0.519261 0.3"3007 1.701743 -117.202069 -7.31140 9 -0.813331!;
23 7.97.3039 0.S1926t 0.303007 1.79t7R3 -SU.2R2Vfi9 -2.311 4 0 9 -0.893315
00v
SECTION 3:	 JET CENTERLINE TRAJECTORY DATP AND RESULTANT
POWER LAW CURVE FIT EQUATIONS
Data for each nozzle configuration are presented for the
location of the jet centerline at values of R	 equal to 8,	 6,
4 and 2.5.
	
These data were taken using a Kiel total pressure
probe.
	 Also listed for each configuration are predicted nondi-
mensional	 z	 coordinates calculated using a least squares curve
fit power law equation, and a local slope of the curve, in
degrees.	 These slopes were then used to orient a pitot-static
probe to obtain the dynamic pressure data presented in Section 4.
The power law equation was of the form
z/Deff _ K (x/Deff ) n 3-1
The trajectory data may be found in the following tables	 (also
listed below are the appropriate values of
	 K and	 n);
Configuration	 R Table K n
No Plug
	 8 3-1 7.0 0.325
6 3-2 5.37 0.333
4 3-3 3.66 0.324
2.5 3-4 2.55 0.328
Round Plug Flush
	 8 3-5 6.04 0.337
6 3-6 4.73 0.345
4 3-7 3.15 0.370
2.5 3-8 2.07 0.398
Round Plug Down 0.5 D 
	 8 3-9 6.14 0.334
6 3-10 4.73 0.350
4 3-11 3.33 0.353
2.5 3-12 2.35 0.343
Round Plug Down 1.0 D
	 8 3-13 6.64 0.326
n	 6 3-14 5.02 0.335
4 3-15 3.44 0.329
2.5 3-16 2.41 0.330
Flat Plug Flush
	 8 3-17 6.13 0.320
6 3-18 4.85 0.322
4 3-19 2.97 0.373




















































P.1 PIS 659E+P? 0.151696F+02
(A.15A436F+qi7, 0.24AP.19F+02










z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
0.95251AF*00 (1.5276P1F401 0.57H011F+01 0.615A25E*02
t	 0.2972h1F+Gt1 H.70;7.14IF'+01 0.762011F+01 0.415276F+02
d
P.479394F.+ p 1 0.AgAg17E+01 o.9P4g52F+01 0.371R41F"+e2
0.671540F+vi 0.107591F+07 N.lii175AF+02 0.266ARAF+02
O.R53 7 45K+01 0.110F51E+07 (4.110121F+02 00302POF+02	 I
4	 0.105597F+c57 0.1174R9F_"*02 P.117751F+07. 0003g35F+02
P.124A2PF+P.2 0.1735g5F,+02 0.124503F+07 0.103944F402
^' y
ko














































0.7R31 6 5 F +01 0.357751F+01
0.470 49F+01 w.47074RF+01
0.666675E+0] N,46Q597F+01



























0.11676 ?E+ tt 1 t7.61 f,Ri 4F+n1 M.670725F+01 0.SAR4236+0?
61.411283F+ta t tt.9R0R20;F+t'1 0.977117F+01 0. jR5645F.+02
0.6A589f E + 0 1 ta.11672SF+ca2 0.115535E+02 N.205996F+02
0.o6N537E: +ttt Gt.17913SE+02 0.129430E+07 0.2441R5E+p2
0.f7351 9 F+ N ? 0.ti9951F:+07. ta.	 41	 P.RR7F+07, 41.210399F.+ 02
0. 15P984F:402 4.1511 1 SF+07 0.150757F+02 0. l A6103F+tat







f	 ♦ 	 ^
t	 w
a
Table 3-6. Jet centerline trajectory data for round plug flush configuration, R = 6.
SLOPE
k/D
eff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
0.136363E.+01 0.577045E+611 0.576603F+0t O.531307F+02
0.410777E+0t 0.771775E+01i 0.770611F•+01 0.329316E+02
0.685324E4jA 1 0.910R36F:+01 (1.919569F.+01 0.24fl572F+142
0.949R77F.+R1 0.I05040F+07 0.103300F. +02 0.203936E+02
0.123 4 51E+^17 0.11201RF+02 0.112675F+02 0.174913E+02
0.150 9 14E491 2 q.11899AF+012 0.17076AF+02 0.154441E+02
A.179374F407 tA.179463F+02 0.177944E+02 0.139045E+02








Table 3-7. Jet centerline trajectory data for round plug flush configuration, R = 4. !
SLOPE
X/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES).
0.135373E+01 0.34A443F +01 0.35202tS +01 0.43AR73E+02
0.4619479E+611 r1.536A49F+01 0.S30133F of 0.25SA93E+012
t
0.68383AF+01 0.64A497E+01 0.00869F.+01 0.191t92E+02
0.95R3N6E,+N1 0.776999^+01 0.72W0F_+01 N.tS6559E+02
0.123283E+ie2
t
0.7RR056F40 1 0.796976E+01 0.13403F+o2
0.150133F+07 0.A57A36E+01 0.RSA4Q7F+01 61.11RQ6gF+02









PREDICTED z/Deff	 (DEGREES) •
0.137640E+01-	 0.220785F401.	 0.211Q90F401	 0.348A998402
.	
1
0,4e5962E+01 N.374294F401	 N.362146E40f	 0.195947F,402
0.679625F+vt	 0.471902F401	 0.445037Fi01	 0.146332E+02



























Table 3-9. Jet centerline trajectory data for round plug down 0.5 D	 configuration, R = 8.
n
SLOPE
X/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED zjDeff (DEGREES)
N.11N691F' + ts1 u'.63pS 1NF.4A1 ia.6:3S1t .3E4Pi 0.674444F.402
0.333197E+01 0.10974RF401 0.91"61F+01 10.476753F. +02
N.S557R1F+N1 0.1«7796F:+02 A.1089R9E402 0.312609F+02
0.770 375F.+Of 1 0.173153F+02 VI.1 219RFF+02 0.276626F+92
0.t"V' ME+N2 0.133257F+4s2 0.132694E*02 0.21911 3E402
0.122365E+N7 0.143152E402 of.141Q14F4017 A.21^P15E+0Y
Ot.144633E+07
1,
0. 1 4AR09F-+(52 0.t591079F402 0.101397E+02






-A.L1A27NF40t N.4Q7911F4A1 0.4RR947F.+0t 0.S717v9F4A2
0.332664F. + Gii t+.707770F+01 0*71976AF4c11 0.3701SF4t+2
0.5S5177F+01 N.R42QRAF.+01 N.R60779E401 0044426F+02
P.777702 F +01 0.9644%14F,+01 v.967R52F+01 0.7iS1P1F4p2
0,1001O2QE+07 o.104947F:+N7 0.1A56R6F.+07 0.2027ASF407
0.1722RSE+02 N.114047F+07 0.113375F.+A2 0.179567E+92











0.10914RE401 04.347353F.+01 	 - 0.343521F+01 0.40021SE402
W.311247F+01 M.5029201F+611 P.S&IR411F+011 N.204587F.+02
0.553559F+01 a,6P4745F+e1 0.60949RE+p1 0.212476E+02
0.775 9 73E+V11 0.6R1114F+01 0106R6708F+01 0.173551E+02
01.998499E+01 0.75IR26F+01 17.750634E+01 if. 14R692F402
0.122092E+172 0,Ra2739F401 0.805909F.401 0.131215E+02








X/ z/Deff PREDICTED zfDeff (DEGREES) 4eff
P.1P3937E+N1 0.2 4 6372F +N1 0.239S07E +01 0•37R1R9E+02
A.3275N4E + N1 P.]42534E+A) A.3S2939F+A1 0.ZP2466F..+y2 1
'	 A.549413F*M 0.41A411E+011 N.42151AE+A1 0.1475PU402
A
' 	
A.771389E+01 e.47763f,E+01 0.473571F+A1 0.118977F402
A.993601F+01 A,515A61F.+A1 0.516550+01 0.1P1161F+A2
0.1215"s	 4N2 A.S51029F+01 0.51;361 7F+01 A.RR81?!1E+A1




















N . ^+68f 71F4N1 N.6g7792F.. + A1 A.655999F+A2F_ -,
0.292447F+01 n,4y142Pt'+A1 P•441692E+Of A.46346,^E4A2
N.4P7R19E+N1 A.11NN2NF+02 0.365442F4P2
A.6Q3?2fE+N1 t1,1 ?3v24F +N2 N.174126F +y2 A•3A599PF.4o2
P. p 7H63 0 F; +N1 q.175 !19AF. 4P2 0 . 134710E + (42 0.265231E+02
P. •1N7QNPF+GJ7. 0.144K37F:+C7 A.143R19F.4P7 0.215502F.402















A.291973F+01 0,7102146+01 0.7189N04A1 00395063F+612
A.487263E4A1 0.8591RAF+A1 0.RS3399F+91 0.3"3913F+02
61.6 8 2631 F 401 N.9S353AF.+01 0.9S519AF4(11 0.25111 3F+A2
{+.H7RAIPF'aA1 F1.1p4044F+07 A.103942F+A2 0016247F+02
E
c4.107342F*02 0.11074AF+A2 0.111177F+07. 0.1912A1E+012





2.	 Table 3-15. Jet centerline trajectory For round plug down 1.0 D	 configuration, R = 4.n
SLOPE
z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)x/Deff








N.874454E+01 0.712166F.+N1 N.7N21 A9F+e1
H•147476F. ♦fl2
0.107193E#02 0.746926F+01 c,T501 A6F.+g1
0.129SI14E+t72







Table 3-16. Jet centerline trajectory data for round plug down 1.0 Dn
I
configuration, R = 2.5.
SLOPE
X/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff
(DEGREES)
0.93e94SE♦00 0.216302F +01 n.2354p6F. +01 0.3a8896F402
0.707414E+01 0.343060E+01 0.141771F+A1 A.214507E+02
A.4R2317,F+N1 P.3Q76R0E40f 0.405529E+81 0.1552.65F+A2
C, 77192E+m 0.454783F+01 P.45364RE+01 0.174814F.+02
A.072210E+01 0.4969R9E+01 0.4Q321RE+01 0.109415E+02
0.106739E+02 0.576792E401 0.577250E+01 0.926993E401














0.469S17F + 01 0.10077SF+02
0.100642F, + 672
A.34171AE+A2
0.782 p 84E + N/ 0.170681E+02 0.11855AF+N7
0.299737E+02
0.109630F+ 07 P.133A1QE+07 g,112A5aE+07
0.210963E+02
0.14P. Q 73F.+N9 94,1417A2F:+1A7 N.143125E+07 0.100135E+02







 s !	 R S
S




A.1SSB4NF+A) A.35768iF+^1 A.SS9429E+A1 0.491772E+92 1g
N.469N631:44l 1 N.APN53SF4N1 N.7991yAE+A1 0.207524E402
0,782395F*01 0.939877F#01 0.941266F +A1 0•212013SE4p2
0.109575E+92 t+.105931E+02 09104926E4A2 0•171599F_4912
0.149914E4A2 A•11469AE+02 0.113797F.4A2 0.145957E+y2
0.172257F402 0.118671F+02 0.171404E+07 0•170042E402










Table 3-19. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug flush configuration, R = 4. a
SLOPE
x/D
eff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
E1..1549 R 4E401 0.350031F401 0.349056F401 0.400822E+02
0,467976E401 0.579MF401 N.524214F4V11 0.22820AF402
^+.781151E+01 1 0.640656E041 0.639195E+01 ".169A92Ei02
0.1 N9441 F, 07 0^.72P78oIF4A 1 0.725A 13Fa011 0.134710E402
0.140770F4012 N.791941E4011 0.796371F401 06119093F402
0.172099F402 0.059621F401 N.A58121F401 0.105]27F402




















k	 14.171639E:+07 0.642610F+011 41.6%0743F+6i1
p.R12RA7F+01







C)	 Table 3-21. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug 'down 0.375 D 	 configuration, R = 8.
SLOPE
X/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
A.,14273RF+01 0.677311E+A1 0.673584E+A1 0.564190E+02
N.42911REed1 0.950233F.+01 N.OS712RF+Af 0.354475F+N2
E-
N,715S56Ee01 N.1f2126F+07 0.11268pE+N2 0.2.66449E+02
'	 1l.f ►^W,201Eac^2 1.125955E+N2 0.125465F.+02 0.217R42E+02
0. 08W49F+07, +.135052F+02 6A.1 359501t +02 0.14611 RF+02
A.157497E♦07 11.145969E+07 0.144946E+02 0.16369RF+02















_ 0.14 2 41 3 E-a.Ol..t a.51IA71E401 P 5L6S7PF+01 0.502942E+02
__	 _	 -
0,4206A7 g 401 t1,7e9904F+01 0.744764E+01 0.2497bov+02
N•715P6,9F:401 0.ARR194F+m N.942662E401 P9272A44E+02
^
0.1010149F+P7 0.906437E+01 0,907111E+Pt 0.1A1197E:+P2
9.1 2 0 7 9 3E'+01 0.10774.1F.+07 ".1(47109 E+P2 0.1 S 4624F,+02
0.157439F.402 0.113927F+02 0.11470AE402 P•1459APE+02
0.1A6AA5E+02 (9.120R41E+07. P.191254E+09 0.122A6R F4P?.
_ 1
O
N	 Table 3-23, Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 0.375 D 	 configuration, R = 4.
SLOPE
x/D z/D PREDICTED z/D (DEGREES)
eff eff eff
0.141609E+0'1 0.31991JE401 0.174Q4AF+01 09422342F-+02_
0.4275 9 0E+N1 0.512776E+011 N,503055F+01 14.749659E+02






0.12R54AE+N2 N 767107E+01 t4.777Q0	 F+0+1b A.11457RE+012 #
P.1572 8 1t+02 t4.g402Q1F+01 0.842297E+01 P.119660F+02'








able 3-24. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 0.375 D	 configuratlon, R.	 2.5.n
SLOPE









o,5P368';E+01 ul *572267F+01 0*973679F4ol
o.156939E*(42 o*b737t).F+01 (i,618352E+01
0061933F.401





'p Table 3-25. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 0.876 Dn configuration, R	 8. {
SLOPE
x/Deff Z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff
(DEGREES).





N.335177F,+P1 0.950344F+Ni N.9464;3F ♦ Ni
0.429597F+N2
t














0.154766F + 02 N.153617E<+a2
f
'
Table 3-26. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 0.875 D 	 configuration, R = 6.
SLOPE	 !
X/Beff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff
(DEGREES)	 i
i
0.111A57F+N1 9.5C0754F+01 0.4964QPF+01	 _ -__ A,S7382-6r-+02 -




p.,782320R+91 P.9A43079+01 0.902579F4a1 0.276847E402
a.1 pP615F+ p 2 A610A3ASE+02 0.10728494N7 0.204251E+N2
0.123005E+02 (.1.114074F.+07 0.1150192E+02
I0•100951F402












Table 3-27. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down, 0.875 D	 configuration, R = 4.
n
SLOPE
x/D z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
eff
0.111!09REiN1 ^,3521N7E^N1 d.349615FtP1 P.I7P61tF.4PI
N.131S1 q }• ,	 N1
 0.S14414f:+01 0.514211F401 0.247163F492
4}. 'SS 11 IRE 401 0.6@S4S IF'401 0.614759F.+0I 0021 PPS PF 402
F 41.7"i4 oh6F.+01 0.6R 79 1AF'401 P.fiQ1 JP 1 F+n1 0.171250E+02
41.1 MA 462V + 02 t4.7St4s13F401 P . 754743E 4 01 R.146522F.+N2
1+ ,122 R 991+02 0.901400E+01 w.RP4456E^P1 H.1?9161F+A2
0.14STI3F#v7 0. 875&64F401 P.PS7941c+01 0.1161aSl +A2
fTable 3-28. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 0.875 D	 configuration, R _ 2.5.
n
SLOPE
x/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)
A.1N7111E+A 1 P.253RR7F +A1 P.24730?. F.+0/ 0.3R2S69F+P2_.._
(4.3)P.246E+01 11.156779F: + 01 0.0-3304F,+01 0,?a6273F,+02
NS53552F..N1' v.47159SF+^tt A.413S36E+P1 N.1SaA17Esp2
i1,776972E + 01 N.475735F + 01 0>.4R686SE +01 0.171P14F+P2
o.10vP36E+07. 0.532614E+0i 0.53MAE491 0.102910F+a2
N.1723 9 6 E + P2 0.569S90 + 01 a.56R777F+ N1 0.403467E+4A1












0, 0,64594tF. +01 0,649194E+02
0.30169tE4N1 0.019511F +01 (4.910797F+01.93NT i 0. 4S6S4AF+N^_
t
t
N.Se317I E+0+t c+.11 N3R7F.407 0 . 360107E4N2
0.704687F.+01 0.1749R7F.+02 0.173320E+017 0.3Al269F.+02
P.906240F + 01 -0.11394 1E+02 0. 114040F +02 t1. 261279F.+o2












Table 3-30. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 1.375 D	 configuration, R = 6.n
SLOPE
X/Deff z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff
(DEGREES)
0.99937tE+00 0.478954E+ml 0.477988E+01 0049022E+t12
0.301263E+01 P.6991559+01 0.701530B+01	 - 0.389978F,+02 f
0.502700E+01 a.R34R60F+01 0.838245E +P1 0.301860E+02
0.704163E+01 005000W+01 0.1.94 246 4E +P 1 0.249571E+02
0.905676E+01 0.102690E+02 0.102466F+02 0.21S5P9F402
0,tt072PE+02 0.1P9R59F.t02 0.110349E+02 0.191076E+02
y













Table 3-31. Jet centerline trajectory data for flat plug down 1.375 D 	 configuration, R = a.
SLOPE
Z/Deff PREDICTED z/Deff (DEGREES)xJDeff
^	 N,99A297F: ♦ NN 51,14A19AF ♦ A1 A.34214AF+c'1 A.4713f AF ♦ A2
A.3AA1S3E +at n.4R6117F ♦ c11 ^1.4p3652F ♦Nf A.2F6635F•A2
A. set 4A2F+y1 q.570631F+01 ci.567544F+01 0.19427NE+02
il.702R8c1F +01 01.634644E+411 0.630511E+A1 0.156102F.+N2
H.90433RE 4 01 0.600733F + s11 0.02026F +N1 0.132259F•.02
a,110580E+02 0.775R21E+01 0,72614AF+N) 0.115653E+A2









0,964677E+00 97.241344F+R1 0.239414F401 0.>182874F;+A2
0.297101E+01 0.330642F +01 N.342401F+R1 0.20131SF+02
4.498069F.+01 0.4PI2651 E+P1 c1.403558E+Ai 4.144517E+02
0. 99243E+01 0.446177F.011 A.449547F+N1
0.115570F+02
0.909418E+01 0.409701F +ol 0.4R7192F+01 0.97650AF4:R1










SECTION 4;: JET CENTERLINE DYNAMIC PRESSURE DECAY DATA
	 }i
In this section the dynamic pressure decay data along the
jet centerline are presented in tabular form. These data have
been taken using a pitot static probe attached to a three
dimensional traverse. The probe was oriented to be tangent
to the local jet centerline using data from Section 3, and then
the probe was traversed in the z-direction at various x locations
to find the maximum q values. The x and z locations of the
pitot static probe tip have been corrected for deflections of the
probe traverse. These q data are listed in non-dimensional
form versus 
s/Deff, where s is the arc length along the jet
centerline path.
These dynamic pressure data are found in the following tables:
Configuration
	 R	 Table

























































Jet Centerline Decay Data for
No Plug, R _ 8
q(s) - q^





















Jet Centerline Decay Data for 
























Jet Centerline Decay Data for
No Plug, R = 4
n
q (s)	 - q.













































Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Round Plug Flush, R = 2.5 4
x
r
q ( s )	 - q.s/D














Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Round Plug Down 0.5 Dn , R _ 8
P q(s)	 - q.
S/Deff
i
















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
x
Round Plug Down 0.5 Dn , R = 6
q (s ) - q.





















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Round Plug Down 0.5 Dn , R = 2.5
C	 w
r	 q (s) - q.





































Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Round Plug Down 1.0 Dn , R = 6




















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Round Plug Dow:: 1.0 , Dn , R	 4
q (S)	 ` qCO














Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Hound Plug Down 1.0 Dn, R ='2.5
)
e
4 ( S )	 - 4„ k


















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Flush, R _ 8
q ( s )	 - g00














Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Flush, R = 6
q(s)	 - qw












q (s) — qoo

























Jet Centerline Decay Data for
s
Square Plug Down 0.375 Dn , R = 8
r
{
q(s) - q ;


























Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Down 0.375 Dn , R = 4
q(s ) - q.	 }






























Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Down 0.875 Dn, R	 4
R
q ( S )	 - q



















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Down 0.875 Dn , R = 2.5


















Square Plug Down 1.375 Dn ,	 R = 6
t;
1
t` ' _q ( S )	 - q,O


















Jet Centerline Decay Data for
Square Plug Down 1.375 Dn, R 2.5
q (s)	 q.
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